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The Tree of Life and the Tree
of Knowledge

R u d o l f S t e i n e r

Two Lectures given at Dornach on July 24-25, 1915*

Anthroposophy, a way of thought rather than a
body of dogma, springs from the work and teaching
of Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925). He spoke of it as" a path of knowledge, to gmde the spiritual in the
human being to the spiritual in the universe

The aim of this Annual is to publish writings which
bring the outlook of Anthroposophy to bear on questions and activities relevant to the present time.

The title derives from a reference by Rudolf Steiner
to an old Persian legend. ** Djemjdid was a king
who led his people from the north towards Iran, and
who received from the God, whom he called Ahura
Mazdao, a golden dagger, by means of which he was
to fulfil his mission on earth. ... It represents a
force given to man whereby he can act upon and
transform external nature ".

I. A Dying Culture and the Christian Impulse
AI/HEN ceople encounter the world-conception of Spiritu^

sciencS. their wish first of aU is to have quesuons answered,
riddles solved. That is quite natural and understandable, oiie ran
even say, justifiable. But something elw must be added if the
spiritual-Uientific movement is really to become the hvmg ttang itmust become, in accordance with the general evolution of earth and
humanity. Above all, a certain feebng must added a cert̂perception that the more one strives to enter the spmtud wô ^̂tte more the riddles increase. Thê  riddles aî ally become more
numerous for the human soul than they were before, and in a rar̂
respect also more sacred. When we enter into the spiritual-scientificview of the world, great Ufe-problems, the emstenra of wluch we
hardly guessed before, first appear as the riddles they are.

Now, one of the greatest riddles rannrated wife the evrf̂^̂of the earth and mankind is the Chnst-riddle, the nddle of Chnst-
Jesus. And with regard to this, we râ nly hope to advance slowly
towards its real depth and sanctity. That is to say, we can expect
in our future incarnations gradually to peiwive more and more
clearly in what a lofty sense, in what an extraordinary sense, thisChrist-riddle is a riddle. We must not only hiye that much regaring
this Christ-riddle will he clarified; we must hope also that much of
what we have hitherto found full of riddles conraming the entry ofthe Christ-Being into humanity's evolution will become still more
difficult For much else wffl emerge, hnnging new riddles con
cerning the Mystery of Golgotha; or, if you prefer, new aspects of
this great riddle.

There is no question here of ever claiming to do more than
throw some light on this great riddle from one side or another.

♦ From a shorthand report, unrevised by the lecturer. Published in this
newly-revised translation by permission of the Rudolf Steiner-Nachlassverwal-
tung, Domach, Switzerland.



And I beg you to be entirely clear that only single rays of light can
ever be thrown from the resources of human contemplation upon
this greatest riddle of man's earthly existence, nor do these rays
aUempt to exhaust the problem, but only to illumine it from variousdirections. And so to what has already been said we will add
something that may bring us nearer to one aspect of the Mvsterv
o f G o l g o t h a . '

You remember the pronouncement of the Jahve-God, radiating
from the far distance, which stands at the beginning of the Bible,
after the Fall had come about. It was then declared that since men
had eaten of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, they must
be bamshed from their present abode, so that they might not eat
also of the Tree of Life. The Tree of Life was to be protected, as
It were, from being partaken of by men who had already tasted of
the Tree of Knowledge.

Now behind this primordial duality of the eating of the Treeof Knowledge of Good and Evil on the one hand, and the eating of
the Tree of Life on the other, there lies concealed something which
cuts deep into life. Today we will turn our attention to one of the
many applications of this pronouncement. We will bring to mindwhat we have long known; that the Mystery of Golgotha, in so far
^ It was accomplished within the evolution of earthly historyfeU in the fourth post-Atlantean or Graeco-Latin epoch.
I Mystery o f Go lgo tha l ies near the con-clusion of the first third of the Graeco-Latin epoch and that two-

tlurds of this epoch follow, having as their task the first incorpora
tion of the secrets of the Mystery of Golgotha into human evolution

must ̂ anguish two things in regard to the Mysteryof Golgotha. The first is what took place as purely objecave fact*
"rnri, ' ' the entry of the Cosmic BeingCtastus, into the sphere of earthly evolution. It would he hypo;

"'g'" say. for 'he Mysteryof Golgotha—that is, the entry of the Impulse of Christ into earthly
evoluaon—to have heen enacted without any one on eardi having
understood or perhaps even known what had occurred. It mieht
quite weU have happened that the Mystery of Golgotha took

? r®aiained unknown to men, so that no single personwould have been able to think about solving the riddle of what had
actual ly occurred.

humanity was intended gradu-understanding of what had happened through theMystery of Golgotha. But none the less we must realise that there
human beings receive as knowledge, as

happened objectivelyindependently of any knowledge concerning
tL \A t endeavoured to grasp what had taken place throughthe Mystery of Golgotha. We are aware that not only did the

Evangelists, out of a certain clairvoyance, give those records ofthe Mystery of Golgotha which we find in the Gospels; an attempt
was also made to grasp the Mystery by means of the knowledge
which men already possessed. We know that since the Mystery
of Golgotha, not only have its tidings been given out, but there has
also arisen a New Testament theology in its various branches. This
New Testament theology, as is only natural, has made use of already
existing ideas in asking itself: What has actually come about withthe Mystery of Golgotha, what has been accomplished through it?

We have often considered how, in particular, Greek philosophy
—for instance, the Greek philosophy developed in the teachings
of Plato and Aristotle—endeavoured to grasp what had taken place
in the Mystery of Golgotha, just as these philosophers exerted
themselves to understand Nature around them. And so we ̂ n say
that on the one hand the Mystery of Golgotha entered as objective
fact, and on the other hand, confronting it, are the dirfCTent world-
conceptions which had been developed since antiqmty, which reach acertain perfection at the time in which the Mystery of Golgotha
took place, and then go on evolving.

Whence were these concepts derived? We know indwd thatall these concepts, including those which ̂ ved in Greek philosô y
and approached the Mystery of Golgotha from the earthly side
are derived from a primeval knowledge, from a knowledge which
could not have been at man's disposal if an onginal revelation had
not taken place. For it is not only a materialistic idea, but an
entirely nonsensical one, to suppose that the onginal form of theattenuated philosophy which existed at the time of the Mystery of
Golgotha could have come from human beings alone. It sprangfrom a primeval revelation, given at a time when men still had the
remains of ancient clairvoyance. It was ̂ ven for the most part man imaginative, pictorial form, and this had bwn attenuate into
concepte by the time of the Mystery of Golgotha, during theGraetto-Latin epoch. So one can see arising this intensive stream of
primeval revelation, which could heaven to men became they
stiU had the last remains of the old clairvoyance that spoke to the
kind of understanding they had in those dayMnd then gradually
the revelation dried up and withered into philosophy.

Thus there came into existence a pUlosophy with many, many
shades and nuances, and these aU sought in their several ways to
comprehend the Mystery of Golgotha. If we want to observe thelast rarefied stage of these endeavours, we must turn from ancient
Greece to ancient Rome.

By the Roman age I mean the time that begins approximatelywith the Mystery of Golgotha, with the reign of the Emperor
Augustus, and continues through the period of the Roman Empireuntil the migration of peoples gave a different countenance to the
European world. And what we see flare up in this Roman age.



like a last great light from the impulse kindled by the primeval
revelation, is the Latin-Roman poetry, which has played so great
a part in the education of youth right up to our own day; together
with all that developed from it until the decline of ancient Rome.
This Roman spiritual life offered a refuge for all possible varieties
of world-outlook. It had no sort of unity. It spread out to embrace
numerous sects, numerous religious views, and it could develop a
certain common ground only by retreating, as it were, into external
abstract ions.

Here we can recognise how a withering influence came to
expression m this far-spread Roman culture, wherein Christianitywas stirnng as a new impulse. We see how Roman thinking is at
great pains to grasp with its own ideas what lay behind the Mysteryof Golgotha. We see how endeavours were made in every possible
way to draw ideas from the whole range of world-conceptions inorder to understand this secret. And one can say, if one observes
closely: It was a despairing struggle towards an understanding areal understanding, of the Mystery of Golgotha. And in fact this
struggle continued throughout the first millenium.
1, should notice, for instance, how Augustine first accents

^ the elements of the old withered world-conception, and howhe tries tl̂ ough all that he so accepts to grasp the new'impulse of
Ctastiamty, for he now feels Christianity flowing as a living impulsemto his soul. Augustine is a great and significant personaUtv—
but one ŝ s in every page of his writings how he is struggUng to
understand what is flowing to him from the Christ Impulse Andso It goes on, and this is the whole endeavour of Rome: to bring into
the western world of ideas the living substance of what confes to
expression in the Mystery of Golgotha.

struggles despairingly in the widespreadRoman-Latin impulse, in the concepts that permeate the Latin
knguage, to comprehend the Mystery of Golgotha? It springs
o ^ G o o d K n o w l e d f eof Good and Evil. We can see in the primeval revelation, when theold clairvoyant perceptions could still speak to men, how vividly
v̂e concepts were m that early time—concepts which were still
imaginations-̂nd how graduaUy they dry ̂p and whhe® andôw thin. They are so thin that half-way through the MiddleAges, when Scholasticism flourished, the greatest efforts of the soul

sharpen these attenuated concepts sufficiently tograsp the hfe-impulse present in the Mystery of Golgotha What
RZarffflil was a highly distiUed form of* the oldRoman language, with its marvellously structured logic, but with its
hfê lement almost entirely lost. This Latin speech, wffh iirirî ^̂ ^̂

Jjf® almost dead, was preserved as a fulfil-TiS of Ltfl utterance: Men shall not eat of the

If it had been possible for what had evolved from the old
Latin heritage to comprehend fully all had that been accornphsĥ
in the Mystery of Golgotha; if it had been possible for tMs Î hn
heritage, simply by making an effort, to gain an understanding of the
Mystery of Golgotha, that would have been an eating of the Tree ot
Life. But this was forbidden, after the expulsion from Paradise. The
knowledge which had come to humanity in the sense of the ancient
revelation was not to be allowed to work in a living way. Hence it
could grasp the Mystery of Golgotha only with dead concepts.

" Ye shall not eat of the Tree of Life ": this is a saying wWch
holds good through all aeons of earthly evolution with regard to
certain phenomena. And one fulfilment of ̂ s saying was hkewise
indicated by adding to it: " The Tree of Life will draw lu its
other form as the Cross erected on Golgotha—and hfe will streana
out from it. But this older knowledge shall not eat of the Tree oi
L i f e . "

And so we see a dying knowledge stniggUng with life; we sre
how desperately it strives to incorporate the hfe of Golgotha in
i t s c o n c e p t s . ^ , . •

Now there is a peculiar fact, a fact which inAcatra ̂ atjn
Europe-over against the East as it wer̂ somê  ̂  life wmopposition to the primal decree concerning the Trre of Life wasset up. Here we touch tte fringe of a
one can really speak only in pictures of much that m g
it; but I believe the pictures can be understood.

In Europe we find a legend concerningis quite different from the one contained in essentials can still
t h r o u g h l a t e r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s , . * u i s l e e e n dbe recognised. Now the characteristic feature
exists but that it has been preserved longer m Europe man in oiner

legend was sUll alive "father to trees, which were foundHere, too, we 'ef to a Wile and We. And menon the shore of thê a by gwere formed from two tr̂ ,th^A Christianisedcrmed by orimlal Emopean revelation) through the

hearing.

DoSlc?on Translated in the volume FeM of the
Seasons (out of print).



The very great difference that exists between this story of
creation and that of the Bible is not usually observed—^but you need
only read the Bible, always a useful thing to do—^and in the very first
chapters you will remark the very great difference that exists between
the two creation legends. I should like to mention only one point:
that, according to the legend, a threefold divine nature flowed
into man. It must be something of a soul-nature that the Gods
laid within him, which expresses itself in his form and is in fact
derived from the Gods. In Europe, therefore, there was an aware
ness that inasmuch as a man moves about on eaxth, he bears a
divine element within him; in the East, on the contrary, the aware
ness was that a man bears a Luciferic element within him. Bound up
with the eating of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil is
something which has even brought men death, something that has
turned all men away from the Gods and for which they have earned
divine punishment. In Europe man is aware that in the human soul a
threefold nature lives, that the Gods have sunk a force into the
human soul. That is very significant.

Here we touch, as I have said, the fringe of a great secret, a
deep mystery. But one thing will be readily understood: it looks as
if in this ancient Europe a number of human beings had been pre
served who had not been taken away from sharing in the Tree of
Life; in whom there lived on, so to say, the tree or the trees of Life:
ash and ehn. And closely connected with this is the following
fact European humanity (and if one were to go back to the original
European peoples this would be seen with great clarity in all details)
actually had nothing of the higher, more far-reaching knowledge
that men possessed in the East and in the Graeco-Latin world.

We should imagine for once the immense, the incisive contrast
between the naive conceptions of European humanity, who still
saw ever>^ng in pictures, and the highly evolved, refined philo
sophical ideas of the Graeco-Latin world. In Europe all was" Life "; over there all was " Knowledge of Good and Evil "• In
Europe something was left over, as it were, like a treasured remnant
of the original forces of life; but it could endure only if these people
were, in a sense, protected from understanding anything that was
contained in the marvellously fine-wrought Latin concepts. To
speak of the ancient European population having any exact know
ledge would be nonsense. One can speak of them only as livingwith all that germinated in ^eir inner soul-nature and filled it
though and tlvough with life. What they took for knowledjge was
simply their own immediate experience. This form of soul-life was
destined to be radically different from the form of consciousness that
went with Latin Civilisation. And it belongs to the great, the wonder
ful secrets of historical evolution that the Mystery of Golgotha
w^ to emerge from the perfected culture of wisdom and knowledge,
but that the depths of the Mystery of Golgotha should not be

grasped through wisdom; they were to be grasped through direct
Ufe.

It was therefore like a predetermined karma that—while
in Europe life was laid hold of up to a certain point—the Ego-culture
appeared in a purely naive form, full of sheer life and vitality,
where the deepest darkness was; whereas over there, where the
profoundest wisdom was, the Mystery of GolgoAa arose. Thatis like a predestined harmony. Out of the civihsation b^ed on
knowledge, which was beginning to dry up and wither, arises this
Mystery of Golgotha; but it is to be understood by those who,
through their whole nature and being, have not been able to attain
to the crystalline refinement of Latin knowledge. And so we see in
the history of human evolution this meeting between a nearly hfe-
less, gradually dying knowledge, and a life still devoid of knowl̂ ge,
but a fife which inwardly felt the continued working of a divine
element animating the world.

These two streams had to meet, had to work upon one another
in evolving humanity. What would have happened if only the
Latin knowledge had developed further? Well, this Latin know
ledge would have been able to pour itself out over the sucwssorsof the primitive European population: up to a certoin bme it
even did so. It is hypotheticaUy conceivable, but it could not really
have happened, that the original European popularion mghthave experienced the after-working of the dried up, fading know
ledge. And then, what these souls received through this knowledgewould have led gradually to men becoming more and more decadent;
this drying, parching knowledge would not have been able to unite
with the forces of life. It would have dned them up. Under theinfluence of the after-effects of Î tm culture, European humamg
would in a sense have been parched and withered. People wouldhave come to have increasingly refined concepts, to r̂ son more
subtly and to give themselves up more and more to thought; but
the human heart, the springs of human life, would have remained
cold under these tenuous, refined ideas. .

All that I say, is hypotheticaUy conceivable, but it could not
reaUy have come to pass. What actuaUy happen̂  was vê  differentWhat actuaUy happened is that the peoples who had hfe but not
knowledge stream̂  in among those people who were so to say,threaten̂  with receiving only the remains of the Latin hentage.

Let us envisage the question from anoAer side. At a definite
period we find distributed over Eurow, in the Italian peninsula, mtte Spanish peninsula, in the region of present France, m Ae region
of the present British Isles, certain remmns of an on̂nal European
population: in the North the descendMts of the old Celtic peoples, mSie South the descendants of the Etniscan and ancient Roman
peoples. We encounter aU these peopje. and vre see flowm̂ntothem, first of aU, what we have caUed the Latin stream. Then,



among the most important leading personalities an endeavour to
create a harmony, as it were, between the two streams to which we
have referred. For the modern physiognomy of Europe shows that
up to our own day there is an afterworking of Latin knowledge in
European life, and that one can immediately envisage the map of
Europe with the Latin knowledge raying out to the south and west,and Ae " life " still preserved in the centre. One can ̂ en see how
pains were taken at one time to overcome this dying knowledge.I should like to ̂ ve one example. Certainly, this dying knowledge
appears in the different spheres of life in varying degrees, but in
the 8th—^9th centiuies European evolution had already gone so
far that those who were the descendants of the European peoples
with the "life" could make no good use of certain designations
for cosmic or earthly relations which had been framed in old Roman
times. So even in the 8th—9th centuries one could see that it had
no special meaning for the original life of the soul when one said:
January, February, March, April, May, etc. The Romans could
make something of this, but the Northern European peoples could
not do much with it; it poured itself over these peoples in such a
way that it made no impact on the soul, but flowed merely into
the language, and was therefore dying and withering. So an
endeavour was made (especially in Middle and Western Europe
over the whole stretch from the Elbe to the Atlantic Ocean and to
the Apennines) to find designations for the months which could
enter the feelings of European humanity. Such month-names were
to be :—

1 . W i n t a r m a n o t h
2 . H o m u n g
3 . L e n z i n m a n o t h
4 . O s t a r m a n o t h
5. Winnemanoth (also Nannamanoth)
6 . B r a c h m a n o t h
7. Henimanoth (using the word Hay)
8. Aranmanoth (Aran = harvest)
9. Widumanoth (Wide = wlmt is left when one has

gone over the field)
10. Windumemanoth (vintage)
11 . H e r b i s t m a n o t h
12. Hei l igmanofli .

The man who tried to bring these names into general use was
Charlemagne.

It shows the significance of his spirit, for as yet the change he
soû t to introduce has had no influence. In the names of the monthswe sM have the last relics of the drying up Latin cultural knowledge.
Ctorlemagne was altogether a personality who aimed at many
tmngs which went beyond the possibility of being realised. Directlyafter his time, in the 9th Century, the wave of Latinism spread
widely over Europe. It would be interesting to consider what
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Charlemagne hoped to do in wishing to bring a radiation of the
Wile-element towards the West. For there the Latinising appeared
only later on.

Thus we can say that the racial element which came from old
Europe—the Europe from which the Roman influence spread and
which itself became the successor of Rome, wholly in the south,
largely in the north—has simply died out. Its blood no longer
persists. Into the resulting empty space left there has poured in
what came from Central Europe and the European East. We
can therefore say: the racial element in the European South and West
is the Germanic element present in various shadings in the British
Isles, in France, in Spain and in the Italian peninsula, though in
this last completely overrun by the Latin influence.

The racial-element therefore moves from the East to the West
and South, whereas the knowledge-element moves from South to
North. It is the racial-element which moves along the West of
Europe to the North, and gradually flows away towards the North.
Hence we can speak correctly of a Germanic race-element, but not
of a Latin race. To speak of a Latin race is just as sensible as to
speak of wooden iron, for Latinism has nothing to do with race; ithas poured itself out as bloodless knowledge over a part of the
original European people. Only materialism can speak of a Latin
race, for Latinism has no connection with anything racial.

So we see how the Bible saying works on in this part of European
history; how the destiny of Latinism is the fulfilment of the words:" Ye shall not eat of the Tree of Life." We see how the life given to
the earth with the Mystery of Golgotha could not come to fuU
harmony with the old knowledge; but how into what remained of
the ebbing original wisdom, new life had to enter. If we are to give
a concrete answer to the question—Where can we find the outcome
of the new life which has not retained its own special character, but
has disappeared in history; what has happened to the element
manifest in the Visigoths, the Suevi, the Lombards, the Ostrogoths,
etc 7—we must reply: It lives on as life within the Latin culture. That
is the true state of affairs. That is what must be known regarding
the primeval two-fold pronouncement in the Bible, and its effect
on the development of Europe, if we are to understand European
e v o l u t i o n .

I had to give you this historical analysis today because I shall
have things to say which assume that one does not hold the false
ideas of modern materialism and formalism with regard to historical
evo lu t i on .

II. Day Knowledge and Sleep Experience
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called the continuous stream of evolving knowledge and wisdom,
and, on the other, the life-element which at a certain time must
unite with this wisdom. This is an example of the co-operation—
immense in its consequences—of the various one-sided elements in
world-existence in order to produce a harmonious whole. And I have
already pointed out how right up to our own times we can see
the after-effects of the lifeless knowledge-principle, the ageing wis
dom-principle, on the one hand, and, on the other, of the life-
without-knowledge, which unites itself like a young shoot in human
ity's evolution with the knowledge-principle, brought down from
antiquity and becoming dry and withered.

Now today we will consider the same realm of facts somewhat
more subjectively; we will give our attention to it in direct connection
with the nature of man. We will recall once more the familiar
rhythmic alternation that occurs in the course of man's everyday
life: namely, that he alternates between the union of his four
members—^the physical man, the etheric man, the astral man and the
ego-man—and a sort of separation of these four members into two
and two—the union of the physical man with the etheric man, and
of the ego with the astral man.

The alternation of waking and sleeping rests upon this
rhythmic succession of a more or less united condition of these
four members and their separation. If we consider the human
being during sleep, we find that, without any special development
having been undergone, he can have the following experience. A
definite consciousness, particularly in specially clear and aware
moments of waking up, can come before his soul that at the moment
of waking he, as soul-being, lifts himself out of a living and weaving
in what one might call a finely spiritualised existence.

It must strike most people, if the conditions are favourable,
Aat they do not awake from sleep as if out of a nothingness, but as
if they emerge from a rich but much lighter and more ethereal weaving
and living than any condition encountered during waking hours
to—sleep. It will certainly have struck many people, in waking, that
during sleep they lived in an element where they felt themselves tobe actually cleverer than they were when awake. Most people must
on awaking have said to themselves: " Yes, this or the other came;
it placed itself before my soul... I know quite exactly that I experi
enced something there that I cannot bring clearly enough into
waking consciousness." And then he may find himself quite stupidin contrast to the cleverness he had during his nocturnal weaving
and living in a far more ethereal element than the life of the physica
world. He was with his whole being—of this one must be clear—
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immersed in a weaving and living which is around us, just as physical
living and weaving is for physical consciousness, but it cannot be
grasped by this physical consciousness, and is generally completely
forgotten in the moment of waking.

All the same, and without any special occult training, a man
can be clear that during sleep he was active in an element that he can
not fully take with him into waking life. This fact, of which everyone
can easily convince himself, will be understood if we take into
account the wonderful two-fold utterance which we discussed
yesterday; the primeval utterance which says: Because men have
learnt to know, or to distinguish, good and evil, because they have
eaten of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, they shall not
eat of the Tree of Life.

What does it really mean—shall not eat of the Tree of Life?
You will perhaps not find incomprehensible what I have to say
concerning these words if you bring before your souls the necessary
meaning of " to have eaten of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good
and Evil." Everyone can say to himself: If what we call the
Luciferic temptation had not taken place, man would obviously be
in a different position in this earthly life; for the effect of the Luciferic
temptation is mingled in his earthly life. This means: in our earthly
life we attain to a certain kind of knowledge, a certain way of
confronting things with our intellect and reason in order to obtain
knowledge about the things of the world. But it is clear that we
should have had a different knowledge of things if the Luciferic
temptation had not come to pass. This is exactly what the two-fold
utterance implies. It means that the knowledge we obtain of the
world and its phenomena is a knowledge that has entered through
the Luciferic influence, a knowledge that reflects the course of
evolution which has come about through the partaking of the Tree
of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. All our knowledge is of the
sort that had to enter as a result of the eating of the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil. If humanity had not partaken of
this Tree, then we should have had a different kind of knowledge
from that which prevails under the " normal" circumstances of
today, where Lucifer works within our existence.

If you keep in mind that all our everyday knowledge is
influenced by the fact of the Luciferic temptation, and is the out
come of our having eaten of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil, it will no longer appear to you so inconceivable if I now bring
before you a fact that can be known from many occult perceptions.
This is the fact that our nightly sleeping non-knowledge, the darkness
of sleep which spreads out over our consciousness, is simply the
effect of our not being allowed to eat of the Tree of Life. Had
we been allowed to eat of this Tree, then something similar would
have come to pass for sleep as for waking. But this was not to
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happen. And so over the sleep-condition an unconsciousness has
spread.

But when this unconsciousness of sleep is overcome, when it
becomes possible through a spiritual-scientific methodical develop
ment to know something of what really goes on during that weaving
and living in an etheric element, then we become aware how we
actually spend our life between going to sleep and waking. We
spend this life—it is a fact that can shatter one—in, one might say,
the arms of Lucifer. And one can understand the deep mystery that
underlies this whole world of facts when we see that in the very
moment when man was punished by being forbidden to eat of the
Tree of Life, Lucifer was condemned to eat of the Tree of Life
I^rpetually. And since Lucifer lays claim to all that weaves andlives during sleep—for all that appears to us so endlessly clever when
it echoes in us on waking—then the fact that he prevents it from
becoming conscious has a quite definite result.

Thus we can say: Our living and weaving in the fine etheric
element is something of which Lucifer takes possession. And
because Lucifer takes possession of it, something predestined for
man by the Jahve-Godhead does not take place. It was intended
that on waking, the etheric weaving and living which he had ex
perienced during sleep should come down into his etheric body and
his physical body. You must not be horrified that it is Lucifer
who weaves with us while we live in the fine etheric element during
sleep to awaking. In various lectures I have pointed out that it is
quite false if people think they must be on their guard against
Lucifer in every sphere of life. That is a materialistic prejudice.
Spiritual beings are not there because they really ought not to be
there. And most people make the mistake of acting towards the
Luciferic and the Ahrimanic as thoû  they wished to have nothing
to do with anything Luciferic or Ahrimanic. That is not the point.
The point is to recognise that Beings have their rightful place in
their own respective elements, and work harmfully only in elements
to ^hich they do not belong. So it is right for earthly life that
Lucifer should live and weave, while we are asleep, in the element of
which we men are to know nothing, since we already have the other
knowledge, which springs from our having partaken of the Tree of
the Knowledge of Good and Evil.

But at the moment of waking something arises which we must
see through if we are to understand the necessary developments that
should come about in life today through the spiritual-scientific
world-outlook. This living and weaving during sleep—of which an
after-echo may reach our consciousness under favourable conditions
—ought to penetrate into our etheric body and into our physical
body. For that which engages in this weaving activity is our astral
body. It lives and weaves in the surging cosmic ocean, and all thatIt thus lives through and experiences ought to enter both into our

etheric body and into our physical body. But in fact, because of the
Luciferic temptation, this has not come to pass. On waking, the
experience of the astral body enters only into the etheric body; at
most it presses against the physical body and influences it to some
extent. This is not because it is held back from going further; not
because it encounters a barrier at the approach to the physical body,
but because of a secret pact between Lucifer and Aliriman which
has come about in consequence of the Luciferic and Ahrimanic
elements having become interwoven in earAly evolution. The
effect is that at the moment of waking Lucifer hands over to Ahriman
all that should really enter the physical body. Instead of the night's
experiences being ^ven over to our physical body as such, they are
given over to Ahriman in our physical body. Thus an important
fact emerges: Ahriman experiences in our physical body what
Lucifer experiences during our sleep. That is why we cannot our
selves bring our night's experiences into our day-consciousness—
because Lucifer hands them over to Ahriman at the moment of
waking. Only while they are striking their bargain and settling their
pact with one another, many things to enter our consciousness in the
form of ordinary dreams, just while these things are being passed
from the hands of Lucifer into the hands of Ahriman. Tliat is a
further aspect of the life of sleep and dreams.

At

Let us now consider the ordinary knowledge that we have
during the time between waking up and going to sleep. This know
ledge, such as we have it, is thus a consequence of the fact that wehave partaken of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil.
What happens is that during the day we gain knowledge about
things. From waking to sleeping we gain knowledge of things, a
knowledge that our intellect builds up, relating one thing to anomer,on the basis of sense-perceptions. We gain this knowledge of thiî ,
as must be obvious to you, through our ego. It is a knowledge that
man experiences as earth-man. Man as earth-man has attained to
knowledge because to his other three principles, brought over from
Saturn, Sun and Moon, the ego has been added upon ̂ rth. Asearthly men, in the ego, we expenence the knowledge that is ourordinal imian knowledge; all n fact that we can acquire about thewmldTnKe ctomslances of our earthly existence. But theknowledre we obtain Uke this has precisely the ̂ uhanty ofbecominf otecured in our ego. It becomes obscured in our ego
• "xsss js . -s -^ :
up to going to sleep, but the moment we go to sleep, it ceases tobS in our lonsSî i that is to say. it gô  out of ô  ego.
Philosophers who make the ego the bps because St
say: We can make the ego the foundation ofis the permanent element in human life between birth and death.



utter a very common absurdity; for the ego, as man experiences it, is
extinguished every night. So let us hold these facts before us: that
we gain knowledge, that knowledge is gained through the ego, and
the ego is extinguished between falling asleep and awaking.

How does this come about? Our waking knowledge is really
gained in the sphere of existence which we know to be assigned to
Ahriman. We know, in fact, that Ahriman has his kingdom in the
ordinary outer physical plane, because all death is allotted to him.
(I spoke on this once in special detail in lectures given in Munich.)^

We traverse Ahriman's realm with our consciousness from
waking to going to sleep, and inasmuch as we develop our ordinary
everyday knowledge in the way to which we are committed by the
Luciferic temptation, it always brings us into the realm of Ahriman
during the time we spend between waking and sleeping. We are
always living in the kingdom of Ahriman with our ordinary search
for external knowledge, for knowledge connected with the outer
sense-world.

Lucifer—we must always keep this point separate—has brought
this about, but it is not in the kingdom of Lucifer that we live and
move, but in the realm of Ahriman and indeed that is very easy to
understand since Ahriman, as we know, is in our physical body. He
helps us continually when we want to gain knowledge through the
physical body. We gain knowledge in the first instance through
the physical body, through the senses, the ordinary instruments of the
physical body. There within sits Ahriman; in the moment of our
waking Lucifer gives to Ahriman what he has experienced in us
during the night. During the day, in association with Ahriman, we
strive after what we call our knowledge in the world; when we fall
asleep, Ahriman richly repays the gift which Lucifer gave him at our
moment of waking.

Whereas at the moment of waking Lucifer gives over to Ahrinian
for our physical body what he has passed through with us during
sleep, at the moment of our going to sleep Ahriman gives over to
Lucifer what he has experienced with us all day. And while our
whole day's experience ought really to be carried over to the whole
niit's experience, the truth is that what has been gained by day
passes only into the astral body. In the ego it is seized by Lucifer, so
that during our sleep Lucifer experiences in us ail that plays on inus from the day's knowledge, from what we have gained for our
selves from waking to going to sleep. Thus we can say: Ahriman,
instead of ourselves, enjoys during the aay our night experiences;
and Lucifer, instead of ourselves, eiyoys in our ego, during our
sleep our day's experiences. In our physical body Ahriman relisheshis repasit; in our ego, Lucifer; Ahnman during the day, Lucifer
during the night.

1 The Secrets of the Threshold, Munich. 1913
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Now it is a matter of discovering the consequences for our
human life of these facts. Let us first examine the fact that during
sleep Lucifer claims our ego. This, you see, prevents us from re
living in the night the knowledge we experience by day, the thoughts
and judgments we form about the world, the distinctions we draw
and the relations we establish. If we were able to carry all this over
into the night, we should really li^e it through. According to the
original purpose of the Jahve-deities, we were to gain the knowledge
during the day and live it through, work through it, during the
night. Had this intention been realised, we should have a quite
different science from the science we now have. We should have a
truly living science, where every concept that we experience would
be alive in us; where, moreover, we would know that the concepts
we form during the day are shadows of living beings, as I have
often said, for during the night we should see clearly all that we
experience during the day.

During the day we form one or other concept; during the night
all the concepts would wake up and come to life and we would know
that we were concerned throughout with living elemental beings.
From falling asleep to waking up we would know that what goes on
in the outer world of nature is everywhere an activity of elemental
life. This cannot be so for us, because Lucifer seizes it and takes it
away from us. And so he takes from us the life of science. Eve^
night he sucks out the life of science for himself, and for us remain
only the abstract ideas, the dead concepts, which are given us through
science. Humanity has a science that is sucked out by Lucifer,
well sucked out by Lucifer!

That is the reason why science gives the impression that it
cannot get near to what actually lives and weaves in things; why it
appears as if dead concepts are being derived from living activities.
Science has the character somewhat of a compilation, making one
feel that it leaves one outside the real activities of life, never leads
one into them. All that philosophers from time immemorial have
sweated over—I should say, have philosophised over—concerning
the boundaries of knowledge, the impossibility of arriving at the
foundations of existence, rests upon the feeling: Beneath what can
be grasped in concepts lies the flow of life. This we cannot approach
because Lucifer sucks it up and claims it for himself, and so, in
other words, makes the concepts dry and abstract.

Now let us take the other case. What would happen if we
were not at the mercy of the fact that on our waking up Ahriman
lays claim to our night-experience? What should we carry over into
waking life? We should possess in our day-consciousness everything
connected with our experiences during the night. In other words,
we should bring the whole spiritual world into our day-consciousness,
and in what we have as day-consciousness there would intermingle
what we had lived through in the night. We should not be able to
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have the sort of relation we have now between our day-conscious
ness and the night-experiences» since our day-consciousness emerges
in a way determined by Lucifer. But if Lucifer had not influenced our
day-consciousness in the way described, we should approach things
in quite a different way. Our approach to them would be in harmony
widi the fruits of our night-experiences. This would bring about a
very considerable alteration in ^erything we experience during the
day.

As we go through daily life, we observe things, form concepts and
ideas about them, and we relate one concept to another. But from
birth to death we normally do this with regard to our daytime
concepts only. If it were otherwise—^if our night experiences entered
rightly into our daily life—^we should relate every experience during
the day to something that had remained with us as a memory from
our experiences of the night.

As things now are, we meet someone and we say to ourselves,
I toow this person. But why do we say that? Simply because we
have seen Wm before. It would be entirely different if we were to
bring in our night experiences in the way I have indicated. Then by
day we should know: This or that spiritual being corresponds to
him. We should have experienced him during the night; we should
be able to identify him with his spiritual background; we should have
the physical woven through by the spiritual. And so the whole world
would become concrete for us, woven through with spirit. Because
of the Luciferic temptation, however, this cannot be; the spirit
remains outside. Ahmnan claims it for himself, and so it remains in
the etheric body; it does not take concrete form. It does not come
to the point where one really sees it in the objects. A person can
only say: " I feel in my etheric body that this spiritual element is
tfiere as something active and living." He feels it in the etheric body
but it does not enter into the world he perceives.

I hope you mark how this is: the spiritual element, instead of
entering our physical body and showing itself to us at every turn,
stays behind in the etheric. But we feel it in us and can say: " The
spiritual is there; it lives and weaves in the world, but it does not
make itself concrete for us." Above all, what we experience of the
spiritual in this way cannot become knowledge. It would be know-
l̂ ge for us if it entered the physical body. It remains faith, since it
is experienced only in the etheric body. Everything that rests on
faith, with a turning away from concrete knowledge, comes from
a quite justifiable feeling that a man may have—he wants to keep
within normal life and not to come to the point of concrete know
ledge, fearing the possibility of errors there.

Thus you see: Faith is knowledge held back in the etheric. At
the same time, the knowled^ we gain by day is held back at nî t
in the astral body, and that is why it becomes so lifeless. Thus the
living faith which lacks knowledge, because Ahriman has laid hold

of the knowledge for himself, confronts knowledge which lacks
faith, because the faith has been taken away through Lucifer. Hence
we can add: In our ego, Lucifer savours Ahrimanic experiences.

In these phrases I should like to epitomize what can perhaps
remain in your memory from the extraordinarily important matters
considered today. These studies have brought out very clearly the
share of Ahriman and Lucifer in our life; they have shown how
Lucifer and Ahriman work together so that we may not achieve
harmony between faith and knowledge but have instead the wrong
duality—faith without knowledge, and knowledge without faith.

It is entirely false to imagine that we can ever escape ffrom
Ahriman or Lucifer. It is much more correct to think that Ahriman
and Lucifer have their proper world tasks, for all that has l̂ n shown
as happening had to happen; mankind had to be led in the way we
have described. Mankind had to be guided for a time by a str̂
which flowed out in the form of gradually dying knowledge. Here
were peoples with a predominating tendency towards the condition
of knowledge without faith, while coming to meet them from Central
Europe, as I said yesterday, were peoples so ̂ nstitiffed that theyhad developed the condition of faith without knowledge. ̂

And it is solely through the co-operation and harmonising of
these two streams of humanity that a hvmg grasp of the Chnst
Impulse can come about.For it is also possible for these two streams to fall apart and
to take no account of each other in the comprehension of Christand the Christ Impulse. Let us suppose that one strram is subjKt tothe predisposition of being overpowered by Mnman during
waktog horns. Let us suppose that ̂  stream b̂ me slion̂ y
developed and strove for an understendmg of the Mystery of
Golgotha. Then its development would lead it to reject the factswhich are connected with the outward oreurrence of the Mjratery of
Golgotha: it wishes to have nothing through the physical body.Inasmuch as it is overpowered by Ahnman. it refuse Jo p)®s on to
a concrete grasp of this whole great cosmic event of the descent ofthe Christ to Earth, and so on. It inuch prefers to lean on Jraus,through man's inner etheric nature. Hence it founds a Jeŝology.of Jesus; it rejects that which goes out from the Mysteryof Golgotha and takes effect in the world.

The predominance of the other stream has little interest m the
direct connection of man's inner nature with toe human e ement in
Christ with Jesus; it looks far more to what it is â ustomed tolook at, seeking an abstract ̂  of the WOTtan̂  of to ̂
This stream strives towards a Christolô . The other looks chieflyto Jesus; this one, to Christ. The truth can be know only if one
conceived of Jesus-Christ or Christ-Jesus as a unity in the way shown
by Spiritual Science, which seeks to overcome both the onesided
Jpects. Spiritual Science is just as clear that there is a Cosmic



Being, the Christ, who was outside the earth sphere before the
Mystery of Golgotha, and through this Mystery came into the
earthly sphere and so gave the whole human evolution a new impulse
(so that an earthly event was prepared beforehand in the Cosmos),
as it is clear that this event is intimately connected with Jesus of
Nazareth. Hence one must be clear that the Christ, as He was
before the Mystery of Golgotha, could not have brought that cosmic
happening into an earthy happening without the physical human
body of Jesus, and that He therefore had to go through the Mystery
of Golgotha. We must be clear that it was necessary for the Christ
to go through what He did go through, in the body of Jesus.

It is not a matter of Jesus alone or of the Christ alone, in a one
sided way, but of Christ-Jesus. What happened on eardi has not
happened throng the Christ, but through the fact that Christ livedin Jesus. A Christology is just as impossible as a mere Jesu-ology;
the one and only possibihty is a spiritual science of Christ-Jesus.
The fact of the Mystery of Golgotha belongs of necessity to that
which had to enter eartlily evolution.

Thus if that is to happen which is foreshadowed by the Mystery
of Golgotha—namely, that a right relation shall arise between
Lucifer and Ahriman in respect of what happens in the world
through man—^then it must be recognized how these two powers,
Lucifer and Ahriman, work together in the human being. Man
must consciously confront this working together. And this he will
do when he seeks through Spiritual Science to characterise the
two streams and so to find the way to Christ-Jesus. This, also is
what is to be shown in that carving which we may suppose will
one day find a prominent place in our Building. The Archetype of
Man in the centre, the Ahrimanic and Luciferic beings at the sides.
So that in the whole artistic structure of the ̂ oup we have a direct
expression of what will be enacted in mankind's future evolution,
in place of what was enacted with regard to the Trinity in the past
—^an expression of the triad: Christ—^Lucifer—Ahriman.

The Foundation Stone Meditation
and 'World History'

A . C . H a r w o o d

QTUDENTS of Rudolf Steiner's work have always found it^valuable to study a book or lecture-course in connection with
other writings or lectures belonging to the same time. This is
particularly true on those occasions when Steiner was handling the
same themes in lectures to audiences in different parts of Europe.
But it also applies to those occasions when his work was more
concentrated in a single place, such as Dornach. This was never
more so than at the time of the Foundation of the renewed Society
at Christmas 1923, when Steiner summed up the whole of î thro-
posophy, as it were, in the great Foundation Meditation, which wasto be no ordinary Foundation Stone for the new Society, but a
Spiritual Stone laid in the heart of every individual member.

Rudolf Steiner built this Meditation up over a number of days,
beginning with Christmas day itself, and all that he thra said is
available in an English Translation by George Adams.^ V®
he was doing this he was also giving a lecture-course published m
English under the title of World History, and we imght expect tofind (as I believe we actually do find) much lUurmnation on the
Foundation Meditation in this course of lectures, which forms the
framework within which it was set.

In the Meditation we are enjoined to practise three ̂ t̂
exercises: Memory {Erinnerri); Mindfulness (Besinnen), and Vision
(Erschauen). We feel at once that these three are related to the forcesof the Past, Present and Future. But they are not to be the ordinâ
forces of Memory, Mindfulness and Vision, for m each wse theword Spirit iGeist) is prefixed to them. VOiat are we to understand
bv Spirit-Memory, Spirit-Mindfulness and Spirit-Vision? Is it the
applî tion of the faculty to spiritual tWngs, or is the faculty itselfto become altered? Or perhaps both? ^

The first thing which will strike anyone who reads World
History with the Meditation in his mind is that it be^ns with a
very remarkable account of the origin and nature of memorySteiner always attached immense importance to the faculty of
memory in the development of man. In Occult Science he makes
it one of the great distinguishing marks which separate man from
the animal kingdom, to which (somewhat to the consternation of
our English animal-lovers) he does not attribute a conscious memory
at aU. But memory, in his view, was not always what it is today.
1 Rudolf Steiner Press, 1957.



It has altered with the changing consciousness of man. So we begin
in World History with a picture of what human consciousness was
before it became individualised in the single ego. As we would
expect, it involves a correspondence between man and the universe;
that is, between macrocosm and microcosm. In the former we
picture the earth as opening itself to the forces of the Sun. In the
summer, especially, we feel the whole earth giving itself up to the
beneficent forces of the sunlight. But the Sun. also, opens itself to
the forces of the planets and fixed stars.

In man, the head corresponds to the earth and opens itself to
the warmth forces of the heart, always in ancient tradition consider̂
as ̂ e counterpart of the Sun. And the heart itself opens to the
radial forces of the hmbs, which reach out (as in Blake's Glad Day)
to the far spaces of planets and fixed stars. In this early conscious
ness, thinking, feeling, and willing, which today we experience
only in the head, heart and limbs, were not localised in the body.
Thinking was an experience of the earth, feeling of the sun, willingof the planets and fixed stars. If a man of those distant days could
have spoken our language, he would not have said i/wn/it: but Maw
is moving me: not I sit^ but Jupiter lives in me: not I touch but Venus
wakens in me. So that the re-creation of experience, which is
memory, was not d^>endent, as it is today, on man alone. The
recurring constellations brought with them memory-pictures, while
on the earth man could himself erect " stones of memory," which
brought him again the experience of what he and the earth together
had undergone in the place of their erection.

This was a " Spirit-Memory " in the sense that Powers higher
than man had to work in him to bring about that continuity of
consciousness on which the ego ultimately depends.

♦

Anyone who studies Steiner's view of History is aga'n and again
brought up against his great central reversal of the ordinary historicalview of the development of human consciousness. Generally, man
is pictured as beginning his conscious history with a narrow and
contacted mind, limited to the immediate sense-experience of hisenvironment. Then, as he grows up, his mind expands, until finally
it embraces Ae infinite distances of light-years in an expanding
universe. Steiner opposes to this a picture not of an expansion but
of a contraction of consciousness. Man's mind (though in a dream
like state) once reached to the heavenly bodies; it did not merely
speculate about them in terms taken from earth experience. What is
commonly taken for an expansion of consciousness is in reality an
awakening of the mind into a clarity of thinWng unknown andundreamed of in the early experience of man. Thus in the case of
memory Steiner describes two further stages which bring with thema narrower but an increasingly vivid experience of consciousness.

The second stage is rhythmic memory, which supplanted the
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old cosmic memory in the earliest historical times. Of this form of
memory we have plenty of evidence still in the prodigious memories
of Eastern peoples, and in what we know must have been stored in
the memories of ancient bards and scalds. It was a memory still
cultivated in our own schools as late as the beginning of this century,
when it was not uncommon to offer a prize to any boy who could
get a book of Homer or Vergil by heart. Modern children would be
appalled at such an exercise, and most modern educators would
consider it a waste of time.

The third form of memory is the conceptual memory—the
head memory—of modern times, which was first practised in the
Hellenic civilisation. (Steiner adds that today the Diary has sup
planted this kind of memory!—and we often even forget to look at
our diaries.) It seems fairly certain that children recapitulate these
stages of memory in their process of mental development. Very
small children will remember their way about a house when they
return to it after a time, but they would not be able to describe it
to you. Later, at school, children naturally learn their tables by
chanting them—^and a child will often be unable to tell you a
particularly difficult item of a table, such as eight times nine or
twelve times eleven, without starting at the beginning and taking
a rhĵ mical run at it. To remember the isolated fact was a new
step in human development and immensely increased the isolation
of individual experience. Each one of us holds in his head today
a complex of facts related to him alone. The memories of individuals
are so diverse that it sometimes seems almost impossible that they
should communicate with each other at all.

This conceptual memory Steiner describes as necessary for
ordinary physical material life, but it has to be transcended if we
are to cultivate spirit-memory. For instance, we remember events
in our lives far more easily than we remember ihe feelings associated
with them. It is an exercise on the path of spirit-memoiy to try to
obliterate the event and recover only the feeling experience. Or
(he says) try to go back into your early childhood, when your memory
was of a different order, and if you can recover some early
experiences, concentrate not on those experiences themselves but
on what lies between them, just as in looking at, say, a balustrade
you may look first at the shape of the stone balusters themselves,
and then at the form of the space between them. In such an exercise
you reach something deeper even than the life of feeling. You cometo the will-impulses which have been the formative power in your
life. You reach the hidden man in whom the powers of the universe
are still working.

As if to reinforce the process of contraction which he has
emphasised in connection with memory, Steiner in World History
then takes another sequence in human development spanning
a much smaller period of time, a reflection in miniature of the total
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development of man. It concerns the ideal which different periods
have set before them for the kind of man they wished to produce.
The Greeks had always before them the picture of the athlete or
gymnast. We can hardly imagine today what the harmony of the
body cidtivated in dieir gymnastic exercises meant to the free Greek
dtizen. Mary Renault catches something of it in her novel of fifth
century Athens, The Last of the Wine. Steiner even asserts that it
was tlurough the harmony of gymnastic movement that the Greek
acquired his faculty for music, and through his music his capacity
for spiritual thought. The energy, harmony and fulness of Greek
thinking are all of a piece with their ideal of the human form in
m o v e m e n t .

In the Roman people, all this has suffered a contraction.
Their ideal is not the gymnast but the rhetorician. Again it is most
difficult for us to imagine what rhetoric meant to the Romans and
their successors. It was the full power of the human word in action.
The modern word has crept into print. But Rhetoric was gloriously
compounded of sound, gesture, rhythm, picture, emotion and I
know not what other ingredients. Every noble young Roman was
sent, like Julius Caesar, to one or other of the Greek Schools of
Rhetoric. Books have survived even from our own Elizabethan age
showing the traditional gestures which a rhetorician had to use to
express different situations and moods. We should call these gestures
conventional, but it would be better to think of them as archetypal.
They were almost certainly the same gestures as were used by the
actors of the time. Rhetoric had a long innings, but its day came
to an end with the rising of a new ideal, the ideal of the modern
age. This was the learned man—the Professor or Doctor. He is
different in different countries, but even the G.C.E. is testimony to
his omnipresence. We come again from the limb man though the
rhythmic man to the head.

Another consideration of Memory in World History takes us
into even deeper waters. Even in the times when Rhythmic Memory
was supplanting, or had supplanted, the old Cosmic Memory, the
older powers of Memory were kept alive in the Mystery Centres.
Here Rudolf Steiner speaks of three stages of Memory, if they can
be so called, from an entirely different point of view. The first was
an actual experience of the past. It is of course an illusion to think
that the past just disappears. It is living in every word we say, in
every action we do, only we are not organised to apprehend it.
But even the Mystery Centres could not maintain this degree of
intensity to awaken an actual experience of the past, and by the
time we reach the Greek age, a Mystery Temple such as Ephesus
(Steiner is quite particular) could only awaken a present experience
of the past. There is perhaps something of the same distinction in
Blake's contract of man " kissing the joy as it flies " or " bending
to himself the Joy." Can you break out of the self into a universd
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experience, or must you bring the universal experience into the
narrow circle of your own time and place?

Then, thirdly—and again Steiner is quite explicit—^from the
time of Julian the Apostate, the last Roman Emperor who tried to
understand the ancient Sun Mysteries, even that form of Memory
failed, and what could no longer be gained through experience
became ossified as a tradition.

Today we are living in an age, and in a quarter of the globe,
where most even of that tradition has disappeared. The Protestant
Revolution, for instance, emptied space of the Hierarchies, and into
the vacuum rushed the purely mechanical forces of Galileo and
Newton. Christ became merely a historical figure. The Mysteries
hardly achieve mention in the ancient history taught in our schools
and universit ies.

If we see today a growing interest in so much spiritual tradition
that had been discarded, we must remember that it was Steiner
who made the first great break-through into an understanding of
this ancient wisdom. But he did more than that. Through showing
the new way of developing faculties of experience in meditation, he
enabled us to begin to make these traditions into a memory. Tffiough
meditation on the elements of Warmth, Air, or Water which live
in our present physical body, we can recall, as it were, the ancient
manifestations of Saturn, Sun and Moon. We ran undertake exer
cises which lead memory out of its present limitation to the event
into the recovery of feeling. We ran begin to turn conceptual
memory into rhythmical and cosmic memory that is, we ran
p r a c t i s e S p i r i t - M e m o r y . , „ t . .

It is this Spirit-Memory, practised " in depths of Soul ; which
leads us finally back to the first Hierarchy, the Spirits of Strength,
who stand behind the first manifestation of our planet as the Sphere
of Warmth, the sacrificial offering of the Thrones. But what the
Thrones sacrificed the Seraphim had received as divine Substance
from the Father, and the Cherubim had fiUed with divine Wisdom.
Therefore the exercise of Spirit-Memory leads to the Father God,
the Ground of Worlds, and to the first Rosicmcian saying. Ex Deo
nascimur, " From God Mankind has Being."

We are however, still living in this first stanza of the Meditation
in a time when the human I, or Ego, is only coming into existence
and is not yet achieved—" Thine own I comes to Being m the I of
God." There is as yet no separation between God and Man. It is
only in the second verse of the Meditation, with its exercise of
Spirit-Mindfulness, that we hear of the individual ego, the own
I," which is united with the I of God. We have rrached that stageof polarity between God and man which so deeply enthralled the
poet-philosopher Coleridge. For Coleridge held that the PrimalCreative Power must by its very nature be everlastingly impelled
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to create in its own image. But what it created must have a double
nature. It must combine the character of sameness (or it would not
be an image) with the character of difference (or it would not be a
new creation). This is the polarity of the relation between Man
and God, sameness and difference. It was Coleridge's contention
that of the two terms of this polarity, the Intellect can grasp only the
difference, while the Imagination could grasp both terms alike.
Here in this second stanza our Imagination is called upon to
apprehend the polarity in its fulness, the own I united to the I of
G o d .

Polarity is always experienced as a kind of Balance. Hence, in
meditating on it, we must live and experience not in the Limb
System, the expression of the Will-Creative powers, but in the
ĵ ythmic System. It is in the " Beat of Heart and Lung " that the
two great poles of the human organisation come together. We
can think of this from many points of view. The breath leads up to
our head, and is intimately connected with our thinking. The
blood leads downward into the sphere of the will. Or we can
remember that both breath and blood have each the double aspect of
death and life, the spent breath finding its renewal from without, the
spent blood from within. For behind the rhythmic system, working
into it from the poles of head and limbs, stands the great polarity of
Life and Death. With every breath we take in, with every renewal of
the blood. Life is overcoming Death. We live by the power of a
perpetual resurrection. That is why the exercise of Spirit-Mindful-
ness, experienced in the " beat of Heart and Lung," leads to the
Christ-experience and we come to the second Rosicrucian saying.
In Christo morimur, which Rudolf Steiner, adding to the Latin
morimur its polar opposite, translates, " In Christ Death becomes
L i f e . "

The World History Course has much to say on the question of
the forces of Life and Death. We hear in it of " young " peoples,
with an exuberance of the forces of life, having to conquer "old"
peoples, who had an excess of the forces of death. We may perhaps
think of them as peoples who have become ossified in ancient
traditions. Such a young people were the early Hellenes, who in
conquering the Trojans were acquiring those forces of death, which
are also forces of consciousness, necessary for their future develop
ment. It is some consolation in looking back on the perpetual
bloodshed of recorded history to think that the fall of kingdoms and
the extinction of nations have not been without spiritual fruit. Had
not great Troy fallen, there would, it seems, have been no Periclean
Athens .

Hellas at its greatest was a balance of the Creative Arts and
Philosophical Speculation—^the forces of life and death. But in
World History Steiner draws our attention to a special place of
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balance—the Mystery Temple of Ephesus. He describes it as draw
ing its inspiration from the East but looking towards the West,
poised between the past and the future. Moreover, the particular
form of Initiation which could there be undergone was connected
with breath and rhythm. It was an experience of the human word.
The initiate surrendered himself to the spoken word in such a way
that he felt also how the air works upwards into the sphere of
warmth, where the Greeks experienced their thinking, and down into
the water element where it awakened feeling. But this was not all.
The human word was so experienced that the macrocosmic Word,
the Logos, resounded into it. " Within thee the human word is
united to the Logos " was the saying of Ephesus—and we remember
that the philosopher Heraklitus, who laid his book on the altar
of the Temple of Ephesus, was the first of the Gr^ks to speak of
the creative Logos. " Listen not to me," he said, " but to the
Logos. What is the " own I," the true I of which the Meditation
speaks, but the Logos, the Christ? Thus in the Balance of the Soul
we are led to the Christ-Will which holds sway in the rhythms of die
world, and to the invocation of the Spirits of Light who shall bring
East and West into balance: " Let this be fired from the East which
forms itself through the West." We can think of the second
Hierarchy as specially concerned with Light. For it was the Kyrio-totes who first brought Lî t on the old Sun, the Dynameis who
gave the inner Light of consciousness on the old Moon, and the
Exusiai who began the epoch of the Earth with the words. Let there
be Light.

»

The first two stanzas of the Meditation bring us back to times
when there were visible Mystery Temples on the Earth. This
condition lingered on until the final closing of the Mystery Schools
by Justinian, but effectively it came to an end with the burning of the
Temple of Ephesus on the night on which Alexander the Great was
born. After that, Alexander and Aristotle had the task of building
a " spiritual Ephesus." Through a strange destiny it was the logical
part of Aristotle's work which the West inherited, while his works
on Nature formed the special study of those academies, such as
Gondi Shapur, which were founded as a result of Alexander's
conquest of the East. In World History Steiner describes how this
nature-wisdom filtered slowly into the West through contacts made
with the Arab World in Spain and Sicily, or in the Holy Land itself,
and became united with the hidden spiritual centres of the Europe,
of which he mentions centres connected with the Grail and with the
Rosicrucian stream. But these Mystery Censes Jiad now no visible
temples. The pupils sought their Masters in remote places, and
those masters were often simple people whose wisdom went un
suspected. How then did the seeker know his master when he saw
him? It was through the " gentle radiance in his eyes " in which the
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pupil read the " language of the Gods.'* We can think of such masters
in the words of the third stanza of the Meditation, practisers of" Spirit-Vision in quietness of thought."

We are told something of their teaching. They asked the pupil
what he considered makes him a man of the earth? Not in that he
has a physical body, he was told. The earth can destroy, it cannot
create, the body. Only the first Hierarchy can create this body. Nor
in that he has a life-body, which the earth can only dissolve after
death. Only the second Hierarchy can create this body. Nor in
that he has a sentient body, which the earth can only dissipate. Only
the third Hierarchy can create this body. Not in Earth, Water or
Air does the man of earth truly live, but in the element of Warmth.
It is there alone that the ego properly belongs to the earth.

When he heard this teaching, the Rosicrucian pupil was over
joyed. For warmth is the element in which only a thin veil divides
the spiritual from the physical. We may keep ourselves warm
equally at a fire or by our own enthusiasm. The Rosicrucian pupil
felt that the spiritual world is not so far off or so difficult of attain
ment. We can share that joy, especially in the experience of the
third stanza of the Meditation, in which the " resting head " opens
to us the " thoughts of Worlds." But this will be so only if we
achieve the power of true thinking, spiritual thinking, freed of its
limitation to the brain alone. We achieve this thinldng when we
bring the forces of the heart, that is the forces of warmffi, into the
sphere of the head. Then we find that the veil dividing the spiritual
from the physical world is only a fine one, which we may dare
to hope that we can lift. True thinking, which transcends the physical,
brings us into the understanding of the aims of the Gods, in which
we may freely share, living now from the forces not of the past but
of the future.

In the picture of the Rosicrucian Master we have a hint of the
great metamorphosis of Earth evolution. Born out of wisdom, it is
the destiny of Earth to evolve to Love. But this destiny will not be
achieved without the transformation of man himself by himself.
"Love," says Steiner, " is Wisdom born again in the human ego."
In the geptle radiance of the Master's eyes we see that this birth has
been achieved. But love can be born only through freedom. Only a
free being can love. Lucifer had to bestow freedom, in order that
Christ might bestow love. This freedom is found through the flight
of thinking, through consciousness. So finally we come to the
invocation of the third Hierarchy, the Spirits of Soul, and to the
third Rosicrucian saying. Per Spiritum Sanctum reviviscimus, which
Steiner here translates: "In the Spirit's universal Thoughts the
Soul awakens." It is the resurrection of thinking that we are to
experience in the resting head.

This theme of Wisdom and Love is a metamorphosis of the
theme of Life and Death. We read in the Michael Letters that two

things began together when man stepped out of Paradise—the
evolution of the sense-organs and the evolution of the reproductive
organs. The first set man on the long journey to Wisdom, the second
on the even longer way to Love. Death, the ^eat Divider, brought
them both about. But when this division is overcome through
the spiritualisation of Love and Wisdom, Death also is overcome.
To this overcoming the third Rosicrucian saying can also point us.

Thus the third stanza of the Meditation is a natural preparation
for the fourth, shorter and differently formed, stanza, where the
theme of Wisdom and Love comes openly to expression. The
majestic invocation of the Hierarchies and of the Trinity, the
Summoning of the Forces of Past, Present and Future, the Revela
tion of the threefold nature of man, the Call to the three Ways of
Meditation—these have built the structure of a mighty Mystery
Temple. It is the spiritual Goetheanum which Steiner had to
create after the burning of the first Building, as Aristotle had to
build the spiritual Ephesus. No-one has written in a more wonderful
way of this metamorphosis of a visible Building into a Meditationthan Zeylmanns van Emmichoven, in his book on the Foundation
Stone Meditation.^ But now the scene changes and we enter the
lowly place which is the pivot of Worlds. There we find the Christ
Child, with the Kings bringing their Wisdom from the past, and the
Shepherds bearing in their simple hearts the seed of the Love which
is to be. We recall that Steiner laid this new Foundation Stone m the
hearts of the Members, and that in one of his last writings he says
with something like a cry of triumph: " Hearts are beginning to
think." Ultimately it is to the thinking of the heart that the Founda
tion Stone Meditation summons us, if we rightly understand its
place in the history of the world.

^Rudolf Steiner Press, 1963.



Rudolf Steiner and the Dead
K a l m i a B i t t l e s t o n

all have moments in life when we come up sharply against' ̂  the problem of death; most bitterly when some loved person
dies, with an inner question when an accident or catastrophe
brings death to a number of people, and with cold shock when death
narrowly misses ourselves, or the prospect suddenly seems im
m i n e n t .

Trying to penetrate into the darkness, we then ask: " What
has happened to the person we loved, what has happened to all
those people, what narrowly missed happening to me; where have
they all gone, where am I going myself? "

Owing to his capacities, the world of the dead was open to
Rudolf Steiner, and in order to bring answers to such questions,
which must arise within every human soul, he wrote about the life
after death in his books, and spoke about it in the lectures which
he gave in many different places in Europe, from the beginning of
the century until his death in 1925.

Using this available material, it is possible to follow Rudolf
Steiner's own relationship to the dead from his early childhood
until he started his public work for Spiritual Science. The deepen
ing and widening of this relationship as the result of his fu^er
researches can be studied in the tremendous number of lectures
which were taken down at the time and are now published. It
seems that the earliest spiritual impression in connection with
someone who had died came to Rudolf Steiner while he himself was
still very young, and is related in an autobiographical lecture he
^ve in Berlin on March 4, 1913. He describes how as a child hehked to withdraw with his picture books into the waiting room of
the small country station where his father was the station-master,
and how on one such occasion a strange thing happened:

" One day the boy was alone in the waiting room. In one
comer was the stove and at some distance from the stove, in another
wall, a door. The boy was sitting in the comer from which both the
door and the stove were visible. He was very, very young at the time.
As he sat there the door opened. He found it quite natural that a
person—a. woman—entered the door, whom he had never seen,
but who was extraordinarily like a certain member of his family.
She entered the door, went up to the middle of the room, made
certmn gestures and spoke words which may be rendered somewhat
as foltbws: * Try now, and later on, to do for me as much as ever
you can.' Some such words she spoke to the boy. Then she remained
there for a little while, making gestures which can never be obliterated

from one's soul if once one has seen them, until at length she went
towards the stove and vanished into the stove.

" This event made an immense impression on the boy. He had
no one in his family to whom he could have spoken of such a thing,
because, even at that time, he would have had to hear the harshest
words about his foolish superstition. But after this experience the
following took place. His father, a good and kindly man in all other
respects, was very sad in the following days and the boy could seethat he was loth to speak of something he knew. After a few days
had passed and the corresponding preparations had been made,
what had happened became known. At a place T ĉh, for the
conceptions of those country folk, was a long way off, a very uear
member of the family had committed suicide in the very same hour
in which that figure had appeared in the waiting-room to the little
boy. This member of the family the boy had never seen, nor
had he ever heard much about her, because in a certain sense he was
rather inaccessible to the stories and narrations told by those around
him; they went in at one ear and out at the other. Thus he did notknow much of this person, who had now taken her own hfe. Theevent made a very great impression, for there ĉ  be absolutely no
doubt that it was the spirit of the relative who had committedsuicide who had approached the boy in order to impress on him that
he must do something for her in the time immeiately after death.
Moreover, the connections of this spiritual event with the physical
plane were clearly revealed immediately afterwards.

In " The Story of my Life written by instalments from the
sick-bed where Rudolf Steiner spent his
further indications of the relationships with the dead wkch eHsted
long before he began to speak about them either to an invited group
or to the public.

Writing of his life as a student in VienM, he describes how hewas still in friendly contact with one of his former teachers when aschool-Mow ̂  In a letter to this teacher he mentioned tha hewas able to follow the soul on its further journey mto the spnrt̂ ^̂
world. He received a warm reply, but with no mention of his
supersensible experience, and as the same lack of understandingmm Wm o7all sides, he was forced to retain his knowledge within
his own soul for many years.

It was also in Vienna that Rudolf Steiner came into close
cnntnrt with a familv where the father never appeared in public,and the same thing haVned =>8̂ "mTw wS'a'̂
Goethe Archives in Weimar. Both these men had withdrawn
completely from outer life and had immersed themselves entirelyin a world of thought, and although he never saw either of them,Rudolf Steiner was able to gaîn a real and viwd retotiMship tô^̂
after their deaths. Through them he discovered what happens



to souls who take materialistic beliefs into their thinking only,
but not into the will-sphere, into their habits of life. After death
they appeared as wonderful shining spiritual forms, their souls
filled with pictures of those higher Beings who are the creators of
the sense-world. Rudolf Steiner explains that he learnt a great deal
from these two souls, but that in order to do so he needed the
delicacy of spiritual sight which could easily have been lost if he
had gained a physical impression of them through an ordinary
external relationship.

Turning now to Rudolf Steiner's many descriptions of the lifeafter death, we find in his book Theosophy, written in 1904, a picture
of the soul and spirit worlds as they are experienced by the dead.
He here uses a form which he does not seem to have repeated any
where else, although he often referred to it in later lectures. In
Occult Science, written in 1909, the chapter called " Sleep and
Death " again follows the soul from death to a new birth, and in
his introduction to the 16th edition (January, 1925) Rudolf Steiner
writes: " My feeling at that time was that the contents of this book
must be presented in scientific thought-forms, that is in forms of
thought akin to those of natural science, duly developed and adaptedto the description of what is spiritual." It is this practical approach
which complements the more inward descriptions of " Theosophy,"
which Rudolf Steiner said was written in such a way that the study
of the truth might help to awaken direct powers of spiritual
perception.

A step forward in these investigations must have taken place
during the latter part of 1912. In a lecture given in Stuttgart on
February 17, 1913, Rudolf Steiner begins by saying; " In the secondhalf of last year it was laid upon me to make some occult investiga
tions into the life between death and a new birth. We have already
considered this subject from different aspects, but a complete under
standing, a real penetration into this part of human life, is really
possible only if one starts from the most varied points of view." In
parallel lectures given in many different places during 1912-1913
he described the journey of the soul through the planetary spheres
after death, stressing especially the results of life on earth for life in
the spiritual world. Those, for instance, who have developed
morality in their earthly life will find companionship in the spiritual
world, while immorality will lead to great loneliness.

Two main cycles of lectures on this subject were given at this
time, one in Berlin during the winter of 1912-1913, and one in
Vienna at Easter, 1914. In both these cycles Rudolf Steiner spoke of
the great importance of the relationship to Christ gained by the
soul on earth in connection with the maintaining of individual
self-consciousness in the life after death.

Each year from 1910 to 1913 one of the four Mystery Plays was
written by Rudolf Steiner and performed by a circle of his pupils

in Munich. In the third play, " The Guardian of the Threshold
(1912), one of the characters who has died appears as a soul to those
still living on earth and is able to communicate with them; and in the
fourth play, " The SouPs Awakening " (1913), two of the scenes take
place in the spirit-realm between death and a new birth. These
scenes have a directness beyond anything ever said in lectures.
In his introduction to this play Rudolf Steiner says that he gave
up the attempt to add some notes, as an explanation would work
destructively. Here we have highly condensed realities whichcan live on only as seeds in the soul of the individual who tries
t o a b s o r b t h e m . • i ♦ c

The plays themselves stood under the spiritual protection of a
friend, Maria von Strauch-Spettini, who died in 1904of this help which could be given by some one wĥo had dî, Rudolf
Steiner explained how the living must learn to feel the gaze ô^ thedead resting upon them, must learn how they are refreshed by the
dead; who are indeed still with them, and who allow their forces to
stream down to those on earth. . . „||. p,..j

During the first world war Rudolf Steiner found hiinself faced
with a new situation in that great numbers ofthe audiences at his lectures must often have 'ncluded people who ̂
recentiv lost someone close to them, as also the dead_ themselves,some of Xm were always present, together with their still living
relations V ^ number of places in Germany,

often Stressing especially the moment of death itself,anri,fexp"1;ntroftr dlyTand /ears immediately following.
T h e m e d i t a t i o n : ^ ,

Spirits ever watchful, Guardians of your souls.
May your pinions carry

T"thnumS'teiĴ®m'°the spheres committed to your care.
T h a t , u n i t e d w i t h y o u r ,
Our prayer may radiate with neipTo the souls whom our love is seeking. i ♦♦ ♦

Nurtitot February 10, 1918), in thâ~els'd e a d w a s o f t e n s p o k e a t t h e f u n e r a l
S/X had died. There he followed quite con-

soil of the individual through the gate of death, and nocretely the soul of the in^w^ 5^^ continued
one who heard these woras co

ir̂cmtaii of time and place which divides them but only a spider's
web of consciousness.



After the war, travel gradually became possible again between
the countries of Europe. When Rudolf Steiner spoke about the life
after death it was mainly in connection with the experiences of the
human soul during sleep; as in the lectures given in London in
August and November, 1922, and in the so-called French Course
given at the Goetheanum in September of the same year.

During the nine months of 1924 in which Rudolif Steiner was
still able to give lectures, he spoke in many different countries on the
destiny of individuals within human history. Here we see how the
life between birth and death, and the life between death and a new
birth, appear deeply interwoven, as the two halves of a spiral movement. TTiese lectures were preened by a course given in Dornach,
called " Anthroposophy—an Introduction," in which the lecture
on memory gives a wonderful but highly condensed picture of
man's relationship to the spiritual world after death.

Finally, in lectures given in August of that year during
Ae summer school at Torquay, we find die true and the false paths
in connection with our relationship to the dead, and can feel some
thing of the " over-reality " of their experience.

*

It is possible, of course, to study what Rudolf Steiner has said
about the life after death with the same detached attitude as one
might have to the description of a hitherto unknown continent, but
in fact it supplies answers to three very practical and immediate
questions.

1. Do human beings need to prepare for the life after death,
and if so, how can this be done?

2. How can the living be of help to those who have died?
3. Can we become aware of the continued helpful presence of

the dead with us, and of their influence on human history?
Rudolf Steiner often stressed the necessity for gaining know

ledge of the spiritual world while still here on earth. The ̂ ts wlfich
we should obtain from the Beings of the Higher Hierarchies depend
on our preparation to receive 5iem. It is not sufficient to say to
ourselves that we shall inevitably experience it all once we have died.
It is true that as human beings we really belong to this spiritual
sphere, but it will be hard for us if, when coming " home," we have
lost all contact and forgotten the language and customs of the
world of our origin.

In direct connection with this comes the question of help for the
dead. Brides giving a number of special prayers and meditations
Rudolf Steiner describes what has become known as " reading to
the dead," in which the living person reads something with a spiritual
content, directing his thou t̂s at the same time towards the onewho has died. Some people will have entered the spiritual world
at their death without any spiritual ideas, and for them it may be
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possible to supply help in understanding the new situation. Others
had already obtained such knowledge on earth, and for them
it is a gift of substance and of strength when these ideals rise to them
again from the earthly sphere. Many people have worked for the
dead over the years, either for those immediately connected with
themselves, or for a wider circle; and have experienced the absolute
conviction that they are meeting a need.

An answer to part of the last of the three questions was given
by Rudolf Steiner in a lecture in Berlin on February 5, 1918, and
published as part of the cycle, " Earthly Death and Cosmic Life." ^
There he says: " This knowledge of our common life with the dead
will be one of the most important elements which Spiritual Science
is to implant in the general civilization of mankind for the future;
for those who believe that what takes place around them occurs only
through the forces perceived in the life of the senses know nothing
of the reality; they do not know that the forces of the dead are always
at work, always present... In a future time a study of history will
come which will reckon with the forces of those who have passed
through the gate of death, whose souls live in the world between
death and rebirth. A consciousness of the unity of all mankind,
including the so-called * dead' will have to give human civilization
quite a new colouring."

Today we tend to think that anyone who becomes aware of the
presence of the dead is in some way not " normal," but in future it
may possibly become more " abnormal" to disregard completely
one side of human life. Everyone is always in contact with the dead,
and if we can learn to look into the spaces between the events of life,
as into the intervals between two notes in music, then we can become
more aware of their presence protecting us within the framework
of our destiny, helping us with ideas, and with warmth and
enthusiasm for the ideals of mankind.

Those burning problems which arise in human souls faced by the
fact of death could find their solution if we could only heed the
words which Rudolf Steiner quoted as sounding directly from beyond
the threshold: "Know the spiritual world! Among all that
would thereby be gained for mankind is this too—that the dead
and the living be united as one."

iRudolf Steiner Press, 1964.
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F O U R P O E M S

S y l v i a E c k e r s l e y

Before Sunrise at Heligan
There is no cock at Heligan.
Only the hooting owls
Herald the dawn
With answering calls
That make the woods their own.
The sun has not yet risen;
B u t i n t h e E a s t
A blue-grey sky
Above &e valley-crest
Shows where it will be day.
Sleep then, go to sleep again,
Listening head;
The long hours are ended.
Tense limbs in warm bed.
Your fear is mended.

Soon, soon the sun will come
And quench the leaf-mould night
(̂ ^ere you lock doors alone)With quartz-clean light,
Poured over grass and stone.

Full Moon at Heligan
A telescope is in my head
Enlarging simple sight.
And craters tell me She is dead
Who shines so clear tonight.
0 there are sockets in the skull
That fathom sterile space.
The Moon is no more at the full.
But ashes take her place.
1 listen, while the prophets tell
Her orbit round the years.
I know the glass is fashioned well.
To peep at naked spheres.
I know the glass is fashioned well-
Yet think her undefiled;
Why should the seas obey a shell.
And all my blood run \i^d?
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The Ringing Stone
Kneel, pilgrim, kneel.
Can you not feel.
Sorrow reminding.
C r u e l s t o n e
Strike like steel.
Sharply finding
Crystal bone?

Alone, alone
In darkness kneel.
In strai ts unknown
Draw Listening breath;
Christ can heal
The wound of death
By word alone.

B a b o o n

Pot-bellied gentleman
Hunched on a bar.
Face like a coconut
Covered with hair.
Infinite sadness.
Infinite age.
Wrinkled old gentleman
Cau t̂ in a cage.
Upwards I look at you
Half-hypnotised;
Is it malevolence
Lurks in your eyes?
Out shoot your lips at me.
What does it mean ?
Do you look back at me.
Me, the unseen?

Pot-bellied gentleman
What will you do
Down all the centuries
Here in the zoo ?
Gaze at the wire mesh?
Forage for fleas?
Or dream of the branches
Of heavenly trees?
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The Destiny of the Idea of Destiny *
F r i e d r i c h H i e b e l

"pROM times immemorial destiny has been experienced as the
prototype of a higher guidance in human life.
Our own century has become conscious of destiny, more than

any previous epoch. In biography and history, in plays and novels,
in astrophysics and political science, in pedagogy and psychology,
the idea of destiny is receiving unprecedented attention. Never
before have the problems connected with destiny been experienced
in such an immediate way.

This is the situation faced by Anthroposophy, with its encom
passing conception of the human Ego which appears to be determined
by destiny but at the same time determines destiny. That the idea
of destiny revealed by Anthroposophy has entered the spiritual
history of man is in itself a destiny-event.

Before penetrating into the historical character of the anthropo-
sophical idea of destiny, let us first indicate two examples showing
the entirely different ways in which the problem of destiny has been
faced in the middle of our century. One example is typically
western ; the other, eastern in the extreme.

The most influential psycho-analyst of our time, who emerged
from the school of Siegmund Freud and yet takes up a middle
position with regard to Carl Gustav Jung, is Leopold Szondi. His
book Schicksalsanalyse ("Analysis of Destiny"), which first
appeared in 1943, is a standard work for psychologists and curative
teachers. The " Szondi test " has become an integral part of applied
psychology in universities. Szondi himself worked for a long time
as Professor of Curative Pedagogy in Budapest.

He draws a distinction between the " genotype" and the
"phenotype" in man. The former reveals the sum of all the
latent hereditary dispositions ; the latter comprises all the manifest
qualities. Hence there are hidden instincts which do not appear
in the " phenotype."

Szondi does not regard destiny as a philosophical problem, nor
as a religious idea, but as a biological phenomenon determined by
the latent recessive genes. These latent genes, which do not manifest
themselves, form the foundation of man's instincts. This analytical
theory of destiny based upon the genes seeks to have a psycho
therapeutic influence. As a form of curative teaching it has
prophylactic applications.

* From Das Goetheanum, 1962 (nos. 4/5), by kind permission of the author.
Prof̂ or Dr. Hiebel is a member of the Vorstand of the General Anthropo-sophical Society, Dornach, and Leader of the Literature Section.

What is the true nature of the Ego in Szondi's analysis of
destiny ?

Szondi sees the Ego as a " bunch" of contrastmg hereditary
qualities :

Destiny depends upon the way In which a person is able to copy
with this bunch of contrasting forces existing within his hereditary
unconscious. That is the theory of the analysis of destiny. The
hand that selects the personal destiny out of these manifold possibilities,
choosing and shaping and rejecting them—this hand is the Ego.

Instead of speaking of the " double," Szondi speaks of " the one
behind " the bunch of latent hereditary possibilities. He sees the
Ego as directing destiny through its power of selection—by bringing
some energies up into consciousness and repressing others. " In
our hereditary unconscious we have many ancestors and so there
exist in it also many possible destinies." The outcome is given by
the hereditary factors, but persona.1 factors may vary it. Szondi
thus speaks of a " guidable fatalism. • • • It app^rs that we
cannot choose freely. Our choice is dictated above all by definite
hidden instincts, by the latent genes within us.

The way in which this genotiopism is here advanced, with all its
consequences, reveals a thoroughly " Jahveistic mentality :

Seen from the standpoint of destiny, we who aspire to be humap.
beings are, to begin with, only a kind of genetic hybnd existing mthe germ-(ills of our future parents. Hie first manifestation of our
genetic Ufe is in bringing together two human beings in order that
may be conceived. We select the two human beings m whose gem-ceUswêst as identical or related genes. That is why the genetic doctnne
of destiny says symbolically that we choose our parents.
Leopold Szondi's book culminates consistently in an Old

Testament theory of descent from ancestors, which even m itsloXTis Kry opposite of St. Paul's Ego-experience in the
spirit of Christ:

I do not choose, but the latent genes in me choose ; m other words,
the primary instinctive forces within me choose. We maintain thesen̂»iy forces in the form of pnmary elements of the genra within
is - within each of these genes one of our ancestore seeks to come
hack • • the ancestors choose within us and for us. We may therefore
sartĥ t our ancestors guide our choice, foe ancestor from whomS; ^cend and who continue to live latently within us. OurMĈSŜ l̂?̂ rts itself also when ̂  come into tte world whenŵ ô  our love-partners, our fnends, our profession ; when we
succumb to illness and when we die.

*

T pf us now turn our attention to the other view, the extreme
eastern one WeS it in the doctrine of The Integral Yoga by SriAurobindo (1870-1950), which in a certain sense contains a
remarkable reform of the ancient Hmdu—and especially of the
Buddhistic karma—doctrine.



Aurobindo spent his early years in England, studied at Oxford,
absorbed the culture of the Occident and was also stimulated by
Goethe's way of thinking. As an adult he returned to India, joined
Gandhi's movement, was imprisoned and sentenced to death. At
tiie age of thirty-six he experienced a sudden change : an inner
awakening following the revocation of his sentence of death. As
if by a miracle, he was the only prisoner to be reprieved.

From 1910 until his death at Pondicherry in southern India*
Aurobindo taught publicly at his own university-settlement. In
many ways his teaclungs show the influence of western culture. He
turns against a mechanical conception of the causal law of karma,
as taught by orthodox Buddhism. The Hindu ide^ of destiny, with
its inescapable law of " an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,"
appears to him as a Mosaic precept:

If the basic truth of our existence is spiritual and not mechanical,
it must be our own Self tihat fundamentally determines our own
development. The law of karma can be only one of the processes
which t̂  Self uses for this purpose. Our own spirit, our own Self,
must be greater than its karma. It is impossible to think that our
spirit is a machine in the hands of its karma. The truth must be less
rigid and more pliable.
But Aurobindo is tied to orthodox Buddhism by his rejection

of the " erroneous assumption of a personality retaining its identity
through all sorts of changes "—i.e., the idea of a unitaiy Ego that
goes through different incarnations and yet preserves its identity
and integrity. Aurobindo replaces " reincarnation " with " re
birth," for

this word conveys the sense of the wide, indefinite but sufficient.
Sanskrit term punarjmnumy committing us to nothing beyond the
fundamental idea wffich is the life and essence of this doctrine. . . .
This idea of universal uni^ not only with God and with the eternal
Self withffi me, but with all mankind and with all other beings, shows
the direction wMdi is becoming more and more important for our
minds ; ^ future ideas or critical expositions of rebirth karma and
will have to take it into wider and wider consideration. . . . With
every return to earth, the person, Hb&purusha, forms a new foundation,
builds up a new personal quantum. . . . The essential form of the
past personality may remain as one element among many others, as
one personality among many other personalities of the same person
. . . but it wiU not constitute the whole new formation, nor will it
build up again the old unchanged type of character.
Aurobindo, certainly, draws an acute distinction between the

higher soul-being and the lower personal being when— în spiritual
contrast to the genotropism'of Leopold Szondi's analysis of destiny
—he declares : " The soul is not the product of our hereditary
endowment, but through its own dee<^ and inclinations it has
formed this endowment." Yet the idea of the unity of our own
Self and the divine universal Spirit of a natural evolution remains.

and in a form which does not do full justice to the Ego-Spirit of
Christianity in the Pauline sense of the Divine Sonship of the Second
A d a m . . . _ ,

According to the outlook of Hmdmsm, Brahmamsm and
Buddhism, there is no independent Ego continuing to work for its
own development, but only a stream of soul-processes which unite
and dissolve themselves. The karmic causal soul-nucleus remains,
but not the Ego. The karma doctrine of ancient India was derived
from the consciousness of the soul-body, long before the unfolding
of man's Ego-consciousness. This pre-Christian consciousness of
the soul-body gave rise to a karma doctrine which was fully justified
at that time. It was identical with the doctrine of the soul-body or
astral body as the causal nucleus of destiny. Man's personal karma
was guided by impersonal and super-personal powere. Sufficing
—is to accept the burden. To discard the burden—is bhss." That
is a sentence from the sermons of Gautama Budcffia. Karma lay
behind the changes of form of those who carried the burden. The
highest goal was the elimination of kanim, redemj^on from

identification with the universal Spint. Buddha s words
culminated in the indication : " To discard the bwden-not to take
upon ourselves new burden̂ to uproot every desire—freed ftom
a l l t h a t , w e e n t e r e x t i n c t i o n . " j * u

Sê n from outside and above, destiny app̂ ^ to hang over
man. It was a fateful decree. No mortal could lift the veU that
hid the decree and the Power that decrwd.

The Sphinx thus typified the nddle of hmnan destmy. Its
threefold aiimal form, with its manlike counten̂ ce, rose up as a
question. This triad confronting man from outeide was coimect̂t̂h the still unharmonised forcra of the soul-bpdy, numfest m
thinking, feeling and willing: tiie chapticaUy nsmg and falhng
surge of destiny, oppressive and threatenmg.For this Sasoi the Beings concerned wth tiie weajnng of
destinv anoear in threefold form : the three Moirai of the Greeks,threêarcae of the Romans, the three Noms of the ancient
G e r m a n s .

The oldest passage referring to the beUef in destiny of the
"""in o?T"iliad (from vê  488 on). Hector..nniL Andrô "with the foUowing words : " Dear wife, ISSjIteef̂eve not overmuch ; none shall send me to Hadw?̂t tte Moira, whom no ̂  escapes, be he coward or vahant,

Ĥ''Hom"ŝCrdestiny in the singular. In the Odysseyr.™J?irinto ft6î  verse 197 on) he speaks of the Sisters of
nSviŜ Sie plural. It is the passage where Alkinoos, King ofSf KciŜ, ŝof Odysseus : " There he may suffer what his
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fate decrees : that which the inexorable Sisters, when his mother
gave him birth, spun into the thread of his becoming.**

Birth and destiny were identified with one another. Hence the
Roman birth-goddesses were called Parcae^ a name connected with" being bom.** They were afterwards identified with the Greek
M o i r a i .

Hesiod speaks of three Moirai: Clotho, who spins the thread
of life, Lachesis, who casts the lot, and Atropos, who brings about
the inevitable. From Clotho to Lachesis and Atropos destiny
takes its course, between birth and death.

Plato also spoke of a destiny-triad—of Atropos (the inevitable),
Ananke (necessity) and Adrasteia (the inescapable).

The Greek myths sometimes placed the Moirai even above the
gods, but, as a rule, below them. In Hesiod we find them as the
dau^ters of Zeus and of Themis, and in the Agamemnon of
Aeschylus we hear the cry : " For nothing occurs on earth, unless
decreed by Zeus. This too is always destiny.**

Among the Germanic tribes the dark powers of destiny were
the Noms. Like the Moirai and the Parcae, they appeared in a
threefold guise, standing respectively for "coming into being**
{urth\ " creation '* (skuld) and " settlement ** (verthandi). The
Noras were the weavers of destiny in its rise, existence and course.
From the fragment of the Hildebrandlied re-echoes the terrible,
threatening call : " Wewurt skihit"—^Woeful fate is being fulfilled !

As weavers of destiny, the Noras and the Parcae, in their dark,
threatening, threefold form, were also the forces and powers of the
soul-body, seen mythically and experienced in a dream-like way.
They arose from a state of consciousness which had existed long
before intellectual thinking and a nascent consciousness of self had
extended into the experiences of human life. As atavistic figures
they continued to haunt the later epochs of Greek culture.

How did people grasp the true nature of destiny at the time
when western thou^t began to arise ? The path led from the
shuddering dark feeling connected with the three Sisters of Fate to
the enigmatic idea of destiny.

The first philosopher of the idea of destiny was Heraclitus,
whose life fell into the span of time between Buddha*s illumination
and death in India. The Buddha brought the wisdom of the East
to its last height—a glorious sunset. The Logos-doctrine of
Heraclitus was the morning-dawn of Western culture. The Buddha*s
teaching of karma was the final stage of a thousand-year-old
tradition of guilt and expiation, lying in the soul of man. The
Heraclitean conception of destiny was related both to cosmic law and
to the governance of human life, in the form in which they revealed
themselves germinally to the beginnings of self-conscious thinking.

The Ckeek term for destiny as a cosmic order of laws is
heimarmene. "The essence of destiny, the heimarmene" says

Heraclitus, " is the Logos that pervades everything.'* An all-ruling
reason is die pulse and heart-beat of world-destiny.

In the individual human being, however, destiny is determined
by his own character, his ethos. Heraclitus therefore adds the
significant words : " Man's destiny (his disposition of character as
determined by destiny) is his daimon (his spirit)." For Heraclitus
also knew : " Individual to the soul is the Logos, augmenting itself
on growth."

In the sense of Heraclitus, therefore, the Logos is active both
in a cosmic-natural way within the heimarmene, and also in a human
way within the ethos which determines destiny.

Powerful as was this unique early awakening of western thinking
in connection with the idea of destiny, a feeUng of uncertaiMy
prevailed, unmistakably revealed by Heraclitus m his mournful
plaint: " Men find no relation to this eternal Logos, neither beforenor after hearing of it. Since everything has come into being m
accordance with this Logos, they are like men who lack an essential
e x p e r i e n c e . " . , t n • x .In Plato's Timaeus the cosmic soul (Ae Logos) imp̂ ts tohuman souls, before they begin their cycle of b̂ As and deâ s, thelaws of destiAy {heimarmene). Character (e/Aô ) determines, beyond
the Umits of ebthly life, matfs place in the cosmos aworing to the
law of heimarmene. Also in Plato's Reimblic (Cbapta 10), m
connection with the myth of Er, he speaks of the choire of a new life
in accordance with an innate destiny. That is Plato s idea of an
intelUriWe choice of Ufe. The guUt̂ element m destiny rrats w,toSe one who makes the choice. The gods are not responsible for it.

The idea of an avenging fate, calling for atonement, appeared
in the mythical form of Nemesis. As the word itself imphes,
Nemrais in avenging evil, is the guardian of the true measure of
justire Aeschylus makes Nemesis appear m Persians as thejudgment of the gods, which took its course in the defeat of Xerxraas r̂ Mishment for his profanation of the images of the gods. Intoe cCjcfa, Nemesis appears as the avenffng spirit connected with
toe forces of conscience m the three Erinyes.

The Stoics spoke of a foreseeing of d̂ tiny, pronoia. In thei n e p r o v i d e n c e — a n i d e a w h i c h

IraduauTa%se independently, in the struggle to ̂asp the idea of^aauauy aro :„HeDendent idea, coming from the old mythicald̂ tmy. Another iî ê noen ̂  Originally Tyche was toeclmrvpyance IS toe ̂  Tyche appeared as toe idea
of cfŝc rule, like a new divine teing, when Pindar speaks of her in
connection with the Delphic Apo o .

Mortal spirit should from the heavenly Beings
Seek only what is meet for him,ôiring-for this is daylight cl̂ r-
Whose destiny's children we are .



Only in the decadence of antiquity did Tyche represent the idea
of good fortune and chance, and finally she degenerated into the
Roman Fortuna. But this indicates very clearly how dark and
uncertain the idea of destiny had become before the event of
Golgotha.

The most striking case of this uncertainty is Tacitus. In his
Annals (6, 22) he describes the reign of the Roman Emperor
Tiberius, who in 33 a.d. had fallen a prey to darkest despair on the
island of Capri and had predicted to the Consul Servius Galba, on
the basis of astrological prophecies, a short reign for himself as
Roman emperor. In this connection, Tacitus makes the following
significant remark :

When I hear of such things, I cannot decide for certain whether
human events take their course through destiny {fatone\ or by
following an unchangeable necessity (necessitate immutabili), or by
chance (forte). Hence we find that the old philosophers ^d the
followers of their sects disagree, and many of them hold the view that
our birth and our death, and men in general, are not subjected to a
^vine providence (dis curae). Sad things may thus be often found
among good people, and joyful things among less good ones. On
the o&er hand, there are people who believe that destiny (fatuni) may
indeed correspond to the facts, yet does not come from the stars, but
is based upon the beginnings and connections of natural causes
(nexits naturalium causarum). *

Tadtus, a man who had an all-embracing knowledge of his
times, who carried within him, as it were, a whole encyclopaedia of
the antique world—how uncertain he is when he speaks of destiny !
How contradictory was fate, fatum (meaning literally " the once
uttered **) for the greatest historian of those days ! How dark for
him were die concepts of a divine Providence (providentia\ of
chance (fors)y and of necessity (necessitas).

It was a unique and symbolic act of world-destiny itself that
Tacitus should have felt the need to write down these words
concerning fatunty fors and providentia, when he began to describe
the year 33 a.d. in connection with the Emperor Tiberius.

But in the year 33 a.d., while Tiberius on the cliifs of Capri
was pondering in dark, witless despair over the meaning of destiny,
the world had come—^without his having the least inkling of it—to its
inner turning-point, the Mystery of Golgotha.

• See Willy Theier : Tacitus and die antike Schicksalslehre, in PhylloboUa:
Basle, 1946.
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A lchemi l la and the Alchemists *
F . H . J u l i u s

The Tria Principia as a Way

pjN our journey through Norway this summer (1956) I received^ sometUng of a shock when, near a waterfall whose spray spread
far around, I found a great number of Alchemilla (Lady's Mantle)
plants. What I then immediately surmsed proved to be correct:
in every place of this kind the same httle plant wp to be found.
As the crown of many years of searching and groping, there stood
before me this apparently unimportant fact. It became a proof of
a conviction, held for years, which had been very precious to nie.
It one tries to live deeply with the hidden forces of Nature and its
beings, one can always come anew to such moments of insight.
One is brought as though through some secret guidance to a scene
which suddenly uncovers a part of Nature's wisdom. At all events,
I felt as thoû  I had completed an important stage of the journey
on which I had started soon after my first encounter with Anthro-
posophy.

One cannot find such a way without help. I knew this
instinctively, and had searched for someone who could give me
this help. Nearly thirty years ago I met—on several occasions—
Ehrenfried Pfeiffer, and was able to learn much from him. He was
without doubt one of the foremost in the search for ways to reach
the heart of Nature. One of our conversations had a special
significance for me. In answer to my questions, he gave me the
Neuchatel lectures on Christian Rosenkreuz and the Rosicrucian
movement.̂  Pfeifier himself had once gone with similar questions
to Dr. Steiner, and was directed to these lectures.

If we ponder over this, the reason for it soon becomes apparent.
The real Rosicrucians always foUowed a path of deeply esoteric
study with the help of facts revealed in nature and through their
experiments Dr. Steiner must also have said that those who want
to explore the innermost depths of nature must seek the three
principles of Salt, Mercury and Sulphur. In these lectures we are
shown at length how the Rosicrucian alchemists regarded the

♦Translated by kind permission from the Mededeeiingen Alleen voor
Leden van de Anthroposofische Vereeniging in Nederland (June, 1956).

1 Given at Neuchatel, September 27-8, 1911. A typescript translation
(Z 206) is available.
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Tria Prindpia as the guiding line for their studies and for under
s t a n d i n g t h e c o s m o s a n d m a n . ,

It is not possible to go into more detail about these things nere,
but it is necessary to say that by Salt they meant that which passes
from the fluid to the solid state, and especially the crystaUizmg
process. By Mercury they understood first of all the interchangeand circulation which belong to water, especially the process of
dissolving. By Sulphur they understood mainly the working of
warmth and especî y burning—destroying by &e.

How much importance Dr. Steiner attached to these ideas can
be seen in the way he used them in the great lecture-cycle of
autumn, 1923,^ through which he prepared Anthroposophists for
the important event of the Weihnachtstagung. We find here not
merely a key to the understanding of the structure of nature, but
a door into the world of the Hierarchies. The doctors especially,
were given many indications which are founded on the Tria Prindpia.

What Pfeiffer told me was a valuable gift, but I did not know
how to use it. With the help of other indications, I had repeatedly
been able to advance with a leap. But here? To be honest, I
could do nothing with it. But it was impossible to forget this
conversation, or to put aside the contents of the lectures. The
Tria Prindpia remained for me a vision of nature still to be dis
covered. It was only much later, after many efforts, experiences and
failures, and particularly when I was faced with the task at the
Society's festivals of experimenting along the lines of the Tria
Prindpia, that aU this b^me more alive. Then out of this idea
there grew a workable method.

Drops of Water on the Leaves
But now it is time to explain how someone can get a shock

through the fact that a little plant grows near a waterfall, especially
as it is not so rare a plant, and one sometimes meets it in gardens.

During the 19th century the scientists endeavoured to classifythe plant world in a way that would reflect the natural order and
relationships of plants. The scientific methods of classification which
grew out of these attempts have indeed brought to light very pro
found conclusions regarding the history and structure of the plant
world. We must thus listen with earnest attention when we are
told that Alchemilla belongs to the rose family, Rosaceae. And yet
how unlikely this seems at first glance. As far as the fineness of the
leaves is concerned, one can grasp it at once, for here Alchemilla
outdoes the other members of its family. But the outward appearance
of the flower confronts us with a riddle. In this group, in which some
plants attain the noblest display of colour, scent and sheen, and
most have at least some kind of beauty in their flowers, here is a

^Mystery Ce^es. ̂ Four̂ n lectures given at Domach, November-
December, 1923. The published EngUsh translation is at present out of print.

46

plant with nothing in the way of blossom except a cluster of green
flowers with little shape. Most plants are driven to unfold their
splendours: a drive which reaches its highest expression in the
flower. Would the desire for display be paralysed in a plant of this
family above all? Go early in the morning and look, when the sun
has just risen over the mists after a damp night. Then our Alchemilla
reveals a beauty which outshines that of many other plants. Its
round leaves are decorated with a wreath of drops sparkling in the
light, and in the middle, where the outraying forms concentrate,
each leaf carries a sparkling silver sphere of water. Here also the
desire to display beauty is apparent, reaching a climax centred in
the leaves instead of in the flower.

With spectacular flowers one often gets the impression that
they are trying to give back to the sun its own image, in so far as
this is possible with earthly matter. With Alchemilla this gesture is
far more successful, but in a quite different way. It raises such a
superbly clear substance, and such a clear form, that the light can
conjure pictures there, as it does in our eye, and in each drop a
small sun rays out beautifully for our perception.

From such an unusual phenomenon one can learn a great deal.
If one wants to follow lines of thought different from the usual
ones (which are often weighed down by onesidedness, and thus
sever us from nature), one can best seek to learn from the many-
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sidednes"} of nature herself. It is really possible to let one's own
thinking be led by nature; one can even get so far that one lets
nature think in oneself, but then one must bring to nature thought-
substance as clear as the drops on the leaf-edge of AlchemiUa.
One then has to forgo abstract thought-systems, as well as the
desire to rule nature and exploit her. One has to learn to listen to
what is of importance to nature through observing and absorbing
her expression without embarrassment. As tWs plant carries her
^ops on high, so that the light can concentrate itself into the sun-
image, so also our spirit can be enlightened if we open it to nature.

If we strive to do this, we can make interesting observations
about water-drops. We shall find, for example, that each plant has
a characteristic and special relationship between the water and the
surface of its leaves. There are plants where each drop that falls
on a leaf immediately flows out; with others it appears that the
d|rop which hits a leaf is something brittle and bursts into manysilver balls. A clear example of the flowing out can be seen with
large sunflower leaves. One can well observe here that water is
wet! The rain spreads itself like a thin skin over the whole leaf
surface, and then collects slowly at the lower point of the leaf,
flowing down in a little stream which continues as a little jet, or as
balls of drops. A snowdrop makes of each gust a game, with fine
round jumping silver balls. Such a plan^ letting the water jump so
joyfully, appears in this game of dancing drops to make visible
its essential nature.

Our AlchemiUa, the greatest artist in drop-forming, perhaps got
its name because the real alchemists tried harder than anyone else
to achieve that clearness of spirit which its drops symbolise. Or
should we attribute the name to the alchemists' interest in the
forming of drops? How often they speak of the dew! In any case,their attention must have been strongly drawn to this plant,*
for we find indications that these rare drops were used by them in
their endeavours to prepare the Philosopher's Stone.

We modem men can learn from the fact that each plant deals
with water in a specific way—a fact which was no doubt weU
known to the alchemists. We can deduce that the formative powers
which shaped the plant do not cease at the perimeter of its form
but extend beyond it. There are other groups of phenomena con
cerning which the same fact can be observed—for example, theabiUty of leaves to mirror in varying degrees the effects of sunUghtor moonlight; the characteristic movements of parts of plants in
the wind; the play of trees with fight and shadow. These are things
which would be easy to study but on which attention is seldom
focussed, since they are of limited usefulness. But whether useful
OT not, these things are an expression of the being of each plant, and
thus for nature they are significant expressions. This should be
enough to make us study them seriously, for we can hardly expect
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better guidance for our observations than that given us by creation
itself .

In AlchemiUa, the water-sphere does not lie as it does on the
leaf just because the leaf has this form; one can say with as much
justice that this form and these habits are so because these drops
belong to the plant. The place, the season of its growth, the water-
drops and many other elements in its environment combine with the
plant to form an indivisible whole. Only after it has become a habit
to regard a plant in this way shall we have reached the first stage of
apprehending what the plant has to convey. Now we may proceed
to resuscitate the plant within us, so that it can unveil its secrets.
The Dew and the Tria Principia

The most abundant drop-appearance is that of the dew. ̂  In its
way of appearing it differs somewhat in kind from that of which we
have spoken in connection with AlchemiUa. The dew<kops are
mostly condensed out of the atmosphere, whereas AlchemiUa forms
the drops on its leaf-edge out of water which it takes up from the
soil and draws up on to its leaf. As soon as the atmosphere is
damp enough, AlchemiUa sends the surplus moistme out to these
points on its leaves. This can be observed also in other plants.
We can cause it to happen by putting a cloche over an AlchemiUa
plant at any time of day.

But even though there are differences, one is nevertheless in a
closely related realm when one observes the dew. The dew, too,
can have great significance for us, and to focus one's attention on
the dew is one of the best ways of penetrating into nature as a
whole. Our attention itself acquires something of the hopeful
morning atmosphere. Everyone knows the sparkling carpet over the
grass, or the sharp colour—sparkles of single, larger drops. Any
one who looks more attentively is aware of the innumerable
gossamer threads that become visible only through the delicate
pearl strings which the dew forms on them.

All this can present difficulties if one realises that a part of
these appearances is entirely personal. A colour appearance that
I see can never at the same moment be observed by another person.
When the dew lies very thickly over the grass, it can happen that
one sees a coloured aura round one's own shadow. Benvenuto
Cellini came to believe that this appearance was due to his having
attained holiness through the time he spent in prison. This reveals
little self-knowledge and still less knowledge of nature, for to see
this phenomenon one need only go walking a little on a suitable
day and early enough in the morning. In any case this is an
example of how one can, in an absurd and exaggerated way, be led
away from the true facts. One has to be fully aware of this, but on
the other hand one must not be too much disturbed by the thought
that there is much that is subjective in our observations, as the
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student of nature can easily notice. In this there is no difference
between our observation of nature and our observation of our inner
being. At the beginning of the path to the depths of the world we
stand before pictures which are coloured to a large extent by our
point of view and other personal habits, but through them, never
theless, the world about us reveals itself.

When we have realised the subjectivity of our knowledge of
appearances, and have realised also that if we look sharply and
exactly at the phenomena around us, this will not cause all warmth
and beauty to vanish from them, then we look at one drop alone.
At first we see only that the upper part is darker, and the lower
part somewhat lighter; but if we observe a little more exactly and
closely, we shall see, as in a lens, the whole landscape standing on
its head. This picture is very small indeed, but so sharp and exact
that one can see each little detail clearly.

On one of our Whitsun excursions we decided to get up early
enough one morning to see all these things for ourselves. Our trip
began badly, because the night had been so dry that there were
very few drops on the grass, and the slty had hardly any colour.
But why should we not accept the conditions of our surroundings
and look at them in their simplicity? A moment later we were like
a scouting party before the enemy positions. We all lay on the
sand on our stomachs, and each of us focussed a dewdrop towards
the point where the sun was expected to rise over the wood on the
horizon. We were rewarded with more and more brilliance, until
it seemed as though our water-drop must burst with all that light.
But then, out of the green upper rim of the drop, a light point released
itself and slowly descended into the blue sky under it.

The sunrise is thus not only something which takes place
between the earth and that majestic fiery sky; it is much more—a
feast of which all partake, even the smallest things, for they all don
colour and light. The waves on the water begin to shine more
beautifully, and even to glisten with sparks. The leaves glow more
brightly. But however rich all this may be, the festival of the dewremains unsurpassed. That great scene before us, the morning slty
wluch glows like an opening flower and unveils in its centre the
rising sun—^this wonderful scene is repeated in thousands andôusands of wonderful small images. And only when the play of
light-images is penetrated by the dark power of warmth are thesmall spheres re-absorbed into the big world which they portrayed.
T^e drops get smaller and smaller until they are all absorbed anddissolved in the uniformity of the atmosphere.

If we observe this latter phenomenon not only in summer but
also in early autumn, then we see that the dew can also take on
another appearance. We can often find in the colder seasons
that some drops have become ice, or that there are leaves here and
there whose edges are decorated with tiny structures of hoar-frost.
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The dew really appears always in the cold realm of the stars. There
the dampness condenses into round drops. When the white hoar
frost forms, with its flat surfaces and sharp edges, this is a further
densification to the solid form. As soon as the sun has swept away
the stars with its coloured veils of light, and with the help of all
dark things—especially the earth—has penetrated the air with
warmth, then all this is reversed. The sharp angular forms of the
frost become mobile and rounded, and slowly all the drops—
whether they fell as dew or whether they are melted frost—turn
again into dampness and mist.

By grouping phenomena in this way and observing them in
their surroundings and behaviour, we learn to see in the condensing
action of cold the Salt principle; and in the sucking away of solidity
by warmth we see the Sulphur principle. The dew itself we learn
to see as one of the purest instances of the Mercurial principle. It
would be difficult to find anywhere better than in dew examples of
this splendid interplay, this veering between two extremes, which
are typical of the Mercury principle. Thus at last Mercurius
stands out as the guide who has led us along this path from the
beginning, revealing himself as a divine dancer, and master of the
g a m e .

When once we have become aware of the principle of the Tria
Principia in the dew, where something of the creative plan is shown
to us, we find that light is thrown on other phenomena also. We
acquire also a new conception of the diurnal round as we test it
against these same phenomena. The stars, which can exercise their
influence freely during the night, bring with them coolness, their
ordering principle, forming, condensing, especially in relation to
water. In daytime the sun screens this action of the stars; it brings
warmth and movement. It blends the working of the spheres and
in a sense introduces the element of chaos. All sorts of barriers
and divisions are dissolved by the sun. These things can be seen
most clearly in the case of water. Thus we can say that a winter
starry night is to a sunny summer day as a crystallization process
is to the process of burning; as Salt to Sulphur. In the intermediate
periods, the Mercury principle is the dominant influence. This
applies particularly to tlie morning hours, and especially to a lovely
spring morning.

Some Characteristics of the Mercurial Principle
If it is true that in the dew we have to recognise the Mercury

principle expressing itself in a special way, then the other attributes
of the god-with-the-magic-wand must also be discernible there. A
few characteristics we may expect to find are healing factors,
alchemical changes, a spreading into manifoldness, followed by a
consolidating into oneness.
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Regarding these alchemical changes I have written elsewhere;
here I can give only a few indications. It is in connection with the
dew that we find die greatest changes. It ^stens in the morning
light like a gown made of pearls; but as soon as the sunlight reaches
it, each pearl glistens and sparkles like a diamond. An amazing
thing is that the night often bestows on the young morning a fine
silver veil which lies over the sky and all things. When die sun rises,
this veil is drawn away, until finally all the morning poetry dis
appears and we have the hard soberness of day. But in the evening
the light can condense again to gold, so that it sparkles through aU
the sfy and the gold flows as a warm ̂ow round stems and branches.
That in turn is the great gift of the day to the night.

Thus one can see that in this interchange of day and night
something of an aetheric alchemy takes place, reaching its climax
in the early morning. As regards healing qualities, I think that
anyone who studies the dew intensively will get the same impression
that I got long before the Mercury aspect became clear to me—an
impression that here is the quintessence of all that is healing. In
healing we confront the real, the most holy task of Mercurius.
Here we see most clearly his character, his way of being and doing,
the noble combination of a serious, loving maturity with the delicate
unaffected playfulness of a child. True healing is essentially a kind
of play with the finest, most subtie processes and occurrences,
something wholly apart from any form of the power-principle.

I do not believe one will ever get this impression of healing
power from the drops han^ng on a branch after rain, even though
they may glow beautifully in the sunlight. I do not know whether
the dew has strong healing properties for our body, but I think
that anyone who wante to develop the faculty of healing can allow
himself to be led and inspired by the image of the dew.

As regards the spreading into manifoldedness and returning
into oneness, this has been referred to several times. In the case
of many of the things described, it is not necessary to wait until
nature shows them to us: one can quite well organise rain showers.
If one has a garden sprayer, it is very easy to see what leaves do
with falling drops, but if this is not possible one can throw up
water with one's hands out of a bucket. A lupin leaf will play
with silver spheres and unite these in the middle in a big water-drop.
Over an iris leaf the drops can be seen running like little wheels
running on rails. But the most lovely of all is the young leaf of the
Alchemilla. It does not let the drops dance, but holds them with
care spread over its whole surface, so that this is decorated with
pearls like a very fine garment.

One can learn much if one does what the waterfall does pours
a lot of water into the sunlit blue of the air. O that subtle turning
and falHng of aU the glowing forms! ' O that faUing apart into
spray—into countless glass-like particles! The higher one throws
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the water, the more it glitters in its play with the light, only then to
fall and to break apart again and again, until it comes down as
rain and forms dead puddles on the ground.
The Lesson of the Waterfall

Nowhere better than in Norway have I seen this spreading
apart into thousands of drops and uniting again into a mighty mass.We sailed through a fjord where the sheer rocks rose Sgher and
steeper until they began to lean forward towards us. One of the
countless waterfalls cascaded over one of the overhanging rock-
faces so that the water fell freely through the air. Huge masses of
water, thrusting forward, accompanied by sheets of spray, driven
aside with every gust of wind, came down again and again. At the
very top the water was still one mighty jet which curved unliindered
through space and dispersed into countless drops which appearedas an impressive whole. Underneath, dark stone terraces cau t̂
all the flowing water, which formed wWte threads as it gushed and
thundered down over them. One can hardly imagine a more
powerful picture of the Mercurial principle.

In places such as this, where the air was filled with cool spray
and splashing water, there stood whole groups of Alchemilla. Un
ceasingly the plants transformed each drop they caught into a
little silver sphere. For a moment it had to serve as a jewel, but
quickly there came another drop and another, flowing together
with the first one and setting it in motion. With violent movements
they shot along towards the middle. The diamond in the centre
grew in little jerks until, becoming too large, it suddenly gushed
down along the stalk of the leaf. For one moment ^ere was
emptiness, but soon a new diamond began to grow.

Long before our journey to Norway it was clear to me that it is
in the nature of this plant to play with water and decorate itself
with drops, but also that it enables the drops to display themselves
with unusual splendour. And in Norway we learned that Alchemilla
chooses as its habitat the places and landscapes where this ability
can best be used. Nature showed us here in one gesture, and with
enlightening clarity, what we had earlier realised only gradually
and with so much effort. Yet all those earlier efforts were not wasted.
Had we not been prepared, all this magnificance would have passed
us by unobserved. And now it put the crown and seal upon our
w o r k .
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Movement, Form and Feeling in
Plastic Art

E m i l y C r o c k a r t

Miss Crockart, writing from long experience as a plastic artist and
teacher, describes how work in this fieid, guided by Rudolf Steiner's
indications and some exampies from the first Goetheanum, can lead
from simple beginnings to an inner experience of the creative forces
which through a long evolution have brought into being, and now

sustain, the threefold human form.

A Lall form arises out of movement, it is advisable first of all to
^get expert in expressing definite movements; that is to say one

forms the clay or other medium so that it appears to be moving
in whatever way one had determined it should. For example, a
first exercise might be to model a horizontal forward movement.
While working, one must use one's feeling rather than one's reason
ing. One feels, let us say, a gentle or vigorous movement and so the
corresponding form is modelled. Thus, besides gaining control of
the medium, one is learning something of the connection between
m o v e m e n t a n d f o r m .

One must be careful to shut out all memory pictures. The
memory can help only by recalling former experiences similar to the
one on which one is concentrating at the moment. Nothing must
influence the work from without through sense-perceptions, but
rather must one live in the activity of the forming forces. The more
strongly one can experience the movement, the more successful
will be the result. Having moulded this experience one should cease
working and carefully examine the model, either at once or some
time later, so as to understand what has happened. Even a child
will know if the work has been successful, and be able to point out
parts which are more true to the activity.

Other similar exercises would be an upright, a downward, a
circular or a spiral movement, and one which radiates from a point.
Th is las t i nc ludes the c ross , wh ich can make a beau t i fu l and
suggestive study. By persevering with such exercises one can learn to
concentrate, so as not only to make active within one the particular
movement bu t to become consc ious o f i t . Then the work can
progress rapidly and more complicated studies can be tackled with
confidence; for example, two movements may be combined in one
model. It is then easier to make an artistic group, especially if one
chooses opposite or contrasting movements, such as an energetic
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FORMS MODELLED FOR THIS .ARTICLE BY THE AUTHOR

A f o r w a r d m o v e m e n t .

Upward movement (flames).



The columns and carvinss at the east end of the first Goetheamini.
From " Der Bauitedanke des Goethcamim "
(Verlag freies Geistesleben, Stuttgart, 1958).

The photographs in this volume were used in the form of lantern-slides to
illustrate the lectures which Rudolf Steiner gave in various places on the design
of the first Goetheamini during the few years of its existence, before it was burnt

down on New Year's night 1922/3.
One of these lectures, given in Berne on June 29, 1921, has been translated in a
booklet, " The Architectural Conception of the Goetheanum " (Rudolf Steiner

Publishing Company, London; Anthroposophic Press, New York: 1938).

going out or giving, and an active receiving. Many varied relations
or conversations can be imagined and expressed in balanced forms
m a k i n g a n a r t i s t i c a n d o r g a n i c w h o l e . '

Having come so far, many interesting studies will suggest them
selves to the student: for instance, a group with three movements-
one an important balancing movement and the two others con
trasting or opposite movements. An organic form expressing the
growing, full development, and fading, might be one such subject.

This leads naturally to the principle of metamorphosis, which
ca.n best be studied in the forms of the First Goetheanum. Students
with a little technical ability and a capacity for living in form could
begin with the Goetheanum forms, but others are apt to find it atfirst rather difficult to get any true conception of the building. It is
m fact rather bewildering before one has experienced something of
the coming into being of form. For the actual modelling of the
forms. Dr. Steiner's own writings are sufficient guide. Many
thrilling discoveries of the greatest significance await the student
h e r e .

An acquaintance with Dr. Steiner's teaching, though not
essential, will help to unveil some of those secrets. One, only, may
be touched on here—the connection between music and form. Strive
to hear the singing of the forms, since each form has its own parti
cular tone or song. That is to say, the inner activity which one
expresses in form is at the same time a musical activity. In the
creation of form there is music as well as movement, so that from
the form one is led back to the music. By entering into the form one
can experience again the movement and the music which gave it
its particular form. Behind form is movement but also music—
the Music of the Spheres.

As the culmination of the carving in the Goetheanum was" The Group," so at the end of our preliminary work we come
to the human figure. Here, especially, the student will find a serious
study of Eurhythmy most useful, because it develops a conscious
feeling for the activity of the life-forces in one's body. Only by the
awareness of this inner movement must the human form be brought
to expression. No memory pictures of the outer appearance of the
figure must be allowed to interfere with this inner knowledge.

If Anatomy is studied, and it is well to do so, this information
must also be pushed into the background so that one is free to give
a fixed form to the constantly changing activity of the living being.
That is to say, one must identify oneself while working with the
being that one is modelling. One must creep into the form and live
and move with it, so to speak. The more active the subject chosen,
the easier it will be to experience the movement and so find the
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form. At the same time detail will be avoided, as the main action
overpowers weaker movements, so the result will be a strong,
simple form.

To make the procedure clearer, take, e.g., the exercise already
done in feeling the downward and upward movements—the sun
forces and the earth forces. Think of this in many different ways.
It may become the thought expressed in the verse for the 48th
week of Rudolf Steiner's " Soul Calendar," where Light descends
and Love ascends. The point is that one must hold the thought
actively and warmly until the mood created can start a movement
within one's own body, the expression of which in visible form will
be a true representation of our subject. The descending being will
be felt with a particular movement and corresponding form, and
the ascending one with a different or opposing movement and form.
Through such a contrast or polarity it may be easier to experience
the movements.

Another advantage in such a subject lies in the fact that the
beings need not apî ar in definite human forms, so that the danger
of the work being influenced by sense-perceptions or memories of
them is reduced. In order to make the figures appear more like
those of human beings, this exercise may then be done as the Prince
awaking the Sleeping Beauty. But one must be very careful still to
keep working from within and not from without. The outer sense-
perceptions required for copying a model are not wanted here, but
rather must one cultivate a consciousness of one's inner active life.

The simpler the work at this stage, the more true it is likely to
be to the inner movement. Indeed, the measure of success depends
wholly on the student's capability for experiencing definitely, and
then expressing accurately, this inner life and movement. The
result, it need scarcely be mentioned, will never be a mere copy of
the human figure as it appears to the eye, any more than " The
Representative of Humanity " in " The Group " is such.

It will be foimd when so working that the head is the most
difficiflt part of the human figure to model. This is chiefly because
there is less movement in the head and it is a more spiritual activity.
So we now come to the most difficult task of all. Yet, having worked
tlnough the foregoing with some measure of success, the very
difficulties experienced in attempting to give form to the head will
demand that they be understood and overcome.

Here it is very helpful to know something of the evolution of
the world and of man. One can then think of the conditions on the
Old Sun, and in that mood proceed to form a sphere, feeling the
weaving inner life, a microcosm of this sphere, the Old Sun. The
sphere develops; it metamorphoses; the mood of the Old Moon
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conditions fills one, and again the model changes under one's
h a n d s .

At last, on the Earth, after a long process of development, one
comes to that microcosm which is known today as the human head.
Gradually, as man progressed, have the features evolved; and here
one feels the beginnings of those forces already experienced when
forming the figure. One experienced them in one's own body when
modelling the form of the human being. Now, one discovers their
origin, for the body is created from the forces already present in
the head. The three-fold man—^head, chest and metabolic-and-
limb man—meets one as soon as the features have developed: the
upper part of the head, the centre of the activity of thinking;
the middle part, including the eyes and nose, that of feeling; and
the lower part, including the mouth and chin, ffiat of willing.

One might concentrate on particular stages of this evolution:
on the period, for example, when pressure was exerted on the living
head at a certain spot so that one tries to feel the reaction of the
living organism to this wound and how eventually the eye begins
to develop there. How the inner impulse of the being and the outer
pressure combine to start a movement which finally results in the
eye will be experienced as one feels for the form. In this case a
longing to take in something from the outer brings first suffering,
then the beginning of sight. Other details in the head can be treated
similarly.

By such exercises feelings can be made active in one which will
give a better approach to the modelling of the head of a man of the
present day. It is not feelings such as those of sympathy and reverence
that are meant here. The whole of this realm of plastic art which—
as will have been discovered long since by the serious student can
by reached only by penetrating the veil of ordinary sense-perceptions
to the living, moving reality behind—must be entered with feelings
of the deepest reverence and selflessness, giving an ability to unite
oneself with, and so experience, the divine creating. With this as
one's constant environment and attitude, many feelings too delicate
for expression in thought can flow through the fingers and take
visible form in one's work. They can pass directly into a true work
o f a r t .

It will have been discovered in working out such exercises as the
coming into being of the eye that the pressure from without is
greater than that from within. This explains the difficulty which
was encountered with regard to the head when modelling the
whole figure. The body itself was so inwardly forceful that the
pressure from without was comparatively slight. Now, in the head,the reverse is felt, for the outer pushes in vigorously and there is
little resistance from within. Therefore when modelling the head
one has a quite different mood from the mood one has when model
ling the body. One pushes against the head, forming the planes and
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the features very definitely, but one only gently controls the strong
forces pressing outwards in the body.

When so striving to find how the human head has arrived at its
typical form, it will have been apparent that the models naturally
develop along four distinct paths—^the four streams of evolution.
One had to keep pushing aside the bird and animal forms and feel
for the divine image of man. But this gives the clue to the origin
of the " lower creation."

The animal forms must be approached by feeling the inner
activity which is strongest in each species. For example, the breath
ing process is the most prominent in the beasts of prey; hence the
importance of modelling a strong chest and head of, say, the lion.One must enter intimately into the characteristic inner activity of
each creature before one can successfully model it. In imagination
one lives its life for the time being, entering into its experiences.

Feel, for example, how a trout or any similar upright fish candart through water or remain poised, breathing and watching, till
off it goes again on an expedition of sheer delight or perhaps in a
zig-zag race for life; and then mould the form arising out of this
life and movement. If every detail is in harmony with the whole
the resulting form will be entirely beautiful.

i^l this can be discovered through feeling. A child will learn
for himself that as the fish must have its eyes shut all the time, so
they need not be made to open, but that it would be better to makethe "lids" transparent. In this way, even though he has not
observed the eye of a fish, a child will solve the problem it presents
t h r o u g h f e e l i n g . *

To go back to the human figure: now that the polarity between
head and body is understood, portraiture is greatly simplified.
But first It is well to work out imaginary portraits, suggested perhaps
by typical moods of soul, beginning with the most active. This
develops one's inner feeling for the delicate movements so thatone ̂ ts accustomed to modelling these, and when faced with the
live human being one naturally seeks to experience these inner
movements behind the outwardly visible form, thereby forestalling
any possibility of temptation to copy the outer form.

In working out those attitudes of the soul one naturally feels
compelled to use great restraint. It is as thou^ one must nowintroduce something essentially human into the pure divine plastic
—one might say flower-like—^perfection of the human form. One
hesitates, so to speak, to wake the Sleeping Beauty, and stiil goes
back to the enjoyment of the pure human form which blossoms so
beautifully in the best Greek sculpture. Yet it is possible as it
were, to colour this perfect form with a high attitude of soul so
giving It an added beauty and value. Only true deep reUgious feelingcan enable one to express in one's work the memory of the divine

origin of the human being and at the same time continue this divine
and human life, experiencing " Not I but Christ in me."

So we come to portraiture and the portrait bust. The univers
ally human is now modified or transformed by a particular individual.
The being alive within the human form begins to show its
individuality—its reaction to the cosmic forces. Whereas the head
itself is passive, the features show in their spiritual activity a certain
amount of opposition to the cosmic forces. The form of the features
is a result of the working of the cosmic forces, but this form is
modified by the activity of the individuality within.

Here, again, if the work is still approached in the rî t mood, a
long vista opens out before the artist—the vista of the individual's
successive incarnations, and behind that, reaching back into the
dim distance, the worldng of many Divine Beings throughout long
ages. One can glimpse how the Gods are building a temple and how
the building becomes the human form—man.

But in his teaching Dr. Steiner looks not only backward, but
also forward. So, in " The Group," with great courage he again
leads the way. Emphatically repeating that he was not a sculptor,
that the work was full of imperfections, but that a beginning had to
be made, he brings us to a human form of the future, '* The
Representative of Humanity." In gratitude to him, and in obedience
to his insistence that the time requires these efforts be made, one
must strive so to deepen and quicken one's life that one can begin
to attempt to create in form the perfect Man, the active Christ, as
already He can be experienced in the etheric world.



Weekdays and Worlds
A d a m B i t t l e s t o n

'yO use Time well, and to understand Time truly: these are great
tasks, with which Christianity has always charged its disciples.

They have always been found hard and pu^ng. In the monastic
orders, heroic attempts have been made to consecrate to God every
part of man's time. But at the best it was evident that this method
could work only for a few. The many-sidedness of human life has
always seemed to reject any principle which claimed to order all
of it; and yet the Christian longed to redeem time, to give it heavenly
meaning for his mind and for his will.

In our century these problems have become still more difficult.
For. a great many people, time appears to be divided into three
unequal parts: work controlled by some external discipline, leisure
arranged largely according to personal wishes, and finally time
given in some way for the discovery of a meaning in existence,
perhaps by attendance at a religious service, or by meditation and
private prayer. And many know well: the power of the last and
shortest third seldom seems great enou^ to permeate either work
or leisure with its influence. These seem indeed to have taken forms
peculiarly resistant to any effective long-term influence at all; to be
bound fast in triviality and the frustration of meaning.

Nothing in the world is trivial in itself; it is spiritual weakness
which makes it so. The first, most necessary step for Christianity
today would be to recognize that it is weak in wisdom; and that
long spiritual journeys must be taken before man's present difficulties
can be truly understood. "We need a theology of nature"; with
these words the meeting of the World Council of Churches atDelhi pointed in the rî t direction. But well-intended principles
about nature are of very little effect; we must come to grips with the
ultimate problem of what Nature is.

The representatives of traditional Christianity will not yet
listen to Rudolf Steiner, who was able to say so much about external
Nature, and the nature of man, in relation to the Divine. He could
do this because he spoke from a far wider consciousness than the
one generally possessed by modern men; and he observed the great
range of experience available to him with the most selfless and
conscientious will to knowledge.

For his extended consciousness. Time was transformed. He
experienced its living reality; what we ordinarily know as time on
earth he regarded as a kind of projection of it into space, not its
true being. He knew it not as an abstract framework for events, but
as differentiated in quality, bearing successive impulses of the Divine
creative power; and for his spirit the whole cosmic past was visible,
as clearly and objectively as we can see in space.
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An important part of his work has become newly accessible to
English readers in the new translation by George and Mary Adams
of Occult Science: An Outline.* In this book a picture of cosmic
evolution is given which extends far beyond the limits of the exist
ence of our present visible universe, back into conditions not linked
with ours by any physical sequence of cause and effect, and imagin
able for us only through great leaps of the mind. Yet Rudolf
Steiner maintains that it is through these earlier universes that the
present can be truly understood; the spiritual impulses which have
formed earthly nature, the members of man's body, the planetary
system and the starry worlds are all what they are, because these
other universes have existed.

It may seem that such contemplations are very remote, if we
are concerned with the redemption of our present working lives
and our present leisure from the inhumanity and meaninglessness
which threaten them. But in fact our work and our leisure are con
tained within a framework of which the meaning has long been
forgotten, but which is in miniature an image of the mighty sequence
of worlds described by Rudolf Steiner: the days of the week. And
it will be part of a general recovery of meaning for human life to
feel something of the grandeur of these relationships, working into
the events of each day.

We have our present week through the convergence of two
streams. The Roman Empire had gradually adopted a seven-day
week, with days bearing the names of planets, before the general
acceptance of Christianity in the fourth century. Israel had long
possessed a seven-day week, commemorating the Seven Days of
Creation as they are described in the First Book of Moses: and this
week continued in Christianity, hallowing above all no longer the
Seventh, but the First day, the day of the Resurrection. But the
planetary names were strongly enough established to be generally
retained, in forms based on the Latin names, or on what were
regarded as their equivalents in other traditions.

In the planetary week, the order is: Saturn, Sun, Moon, Mars,
Mercury, Jupiter, Venus. From an external, astronomical point ofview this order must appear very remarkable, even arbitrary; neither
the Ptolemaic nor the Copernican picture of the solar system yields
such an order in any evident way. The rhythms of these heavenly
bodies were known in very ancient times; and the order of the week
alternates, in a kind of pendulum movement, between those with
longer and those with shorter rhythms.This order is however a direct picture, subject to one significant
qualification, of the great world-sequence described by RudolfSteiner— t̂o which, he says, human consciousness was extended by
initiation in the ancient Mysteries. The worlds before our present
* Rudolf Steiner Press ; cloth 30/-; paperback 22/-
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universe he calls by the names Old Saturn, Old Sun, and Old Moon;
our earth has a double character, which can be called by the names
Mars and Mercury; future universes can be called Jupiter, Venus,
a n d V u l c a n .

In the choice of names, except for the last, borne by visible
bodies in our present solar system, it was intended that something
of the character of the mysterious universes so described should be
indicated. From the past worlds our present one has sprung through
complex metamorphosis. Thus the planetary order in the week can
be related to the present solar system as well. And within the
individual human being a rhythm is at work, of which he is un
conscious, bringing about an alternation in the way his astral body
is connected with the Macrocosm. While in the daily rhythm we are
strongly aware of the change between sleeping and waking, each
week an astral body Inclines, without this being obvious to the
ordinary consciousness, on the one hand towards greater participa
tion in the starry worlds, on the other to increased isolation.

The institution of the week has the deep underlying purpose
that there should be something in the pattern of our lives, and in
our consciousness, which is in harmony with this unconscious
rhythm. When orthodox Jews, or certain Christian communities,
hold stubbornly to the observance of the Sabbath or of Sunday
against external pressures, profound human and cosmic realities
are in fact involved. If World-Calendar proposals come to be
accepted, by which annual holidays not belonging to the weekday
sequence are taken into the calendar (with the very abstract intention
of making particular month-dates the same weekday each year),
the manifestation of a living rhythm, observed without break for
over three thousand years, will be rudely disturbed. (The change from
the Julian to the Gregorian calendar did not affect the sequence of
week-days.)

The astral body is the vehicle of human emotions and desires.
Its weakness or disharmony are the source of all that we know today
as neurotic conditions; and more widely, of the ebbing of faith.
A man may of course hold definite atheistic convictions, and yet
his actions may reveal powerful faith; the astral body is affected only
partially and gradually by conscious opinions. The pattern of our
lives, and feelings which recur warmly and earnestly, have a much
more immediate effect. The transitions between the three uses of
time—from leisure to work, from work to leisure, from leisure to
meditation, for example—these have endless significance for the
astral body.

What we may learn about the days of the week is to begin with
only on the level of opinions; but in the long run spiritual knowledge,
with all its complexities and apparent contradictions, reveals itself
as a living power in the soul, capable of working deeply into all
o u r u s e s o f t i m e .
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S U N D A Y
The Sun-universe described by Rudolf Steiner, the second of the

great conditions of existence in his account, was a world containing
nothing of what we know as the solid or fluid states of matter. Itwas a universe of U t̂, warmth, and air, in which the deeds and
relationships of spiritual Beings were manifested. Differentiated
organisms could already exist, though their bodies were in continual
metamorphosis, in accordance with their airy, warm and light-filled nature; among them, the being who would eventually become
man. He had then only a faint consciousness, as we have now in
dreamless sleep; in some respects he was like our present plants.
His growth and movement were completely in accordance with the
influence of powers outside him, as a plant responds to sunlight.

The dominant character of this universe was of abundant
goodness and innocence, like the smell of a rose. We carry in us a
deeply hidden memory of this condition, our remote cosmic child
h o o d .

The first Day of Creation in Genesis describes the renewal for
our present universe of the element which filled the Old Sun; the
Divine Word which speaks, " Let there be Light!" And the early
Christians were conscious that the day on which the Israelites
commemorated the creation of Light, and which the pagans called
the day of the Sun, was the day of the Resurrection. The darkness of
the grave had yielded to the true Light, which was in the beginning.

The mood of the early Christian Sunday, the Day of the Lord
(the name from which the Italian and French words for Sunday
come), was entirely one of triumph and thanksgiving. In the Sunday
services there was originally no place for kneeling, the gesture of
penitence; the congregation stood. When Lent was instituted, the
Sundays within the period were excepted from the provisions for
fasting; every Sunday was an Easter.

When Christ spoke with His disciples. He gave them the con
sciousness of finding through Him the meaning of Time. They
recognized Him as spiritual Sun, giving to human lives harmoniousorder—in which humanity had lived naturally, when it possessed
in the ancient Sun-existence only physical and ethereal bodies,
and no independent astrality. Accepting peacefully the tasks for
each stage of life, the Christians could become like conscious roses,
bearers of beneficent grace.

The first hallowing of Sunday could not be fully maintained.
It bê me a practical question, under the later Roman Empire, what
activities should be permitted or forbidden on a Sunday; how muchhad It in common with the Jewish Sabbath? In much later times, a
lar-reaching identification of the two came about, particularly under
Calvinism; the mood of Sunday was darkened, though a clear
separation from the rest of the week was preserved.
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Now we do not know what to do with Sundays, whether we
are Christians or not. To share in some way more intensely in the
beauty of Nature, in the delight of the senses, and the richness of
human relationships—this is widely felt as a purpose of Sunday.
But there is a deep problem here. The senses have acquired in the
present time a peculiar relation to the soul, which they did not havein the same measure in the past. Through much seeing, for example,
the soul is a little stupefied, weakened for its own activities; it is
rendered in a wrong way plant-like, lethargic in feeling. It is easy
to observe this happening on an immense scale on present-day
Sundays.

We need to bring greater activity into our seeing, to interpret
what is presented, to break through appearances into realities.
The early Christians regarded it as a special Sunday task to visit
those in prison. We should perhaps become more aware that we
are all prisoners; in the surface impressions of the senses, in our
fixed ideas, in habitual feelings and conventional action. To visit
each other, bringing hope of release, can indeed illuminate the leisure
of Sunday.

And within it can stand the hour which above all overcomes
appearances, and leads to abiding reality. The greatest Sacramentof Christ's institution can be, and is, celebrated on every day. But
from the first it has been regarded as the right celebration of
Sunday—^which was sometimes called for this reason, in early
centuries, the Day of Bread. Through the visible bread and wine
received from the realm of the plants, ripened by the sun, we are to
fed the work of Christ, leading and protecting what is immortal
in the soul of man.

M O N D A Y
At the end of the Sun-universe, all things withdrew once more

into pme spiritual existence. The new world which appeared, after
the cosmic sleep, brought to man the first development of an
independent astral body. It was a world in which far-reaching
separations came about. There developed within this Moon-universe,
through the effects of severance among great spiritual Beings, amood akin to the human feeling of sorrowful longing. Outwardly,
there was added to the fiery and airy conditions the watery element,
thickened indeed at times to something like our marshes—though
there was nothing as hard as crystalline rock.

The human astral body came to be influenced by conditions
from which the power of the spiritual Sun was absent. The influences
still at work in us as effects of the Moon-existence make the astral
bo^ accessible to the temptations of Lucifer, the " Lord of Wishes."This development was a necessary preparation for human freedom.

In Genesis, something of the Moon-condition is reflected in the
Second Day; the division of the waters. Part of the watery element
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falls away from the Divine, part is retained in a condition nearer to
heavenly influences. Here alone in the sequence of Creation it is
not said that God saw that it was good. Division in itself is tragic,
though it can prepare for great good.

On earth we can recognize that our ordinary thinking has a
Moon-like, shadowy character. It is a reflection, not a reality;
its grasp of the outer world is only of things, in their separation from
God. One of the greatest handicaps of traditional, organized
Christianity in its dealings with the present world is its failure to
grasp this fundamental fact. The general conceptions, which are
used both in the study of outer Nature, and of human social and
economic relationships, are of a kind which exclude living reality:
the Divine life, and iJierefore the true being of man. All economic
relationships, whether in more capitalistic or in more socialistic
countries, are today shaped by this dead network of thought.

The great majority of men step into the economic world anew
each Monday, feeling it in some way alien. And yet compared with
the present uncertainties of Sunday this is not altogether a loss;
time is given a definite shape and content, without the burden of
improvisation, as it is often felt. And the work begun on Monday
has generally a connection with objective human needs, even though
abstractions control it, and may hinder the effective satisfaction of
them. Machines of every kind, incorporated abstractions, surround
us as a new sub-Nature of our own shaping, bearing no witness to
our spiritual origin; and yet they link us with other men all over the
earth, and provide an instrument for world community.

What character a community will come to have depends on the
use of living words by its members. So long as ordina^ thought is
only in the mind, it remains a picture, without being; seeking
expression in words, it comes to the threshold of a realm of ever-
changing, living relationships. Immeasurably much depends upon
the effort to make of speech a genuine bridge between living
individual and living individual; and for this we need continue
watchfulness. All too easily we can accept empty phrases, or that
misuse of speech which tries only to achieve an effect, the language
of " salesmanship " on many different levels.

Evei7one can do something to ensoul the world economic
community by watching the truthfulness and humanity of his own
words. Such a resolve is a right entry into the working part of the
w e e k .

T U E S D A Y
The universe in which we now live has been given, for far-

reaching reasons, the occult name, " Mars-Mercury." A processhas been at work within it, for many ages, through which what has
sprung from Divine creative activity grows detached from its source,
ceases to be a living manifestation of the Divine, and becomes a
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(̂ culable, completed Work. Because of this, it is possible to regardthe ̂ ible heavens and the kingdoms of nature as completely subject
to physical " laws " or mathematical generalisations.

Within a world of this kind, man can develop a sense of
mdividual freedom; and in its early stages this shows itself in many
foms of self-assertiveness. Man can deny, as Cain did, responsi-
bihty for his brother: " Am I my brother's keeper?" and an impulsecan work m him which leads towards a more and more compre
hensive hatred of everyone else, towards a war of all against all.

The hardening Mars-process need not lead to this calamity.
The training in courage which man received in the ancient wars can
be transformed into inner independence of judgement—spiritual
war, as Blake said, ̂ n take the place of corporeal war. Indeed, a

social life in the modern world will become possible
only if more and more people become detached from mass emotional
convictions of every kind.

In most kinds of work there is scope for independent initiative;
but the temptation is strong to use the capacity for initiative in
a way that silences or overrides others. The cosmic background of
Tuesday summons us both to guard our own inner freedom, and to
protect, in every way that we can find, the freedom of others

W E D N E S D AY
From the beginning, there lay in the evolution of our earth the

pedisposition towards sickness. All that in the process of hardening
beĉ e separated from the Divine manifestation gave an opportunityto adversary Powers, through which they could distort the develop
ment of man. But from the beginning, the means of healing man and
the earth were prepared as well. In the far past, Christ again and
again mtervened, to heal the senses, the organs, and the soul-
powers of man. He restored their purity, their original relation to

corruption throu^ the influence of !
♦1, account of Creation in Genesis it is remarkable thatthough Light appears on the First Day, and the living plants in
connection with the hardening of the earth on the Third, the sun
moon, and stars appear only on the Fourth—the Day corresponding

®̂ r.ŷ ®̂ ?̂ ®sday, the day of Mercury. In a physical sense, thelire ot the plants is of course impossible without the sun; and thisis evidenĉ as Rudolf Steiner pointed out in Secrets of the Biblical
Story of" Creation—Genesis is not really describing physicalevents dunng the Days, but the ordering of spiritual powers inthe rê  of archetypes. The rhythmical relationships of sun, moon,
aî  stos, which form a basis for the earth's development, become

A ^ calculable, part of the finished Work ofOod, and yet there is in these relationships something not to be
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grasped entirely by the intellect, a healing power for the soul of
m a n a n d f o r t h e w h o l e e a r t h .

The Incarnation of Christ is a summons to the earth, that it
return into harmony with sun and planets. It is not to be for ever
hardened, but to become mercurial, a flowing droplet, not a grain
of dust. And in this process of healing the astral body of man can
share, with the re-awakening of its original starry nature.

Mercury bears the staff on which ascend the light and dark
serpents, day and night intertwined. During sleep the planetary
movements are reflected in the soul; but the integration of man's
being, the real process of healing, depends upon an accord being
achieved between sleeping and walang. We have to carry over from
waking life into sleep the thought of Christ; and to bring into waking
life a tempo neither heavy or hurried, an echo in miniature of the
planetary dance.

This may seem impossible under the conditions of modem
gnomic life. And yet the longing for healthy rhythms of activityis present in everyone. Courage is needed, not to accept passively
what seems to be the pressure of circumstances, and to beheve that
everything in human work can be given a human shape.

T H U R S D A Y
From the present universe we can look forward, beyond

the vanislung away of everything which the senses can now perceive,
to the universe called " Jupiter." If man has learned rightly from
his experienw of the earth, he will then be able to undertake cosmic
responsibilities akin to those now undertaken by the angels.

The destiny of each human being is watched over by a guardian
angel, who can see the connection between his present destiny and
his previous earthly lives, as well as the periods he has spent in
the spiritual world between death and rebirth. The angel is thus
continually concerned with the life and efforts of a being who is
much less aware of the cosmic realities than the angel himself can
be.

On Jupiter man will become the steward of heavenly wisdom.
And on earth he is called to prepare himself for this—not with the
presumption that he is already fit for such tasks, but in humble
self-knowledge.

The story of creation in Genesis describes on the fifth Day,
which corresponds to the day of Jupiter, the realms of the fishes
and birds. These are creatures not tied, as the mammals generally
are, to a limited region of the earth, but wanderers in the seas and
in the air, guided by a world-embracing wisdom outside themselves.

Thursday calls the Christian to look outwards and upwards intothese realms; it is the day of the Ascension, when the Christ, having
given to His disciples the commission to go out bearing the Gospel
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to the end of the world. Himself was received into the clouds, that
He might bless the life of the whole earth. To whatever lands the
disciples might come, they would find that just as the world-
wandering fishes had already approached these shores, and the
migrant birds had flown over them, so also the Christ had come
before them, and could be found in the hearts of those to whom
they spoke.

In Gaelic-speaking regions, Thursday was long regarded as the
day sacred to Columba; and this can be seen as deeply appropriate.
Columba carried the Gospel over wild lands and seas; and he was
granted, according to his biographer Adanman, the vision of the
whole earth in a moment of time, as if sharing the Divine beholding.
And his human love and solicitude went out to every detail of human
need—details which this Eagle vision did not render insignificant,
but full of meaning.

Rudolf Steiner told Friedrich Rittelmeyer, the first leader of
the Christian Community, that men might find Christ especially
near to them on Thursdays. It is in our time that the promise given
at the Ascension, that He would return " in like manner as you have
seen Him go," begins to be fulfilled. He comes in the clouds; where
souls in their search and their need begin to reach beyond the limits
of the physical senses, they are on the way to encounter His realm.
But they should have the humility to sacrifice much of their own
thinking, in order to be open for the wisdom which works in the
rhythms of time, and which requires both activity and patience in
the soul, that it may mature there.

It is good to attempt on a Thursday to see what we are doing,
however little and limited it may appear to be, in its connection
with the earth as a whole. The effects of what we did a few years
ago have in fact gone out, whatever our position in life, to the ends
of the wor ld .

Looking towards the future, we may form some great aims.
They may indeed be too great for us to complete; what matters is
faithfulness in the direction we take, when once the aims have been
clearly seen. They can be carried with us into sleep, and seen afresh,
and corrected, in the time that follows. They make tihie future alive
for us.

F R I D A Y
In the course of that universe which follows upon Jupiter,

the Venus world, men can undertake responsibilities like those of
the present Archangels, inspirers of whole nations and communities.
There will then exist beings, very different from present-day men,
who will be entering into an awakening of self-consciousness some
what as we are doing today, for whom the men of the future will
be able to work, enkindling in them courage and love.
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The potentiality of this future creative manhood is already
present, has indeed long encompassed the human being like a mantle
of spiritual light. When we read in Genesis the account of the Sixth
Day, an archetypal being is meant, bearing this promise in his
form.* This is not yet differentiated into the separate forms of man
and woman, but has the qualities of both. After the Fall, there is
always grief for this lost being; and yet the destiny of man on earth
is a preparation, to receive at last the heavenly mantle in worthiness
of heart.

On the Sixth Day of creation, the animals are described immedi
ately before man. These make through the ages their great sacrifice,
enduring pain, without having incurred guilt. In the ancient world
the sinless animal is brought as offering by man to God, in humble
devotion. And John the Baptist can foreshadow the Passion by
speaking of Christ Himself as the Lamb.

It is on Friday, the Sixth Day, at the same time as the slaughter
of the lambs for Passover, that Christ dies upon the Cross. Through
His Manhood He reveals the infinite sacrificing love which can fill
the form of man and give it meaning. His Godhead He unites with
the further destinies of humanity, taking upon Himself the world's
burden of sin. The faults, the errors, and the weaknesses of men
become the field of His experience and His work.

This is something done for all people, not only for believing
Christians. Moslems, for example, are taught that Jesus was taken
up into heaven, without suffering death on the Cross; and yet Friday
in each week is their day of assembly, and into their true search for
community there work the effects of Christ's deed.

Whatever purpose unites a group of men, nothing can be
achieved without willingness to bear each other. From the acceptance
of each other's superficial peculiarities, to the sacrificing of one's
own life to remedy another's mistakes—2i wide range of opportu
nities to share the burdens of another are given in almost every kind
of working association. It can often be found that a group of
people who work together in some way have in their conscious
minds a great deal of criticism of each other; and yet in their deeper,
less conscious feelings find participation in the group the most
precious thing in their lives, and in practice will do for each other
extraordinary things.

In the course of their lives, most people participate in several
such groups and communities. In this way a reservoir of warmth
can be formed within the soul, which can be used when problems and
needs are to be encountered in new circumstances. Memory can
arouse, not a regretful longing for the past, but a grateful, sustain
ing fire.

• " So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he
him ; male and female created he them."
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S A T U R D A Y

^ The in the sequence of world-conditions of which RudolfSteiner writes in Occult Science, bears a name which does not belong
to any of the visible planets of our solar system—^Vulcan. Much
that has been prepared through the great foregoing stages of evolu
tion will have come to maturity; the seeds planted by human
freedom on earth wiU here reach their full harvesting.

In the sequence of the week, no day bears the name of Vulcan.
The seventh day of the Hebrew week, the Sabbath, is the pagan" Saturn's day." And Saturn is the name of the first universe in
the great sequence, preceding the ancient Sun.

Should we then think of Saturday as the beginning of the week?
In other time-rhythms as well, different moments can be taken as
the be^nning; both with the day and the year this has happened.
Beginning and ending interpenetrate one another; certainly Saturday
can be regarded in this way.

The ancient Saturn-world was filled with the fiery cosmic
enthusiasm of a beginning. Here the element of warmth pre
dominated, and in it the devoted sacrifice of spiritual Beings was
directly manifest. Man was still deeply unconscious; yet here the
foundations of his being were laid.

The mood of the Sabbath, the withdrawal from human work
in memory of the Divine Rest after the work of creation, may seem
in contrast to this. Yet the great achievement of quietness is always
that it brings us near again to the true beginnings, which in the
surge of external activity can be forgotten. The Saturday of all
Saturdays is externally quiet; the body of Christ Jesus has beenlaid into the tomb, and the stone at the door of the tomb sealed.
During the Sabbath the disciples do not even approach the tomb;
all the work of Christ in the world seems ended.

But for the souls of those who have died He is working. He is
opening the way, obstructed for them by the heaviness of earth,to find again their eternal being. The world of the dead, which
had come to appear only a place of shadow and sorrows, became
through Him a realm of pilgrimage, a mountain path over which
the stars began to be visible.

The journey of the soul after death leads back to the beginnings
of the previous earthly life, back to childhood and birth. The live
over the pre-natal existence in the spirit, impenetrable for most
human beings during earthly life, becomes transparent. The soul
can STO the purposes with which it came to earth, and how far they
have been fulfilled.

While it is achieving this knowledge, the soul need not be cuton from those still living on earth, though they are facing in the

other direction in the stream of Time. All times are related to the
Christ; a deep communion between the living and the dead is
possible, when both are seeking the beginning and the ending, the
Alpha and the Omega of existence.

The light of Saturn consecrates every part of Time. Through
Saturn's solemn quietness, we are summoned to listen, and to be
transformed.
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T H R E E P O E M S Spring Snow Against a Pussy Willow
J o y M a n s fi e l d

Mid-win ter Sun
Is your load so heavy then?
Can you not really rise,
Even a little higher,
In these bright and frosty skies ?
Can you not top the fine etched elm.
Nor mount the chimney stack?
Is the glowing gold so heavy
You carry on your back?
I cannot believe it.
So puny now your power.
You who cause all heaven to shine.
Grant each daylight hour!
What means it then, this lowliness,
TWs curbed, constrained way?
Did you too sin in summer time—
Must you too penance pay?

Eighty Years
How frail she is, as thistledown
Which soon the wind must take and waft.
Freed from the pedicle at last, at last,
Free to rise lightly—up aloft, aloft!...
And gentleness rests on her as she waits,
A calm, as one new rescued from the stress.
Censure and bitterness alike withdrawn.
All given over for the power to bless.
And now the sea, the loved, is at her feet.
While in her thoughts her children play and go.
Their children standing forth and smiling too.
All set against the water's ebb and flow.
So many years sea-side has been her home.
And now again a house upon the brink.
She sits before her window and her eyes.
Drink in the moving beauty—drink and drink ...
The winter sun slants low from a clear sky.
The tide is high, the waves with force abound,
L̂ p from the golden dappled heaving massLike willing ships— ând cast themselves aground.

Shining pussy willow.
Floating flakes of snow—
You the sun are waiting.
You to earth must go.
These a soft smoothed silver.
Those all silvery wet—
These shall burst in golden puffs—
Those no birth beget.

Silver—^floating—falling—
Soon, oh, soon to pass—
Slain by brutal earth-clod,
Pierced by spear of grass.

Lost, perfection of white.
Lost, immaculate pall—
Only at last remaining.
Softness of silver faU.
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The Essence and Meaning of
Numbers

B e r n a r d N e s fi e l d - C o o k s o n

TF num r̂s are considered concretely, not abstractly, they reveal
something of their essential relationship to Man, the Earth andthe Universe. Some numbers, considered concretely, manifest a

signifiwnce as symbols which indicate a spiritual reality and a
reflation of man's inner development along the earth-path oftruth and falsehood.^®^

The 4
The objective picture and symbol for the content and essence

of the 4 IS to be seen in the combination of the horizontal and the
vertical at right-angles to each other. The right-angle, or combina
tion of nght-angles (Cartesian co-ordinates) is, also, an obiective
picture of the world of matter.d')

âeco-Roimn cultural epoch stands, as it were, underthe symbol of the 4. In the geometry nf Thalftc, Euclid and P̂ tHa-
goras It IS the right-angle which, above all, opens the doors to thesecrets of the inter-relationships and laws of physical space and
sense-perceptual phenomena.^ ^

Before Euclid and Hero of Alexandria extended the term®
Gr̂ ks used the word " gnomon " to denote a right-angledfigure shaped like a carpenter's square. Gnomon also means "toeone wno Knows, we are, m short, given tne clue here that Se

n̂ t-angle—and the classical geometry based on it—form thekey to a conscious, perceptive knowing and grasping of the
physiĉ , thrê dimensional world.̂ ®^ With the conscious recogni-tion of the significance of the right-angle emerges also " human
thinking (as distinct from divine inspiration) in terms of physical
space ; begins, too, the conscious striving of the " Know Thyself "
m terms of earth-human relationships.*

Hand-in-hand with the experience of the essence of the 4, of
physical space as such, rises also man's consciousness of Self,
Ego-consciousness. The experience of the 4 brings man to aware-
n̂ s of ̂ e separation and, at the same time, of the meeting betweenimier and "outer," " above "and" below." " Ieft"̂ knJ"riBbt,"
with It, oftoenghtingle, man orientates himself/rec/y in physical
g)aw.w ConscioiKness of oneself as a self-contained entity hasIts foundation m this three-dimensional, spatial experience. . . «• «

A first awakening of Ego-consciousness occurred about the

time of Aristotle. *• « H. D. F. Kitto, in his fascinating book
"The Greeks," writes:

What we meet in the fourth century (B.C.t is a permanent
in the temper of the neopie: it i.s the emftrfypncft nf a
to lite. In the fourth century there is more individualism . . .
S(^pture, for inst̂ ce, begins to be introspective, to concern itselfwith individual traits, with passing moods instead of trying to express
the ideal or umversal. In fact, it begins to portray men, not Man.
In placing the conscious experience of the 4 in the Graeco-

Roman epoch, we should not, of course, make the mistake of
concluding that the Egyptians were ignorant of the properties of the
square, and so on. We could, perhaps, sum up the difference of
experience in the words of Stanley Casson: "They knew without
understanding."® In point of fact the Egyptian was " held " very
stron ŷ by the 4, but he was, as it were, unable to distance himselffrom it and thereby to become fully conscious of it.

As an example of the "being held" by the 4 we could instance
the picture of the ancient Egyptian's concept of the world, in which
four posts were set at the outer limits of the earth to carry the weight
of the heavens, i®- ®® The apcient Egyptian was held from without
by the right-angle and the three dimensions of space. The practiceof supporting the upper part of the body of a stone statue by
means of a vertical bar rignt down the bacK ot tne ngure—a. devî
which, IroiP a purely " practical" point of vi^. was qmte
unnecessary^^—is an indication of this being " held upnght trdln
wî out." The ancient Egyptian experiencea the three dimensionsas dirwtive relationships " between himself and the Divine World.
Expressing this more concretely, we could say that the vertî
yas^e Osiris-aids; left to right the Isi.s-axis: forwards-backwardsthe Horps-Sgtimis. . . .

. The Egyptian cultural epoch stood under the signature of the 3(Osiris, Isis, Horns). As George Adams once put it: " It representsthe end of an old way: of the genesis and early education of mankind
in its deswnt from heavenly origins on to the Earth The sculpture
and architecture of ancient Egypt are visible manifestations of this
fact.i* The Ego, the culmination of man's fourfold nature, is &st
experienced in the individual during the Graeco-Roman epoch,
which stood under the signature of the 4, and during which the
Mystery of Golgotha took place.
,. The 4 is the number of created earth-man— t̂he man who knowsmmself to pe witHin his phvsical bodv. within^ tus skin. Rudolf
Steiner often pointed out that it is always ourselves that we feel
when our sense of touch is in activity. Through this sense we become
aware of our own organism. The skin is the bearer of this sense
One important aspect of the process of incarnation is to be seen
therein that the Ego of the human being gradually assumes posses
sion of the body; the experience of the surface, of the skin, is an



essential part of this process. (Norbert Glas, in his book on the
Twelve Senses,^® stresses the importance of the necessity for a
young child to be able to experience his own surface, his own skin).

The incarnating process of the Individual is, in a sense, a
reflection of the evolution of the whole of Mankind. The following
comparision between Egyptian and Greek may illustrate this point.
It was indicated earlier that the ancient Egyptian was held, rigid,
in three-dimensional space; was supported from "without" by
the right-angle. The Greek, on the other hand, " took " the right-
angle " within himself," and became, then, free and independent in
posture and movement; he "used" three-dimensionality con-
sdously and was thus able to break away and overcome spatial
rigidity and gravity—examples of this can be seen in many statues
of the 5th century B.C. Man began to master the 4 from within, he
began to experience himself as an individuality.

A similar phenomenon with respect to the evolution of human
consciousness is also to be seen in the way in which the Egyptians
and Greeks approached the " surface " of the human body. The
Egyptian sculptors created most wonderful versions of the human
form; however, we can find but few examples which could remotely
suggest the love and concern with which the Greeks worked on the
human muscular system, flesh surfaces and texture of skin. This
was not due to a lack of skill on the part of the Egyptian, but, as
has been suggested, to the fact that the " surface " was not yet
sufficiently within the sphere of his conscious experience.^®

Individual conscious orientation in three dimensional space
brings with it a certain orientation in time. Expressed differently:
a conscious experience of the 4 is accompanied by the development
of what Rudolf Steiner calls " temporal memory." " This memory
of Time, or temporal memory, had, so to say, its cradle in Greece,
grew up through the Roman culture, into the Middle Ages, and on
into niodern times." The faculty of temporal memory
is an inherent condition of Ego-consciousness.

*

The 4 finds its most elementary maiiifestation in the square, on
the one hand, and in the cross, on the other. In both cases the nght-
angle appears four times—in the one case at the centre, in the other
at the periphery. Between these polarities is the stage, the scene,
as it were, of human earth-life. In the simple symbol of the Cross
we can perceive a richness of meaning. Not only has it been, from
olden times, the symbol of the forces of the earth (the astronomical
sign for the earth is the cross on the circle), but it is also the symbol
otDeath. If we also consider the interdependent polarities ttlfelllidned
above, we can recognise that, inherent in the essence of the 4 and the
right-angle, is the Resurrection^ . . . Only through carrying his
Cross can Man experience freedom, the inner Resurrection.

Further, the cross, the process of " crossing-over," is quite
generally connected with man's Ego-consciousness. There where
"crossings-over" are performed man separates himself as an
individual from the outside world, collects himself, so to speak. In
our everyday life a number of the gestures we perform entail, in
one way or another, a movement of " crossing-over " and enhance
our independence,—for instance, we cross our legs, our arms, our
hands.

This process of " crossing-over " is also intimately connected
with man's nerve-senses relationship to the physical world. A well-
known example of this is to be seen in the converging lines of
v i s i o n .

Through the Cross we not only come to terms with our own
being, but also with the external world. It is, indeed, the symbol
of the central theme of human earth-existence. The " Man, Know
Thyself " can be fulfilled only by taking the Cross—^and therewith
the 4—^within oneself.

*

Rudolf Steiner often spoke of the great revolution that took
place in men's consciousness in the first third of the 15th century—
the point of transition from the evolution of the Intellectual Soul
to that of the Consciousness Soul. A point, too, in which conscious
ness found itself cut off from its divine origin. Man had now reached
such a degree of self-consciousness that he could view the external
world from his own individual standpoint.

Ushering in the 5th post-Atlantean period—we could, perhaps,
describe it as a gift from the culmination of the Graeco-Roman
period—^was the discovery and conscious use of perspective.̂ )̂
Masaccio (1401-C.1428) and Uccello (1397-1474), applying the
scientific rules of perspective, portrayed the figures of saints,
prophets and ordinary folk as people who stand " fair and square "
upon the earth and in realistic relationship to the environment.t'')For the first tinie in art Man is portrayed in realistic relationship
to three-dimensional space, and—^we have to bear in mind—
geometrical constructions for perspective drawing are based on the
rfgfû SfigTe.

♦

The physical world is permeated with and sustained by " Four-
foldness." Matter itself, in its four forms—corresponding to the
four elements of the Greeks—is a fundamental example of this.
We also speak of the four Kingdoms of Nature; the four directions
of the compass; the four seasons of the year, and so on. Signifi
cantly, there are four modes of operation in elementarv arithmetic:
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. . . . These, and
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many other readily found examples, also bear witness to the nature
o f p o l a r i t y i n h e r e n t i n t h e 4 . ^ ^ «

Four aspects are needed, as it were, to grasp and fully charâ
terise an event of the physical world if it is to reveal its truth.
This is profoundly expressed in the descriptions in the four Gospels
of the Birth, Life, Death, and Resurrection of Christ. The Evan
gelists present the most significant happenings, deeds and factsfrom four different aspects: John from the aspect of the Eagl̂
Mark from that of the Lion, Luke from that of the Bull, and
Matthew from the aspect of the Angelic Man....

*

Man is the highest and most comprehensive expression of
fourfoldness in the physical world. He manifests this not only in
the four fundamental activities necessary to maintain life on_^rth,
namelv: eating,'' that is, coming to terms with the solid. Earth;" drinking." coming to terms witn tne fluid. Wyer: " breatniflg.
coming to terms with the gaseous. Air; and *M^6PinK wanh»
<>.nminfy to terms with warmth. Fire.̂ ° But he shows this fourfold-
ness also m the lellection of the four elements and four kingdoms
of nature in his four temperaments: the melancholic (Earth,
mineral); the phlegmatic (Water, plant); the sanguine (Air, animal);
and the choleric (Fire, man). Shining through all this we can per
ceive the fourfoldness of man's lower members: the physical body
(death), ethenc body (lite), astfal body (soul), and ego-organisation
(spirit).^®

Already in the earliest human embryonic period this four
foldness makes its appearance in the form of the four embryonic
sheaths: Yolk-sac. Amnion. Allantois and ChpD^* underlying
wificfi'are the four ethenc formative forces: Life-, Chemical,-
Light- and Warmth-Ether, respectively.̂ .̂ 22

Much more could be said to illustrate the reality of the concrete
essence of the 4.(®> But sufficient has, perhaps, been brought for
ward to show that, among other things, the 4 may rightly be regar<̂ d
as the number of the Earth, and of man's first conscious steps on his
path from Paradise to the New Jerusalem.

The 5
It was stated earlier on that the Egypto-Chaldean epoch stood

under the signature of the 3, and that this epoch represented the
culmination of " an old way." The " new way " leads, to begin
with, from the 3 through the 4 to the 5.

^e 4 is the number of the earth-world, of the Cross, of the
fourfold man on earth. It is the number of the Graeco-Roman
epoch.

The 5 is the signature of our present epoch.

Thy pyramids, the greatest of which were built near the begin
ning of the third post-Atlantean epoch, with their square bases,
triangular faces and five points, were like majestic symbols of the
path that mankind has to follow. BindeK®> also points out that the
so-called Egyptian Triangle is an illustrative picture of the human
path from the 3 through the 4 on to the 5<'> (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1

It is as though this triangle tells us the following:—
F r o m t h e 3 , t h e r e a l m o f D i v i n e H a r m o n y , m a n

descends to the rigid earth where he treads the path of the 4
the right-angle, square and cross. The path of the Cross, of free
decision, of crisis, leads them back to the Divine Origin, via the 5,
with the fruit harvested through the experience of the 4, the earth.

Expressed in terms of space we could say that this 3, 4, 5
triangle illustrates the path from Divine Space through Spatial
Imprisonment to the spiritual conquest of Space. . . .

From the beginning of the 15th century it has been man's task
to " conquer," understand consciously, physical matter and space,
and this he has to do " out of" the essence of the 5; that is, the
essence of the Individuality. This " conquest," both spiritual and
physical in nature, can be achieved only if, at the same time, man
finds his own being in freedom,—and to do this he has to do battle
with a twofold spiritual death and evil, with Lucifer and Ahriman.
Such a battle is inherent in the 5....

The 5 is of the very essence of the Individuality, and it is signifi
cant that, although the ancient Egyptian " knew " of and used the
right-angle property of the 3, 4, 5 triangle, it was the Greeks who
first fully developed the laws of the squares in connection with such
a triangle. It was only after the 4 had been thus mastered, that the
way was clear to gain insight into the geometrical construction of
the objective symbol of the 5—the Pentagon-Pentagram. 22. 24

We could interpret this somewhat like this:—
True individuality and spiritual freedom can be gained only

through the experience of the Cross and through taking the Earth,
the 4, into oneself as a foundation upon which to stand. Freedom
found in any other way is but an illusion, which could, perhaps, be
described as mere fanciful caprice.
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Here we are confronted with the most critical " cross-roads "
in the evolution of mankind. Should the inherent forces of the 4,
in their various aspects, including those of the Cross, form the
foundation of man's spiritual striving? Should, in short, man
recognise and accept the inner meaning and essence of the 4, or
should he " believe " that he can lead a healthy spiritual life, in the
5th post-Atlantean epoch, without the foundation of the essence
of the 4?

The answer to such a question involves, inter alia, the recogni
tion of the two " dangers," " temptations," which are inherent in
the earth-path of man, and which call for the Crisis, the Decision ...
Either man can fetter himself to the 4—that is. submit to Ahriman—
or he can flee from the 4, give himself over to Lucifer. However, to
tread the path of the 5, of the freely striving individuality, means
neither of these—neither petrification nor disintegration, but balance
and poise; neither materialistic realism nor visionary idealism,
but cognition through spiritual activity. The path of the Christ-
filled Individualitv. of the 5 bearing the 4. is that of the spiritual
conquest and redemption of matter. . . . This path was born " in
that great cosmic- and earth-historic event of the Temptation, so
majestically shewn to us by St. Matthew (Ch. 4, Verses 1-11).

♦

The Platonic Solids, and the inner meanings which Plato,
Kepler and others have given to them, are of illuminative interest
when we are considering the path of evolving consciousness from the
3 through the 4 on to the 5.

All known, perfectly regular solids with even planes are formem
out of equilateral triangles, squares and pentagons. J

Kepler said of the Tetrahedron (all the planes are equilateral
triangles) that it symbolised " Fire ": that the Octahedron (equi
lateral triangles) was the symbol of " Air "; the Icosahedron (also
equilateral triangles) of " Water"; and that the Cube symbolised" Eardi." This path, from " Fire " to " Earth "—from the Divine
to tfie Material—finds its culmination and crystallisation in the
Pentagon-Dodecahedron (all the planes are pentagons), the symboland picture of the World-All.

The Pentagon-Dodecahedron may also be regarded as being the
symbol for our present cultural epoch (Rudolf Steiner). Further
elaboration of tWs theme belongs to a discussion of the essence of
the 12. For the present, however, we can make the following
observation; the Pentagon-Dodecahedron has twelve pentagonal
planes, and thus reveals to us the fact that the 5, the symbol of the
stnvmg individual, is " wed ", as it were, to the 12, the number
underlying the Harmony of the Universe.

In this connection we may note that the three numbers 3, 4
and 5, showing as they do the way through the realm of earth-space

and containing within themselves the " coming-to-an-imderstanding"
of earth-life, reveal, in combination, the following properties
(though obvious, they are nevertheless significant!):—

f 3-1-4-1-5=12 K
\ 3x4x5=5x12 )

and 5 times 12 equals 60. This number, 60, formed the basis, together
with the decimal notation, of the system of calculation of the
Babylonians.'

*

That the essence of the 5 contains within itself the " Conquest"
of space, or, differently expressed, the realisation of the infinite
in the finite, of the imperceptible in the perceptible, of the indestruct
ible in the destructible, may become clear from the following observa
tion in the realm of geometry.

The infinite is usually thought of in its quantitative aspect as
being immeasurably large. This aspect of infinity appears clearly
when we fill a plane with equal sized equilateral triangles or squares.
We can place either the triangles or the squares side by side in such
a way that they can completely fill any given plane (including, in
imagination, the infinite plane) (Fig. 2a, b).

8 0

F i g . 2 a F i g . 2 b

We are concerned here with an additive, a quantitative
procedure pure and simple.

The filling of any plane (including the infinite) with the syinbol
the 5, with the pentagon (or with the pentagram), calls for quite a

different approach. If we merely add one pentagon to another,
^ soon see that we cannot fill the surface in question—gaps appear(Fig. 3). A purely additive approach in dealing with the 5, the
pentagon-pentagram, the symbol of the Individual, is of no availtsee also the remarks below concerning the Golden Section and the
Individual).
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Are the three systems: nerve-senses system, rhythmic system, and
metabolic-limb system—and, therewith, the three soul faculties of
thinking, feeling, and willing—reflected" in the Pentagon-
P e n t a g r a m , t h e s y m b o l o f c r e a t i v e m a n ? • « -

Infeld shews that these trinities manifest themselves in the
Pentagon, the Pentagram, and the "Five-ray" {FUnfstrahl),
respectively. The " Five-ray " in inherent, " visibly hidden," as it
were, in the Pentagon-Pentagram (Fig. 5a, b, c).

Thinking Feeling Willing

Fig. 5 a

The diagrams must speak for themselves!
4>

In the realms of the 3 and the 4 we have previously seen that the
element of " divisibility " can hold sway (see Fig. 2a and 2b)—
the part thus losing itself, as an " individuality," in the whole. TTiis" losing-of-the-individual" corresponds to that soul-attitude in
man which we may describe as materialistic—^in such an attitude
the urge for inner creative activity is lacking, and the lifeless accumu
lation of facts, or, in a word, soul-sterility, assumes control. The
direct opposite of this is found where the essence of the 5 pre
dominates—^here nothing resolves itself without continual inner
creatiyeness, without spiritual activity. Classification, precedent,tradition, endless repetition, and so on, no longer nourish and satisfy;
each situation, action and thought, demands a new effort. Tim
effort has to be made by the Ego, that is to say, from within the
central, creative spirit-filled point.

The process of going beyond that which is " dividual" into
that which is in-dividual always carries with it a moment of crisis,
of decision. The Either-Or, characteristic of a certain aspect of the

is also inherent in the 5.
However, it is just out of this " critical" element that individual

creativeness comes into being. . . .
The 5 may be regarded not only as the symbol of creative man,

out also as the symbol of his faculty to evolve his individuality out
of moments of decision. In this sense the 5 is also the symbol of* soul^crisis " . . . .

Rudolf Steiner, speaking on the mysteries of numbers, said in
an early lecture:

8 3

In order to fill any surface, including the infinite, with a series
of pentagons (or pentagrams), they must be so related to one
another that they all emerge from one origin, one birth-place, one
point of conception. The diagram below (Fig. 4) shows how the
pentagons (and pentagrams) all well forth from one " spring " in
an endless flow:

The " welling point," as creative point, illustrates the counter
part to the quantitative (purely earth-physical) conception of the
infimte. In this point, the infinitely small, the " Nothing " (non-
spatial, non-physical) we can perceive the " All." ® The Macrocosm
is " reborn " out of the Microcosm.

♦

With the advent of the 5, two new elements permeate the world: 7
(1) that of in-divisibility, of in-dividuality; and (2) that of the \creative point-—no wonder, then, that the Pentagon-Pentagram is
the symbol of the spiritually striving man on earth.

To go into detail regarding the wonderful properties of the
Pentagon-Pentagram is beyond the scope of this article (the interestedreader is referred to the works of Bindel, Hessenbruch*®,
Teichert,» BaravaUe,'® Infeld,"'" and Sheen"). However, one
aspec^ developed at length by Infeld, is germane to our discussionat this juncture. Put in the form of a question, it is briefly this:
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Five IS the number of evil. This will become most clear to us if
we regard the human being. During the course of his evolution he
became fourfold, as a created being. Now on the Earth, the fifth
member, the Spirit-Self, is added to him. If man had but remaineda foi^old being, he would for ever have been directed by the Gods,
admittedly always towards the Good—but he would never have
developed independence. He became free bv receiving the germinal
^gimimro of the fifth member; thereby, however, he also receivedthe fa t̂y to do evil. Wherever evil meets ug—evil which can
reahy be destructive of our'Teing—somethiî "fivefold is at work.
... Today man is under the signature of the five, in so far as he can
be either a good or an evil being " (15, IX. 1907. Stuttgart).(k)
The 5 is the critical number under the signature of which man

has to find himself in the Spirit-Self by wrestling with the Evil to
attain the Good. In this inner battle he is left completely free . . .

Significantly, the 5 is the first number which can " form ** anelenaent of light, a starriii the t> is the elSnent of light. In the light
dwells me l, tne Ego (Steiner: "Im Licht lebt dasjich'*). Rudolf
Steiner often spoke of the quality oHight dftHeSpirit-Self, and we
may regard the Pentagram, or rather the endless flow of Pentagrams" welling forth " from the creative point (cf. Fig. 4), as a symbolic
expression of the Spirit-Self... Throughout the history of mankind,
whenever an attempt has been made to descrihft the Snirit-Self.
it has nearly always been spoken of as a Light Being. In ancient
Fgypt, for example, tins hlth member of man was spoken of as
Y a k ^ , o r " S h i n i n g O n e . " ^ ® - "

*

The dual quality of the 5 lets us suspect that in it must also be
found that of the 2, which reveals itself, among other things, in the
meanings of such words as " doubt," " twist," " distort," " thwart,"" twilight" (in its figurative meaning of a " state of imperfect
knowledge," etc.), and so on.

That these two numbers are intimately connected is revealed
by many interesting facts. For instance, the Egyptian word for 5
is " dua "; the Latin word for 2 is " duo, duae."

In the human body the 5 and the 2 are linked in a number_of
obvious ways—two hands with live fingers each, and so forth.

In the plant-kingdom, the Dicotvleddns (2-seed-leaved plants.
e-R- the-Jĵ e) have, predominantly, a pentacyclic arrangement ofthe organs in the region of the flower (in the Monocotyledons, e.g.
the Lily, we find a predominance of the 3).

Of particular interest, too, is the relationship between the two
Fishes and the five Loaves so often depicted in early Christian
a r t . . . 8 0

Rudolf Steiner once stated that the 5 is also to be found where
hannony is created between " inner *^and " outer."
a n d " b e l o w . " ^

In the human body the 5 is to be found in those two organs
which, in particular, have such a harmonising and balancing function
—the l,ungs and the heart.

In the right lun^e find three lobes, in the left there are two
—the 5 has permeated the formation of the organs as such.

In the four-chambered heart this is not so apparent; neverthe
less we can find it is so—the valve guarding the right auriculo-
ventricular aperture has three flans (the tncuspid valve), while
that between the left auricle and ventricle has only two flaps (the
bicuspid valve). . . i ~

In the rhythmic system we find the harmonising power of the 5.
Just as the quality of duality is revealed in the 5 in its character

of the number of" crisis," so it also can be seen as the " harmoniser "
of dual i t ies.

It is also wonderful to find that the 5 is present in those limbs
which enable man to serve, as an individual, the community, the" whole." In the arms there are two main groups of muscles—
the flexor group, whicn penes the forearm, and the extensor group,
which straightens it. In the former the biceps cubiti mXh its two
heads is the most important: the latter is represented bv the triceps
cubitL with three heads, i he 5 participates in the activity of bending
and straightening, " in- and out-breatnmg." . . . .

It we examine the muscles of the thigh we find a significant
difference. An important flexor muscle, the biceps cruris, is two-
headed, but the extensor group has, as its name, quadriceps extensor,
indicates, four heads. In the more earth-bound limb the 4 plays an
inTForianrTOle!

Ferhaps an even more revealing aspect of the " characters "
of the 4 and the 5 is to be seen in the bone structure of the wrist and
hand In the wrist are two group?; f>f four hnnes (carpajs\ thickly
packed. As wel̂ llow the graceful flow of bone structure from the
collar-bone down towards the fingers we can feel that here, in the
closely packed wrist-bones, we are brought to a standstill, to a point
of concentration, to an earth-pole, which then serves as the founda
tion for the five radiating and creative fingers.

Through his hands man can " conquer " and " redeem " the
earth, can perform deeds of love and bestow blessing upon his
fellow men—and he can act thus because the 4 forms the foundation
of the 5 I But also here the duality of the 5 reveals itself, for the hand
can be raised in hate and anger as well as in love and blessing.
Hamlet swears by " these pickers and stealers.. .. " ̂

*

Earlier on the 5 and the Pentagon-Pentagram were described
as being symbols of the striving individuality. It is profoundly
expressive that the "miracle" of the Divina proportio {sectio
aurea or Golden Section) is so intimately interwoven with this



geomeltiral figure, for this perfect proportion is a visible manifesta
tion of the meaning of individuality. It is that division of a whole
m such a proportion that the smaller part is to the larger, as the
l̂ ger IS to the whole... The Dlvina proportio shews us wry clrarlywhat is meant by the " part " not losing itself in the " whole,"
but, whilst maintaining its integrity, serving the whole. The part
^n assume the role of a whole as well as being a part of a whole.As Goethe would have it, "in its parts the whole always re
appears."

A series of such " divisions " will make this point clear (Fig.
6 a , b , c ) . 1 - V 6

^ B c A B : B C ( p r t ) =' BC : AC

B D C • D C ( p a r t ) =' ' ' • D C : B C ( w h o l e )

2 D E C D E : E C ( p a r t ) =
EC : DC (whole)

.. i the " whole," and the " whole " thepart. Individuality is maintained in serving the whole, and the
whole is likewise subservient to the part.̂ ">

The reflection and creation of the Whole in the Part is the
secret of true Individuality.

N O T E S
(a) Anyone attempting to discuss the essence and meaning of number owes a

p-eat debt to the works of Ernst Bindel. In particular to his Die geistigen
Grundlagen der Zahletty Die dgyptischen Pyramiden, and Pythagoras.
w ® numbers is still in the Macrocosm, in the DivineWorld. In tms article the author is concerned with a certain aspect of the

earth-path of man, hence the opening with the 4.
^S^*lhig " knowl̂ ge" of the right-angle in ancient Egypt, see alsoScience m Antiquity " by B. Farrington.

W) A comparative study of Egyptian and Greek sculpture emphasises this
p o m t .

W In its "infancy" Ais kind of memory was embedded in the element of
records, measured time. In one of its aspects we could, perhaps, describeK M a spatial time " experience... an experience of the 4. Only gradually
m a co^ous experience of " evolution in time " unfold itself, that is,

^ in the form of a simple column placedvertically in Ae soil, was used by the Egyptians (probably about 1800 B.C.)to measure Ume. But, as Fareington points out, it is to the Alexandriansthat we owe the great practical achievements of exact measurement of space

and time. " They mapped the heavens and the earth; they brought the
calendar to a marvellous accuracy; they improved the sundial and the
water-clock to such a degree that the Roman empire became a clodc-
regulated society."

(0 When the cross and the square " combine," we have a special case of the
double-four. Further elaboration of this theme belongs to a consideration
of the 8 and of the cube. In the picture of the 4 we can find the " form "
of the Garden of Paradise depicted as a square in the works of some of the
Old Masters. In the picture of the double-four, the cube, we can see the
New Jerusalem as described in the Apocalypse.

(s) Generally attributed to Brunelleschi (1377-1446), the first great Renaissance
architect. Bates Lowiy in his book " Renaissance Architecture," discussing
Brunelleschi's buildings, makes the following very pertinent remark: " The
spectator's startlingly clear impression of the Hospital facade, stimulated in
him not only a feeling of being able to perceive the design responsible for
the building's appearance, but also an awareness of the man responsible
for the design. A similar awareness might have been provoked by the sight
of any one of the many buildings constructed in Florence according to the
orderly, precise art of the medieval master-mason. In these instances, how
ever, the spectator was more likely to be conscious of the craftsman whose
strength and skill had positioned and carved the stones, than to be aware,
as he was with Brunelleschi's building, of the man whose mind had deter
mined the entire design."

0») Rudolf Steiner in his lecture " The New Revelation of the Spirit" (Domach,
Dec. 1918), speaking of the Fifth post-Atlantean age, said: " Our age—
which, as we know, began with the 15th century A.D.—is characterised
above all by a strong emphasis of the impulses of personality. Personality,
if I may use the trite expression, wishes to stand on its own feet, and it
will wish to do so more and more as we go on into the third millennium."

(9 He also shows very clearly that the Cheops Pyramid may be looked upon
as a metamorphose pentagram. He points out, too, that the pyramid was
known to the Egyptian as " ta chut," " the Li^t One."

<J) This theme is most wonderfully developed in Act I, Scene 5, of Goethe's
Fausty Part II.

Oc) The pentagram " standing on its head " has always been used as a symbol
o f e v i l . . . . '

0) The carpals grow very late into the structure of the arm—just before or
just after birth. They are not fully developed until about the 13th-14th
year (man's earth-maturity).
This ratio is found again and again in the proportions of the human
body.2®. 31 We also know from Rudolf Steiner that the pentagram is the
basic form of the main "currents" of the human ether-body (13, IX,
1907. Stuttgart).
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Some Tuming-Points in Human
History

S i g i s m u n d v o n G l e i c h *

I. When the Sun Broke Through
AT the present time there is a real need to look back into the
■^beginnings of civilisation, and in particular to give further
consideration to Atlantis. Hence I should like to say something
here, in the light of Rudolf Steiner's spiritual researches, concerning
three important incisions in the primeval history of the human
race—15,000, 10,000 and 5,000 years ago.

The development of an ego-conscious humanity began about
15,000 years ago on the continent of Atlantis. Man had, it is true,
been endowed with the ego many thousands of years earlier, but
the divine ego-spark which had drawn into the half-animal human
sheaths remained as if clouded with mist from the primeval age of
Lemuria until far into Atlantean times. It was dimmed by the
forces of desire and passion of the natural man, who lived as much
by his sense-instincts as by the light of clairvoyance.

The earth in the Age of Atlantis was wrapped in a dense
fog-like atmosphere. The Atlantean human being himself was
born from above into this " Niflheim," as from water. Partly with
his senses, partly supersensibly, he perceived the objects of Nature
in watery, astral-efheric cloud auras. The light of the world had not
yet shone into his ego.

As the Atlantean epoch of evolution matured towards its
close, a great incision occurred, a world-turning point. In the
niacrocosm the light of the sun gradually broke through the veil
of mist and allowed Nature to be seen in clear concrete objectivity,
while within the microcosm the knowledge of the ego, the light of
self-consciousness, flashed up in the region of the eyes. Thought,
intelligence, awoke, and as a formative force and controller of the
soul began to bring order into the soul's conflicting emotions.

The evolution of ego-conscious humanity had begun. It began
in the most advanced part of mankind, in the so-called original

♦ The late Sigismund von Gleich, who had made a special study of early
history and pre-history, wrote these two short articles for Das Goetheanum in
1930/31. Translated, with die permission of Frau von Gleich, by Mabel Cotterell.



Semitic race, who, 15,000 years ago lived near the region we know
as Ireland.

Just as the course of human life falls into rhythmic periods—
birth, change of teeth, puberty, coming of age, etc.—so does the
progress of mankind go through ordered stages in accordance with
cosmic aeons. From 747 B.C. to 1413 A.D., the Vernal Point of
the sun moved through the constellation of the Ram or Lamb.
This was the Graeco-Latin culture-epoch, in which the ** Lamb of
God " appeared. During the 2,160 years previous to 747 B.C., the
sun's Vernal Point was in Taurus, the Bull, the Egyptian-Chaldean
epoch. Before that lay the Ancient Persian (Gemini, Twins) and
before that again the Ancient Indian (Cancer).

If one reckons backwards, this Indian epoch began in 7,227
B.C. It was the first epoch after the great Atlantean Flood, or the
ending of the last Ice Age. About 10,000 years ago the second
turning-point for mankind occurred.

The flower of the Ur-Semitic race lived in the fifth of the seven
periods of the Atlantean evolution. The seventh period was a
Leo period, since the first of the post-Atlantean epochs, the Ancient
Indian, was under Cancer. The sixth Atlantean period was a Virgo
age, and the fifth, the Ur-Semitic, developed when the sun at the
vernal point sent its forces out of Libra, the Scales. This age began
(if one calculates 2,160 years for each of the seventh, sixth and fifth
periods before 7227 B.C.) about 13,700 B.C.

That Libran Age, about 15,000 years before our present
time, was (as indicated earlier) a most significant one for the progress
of human consciousness. Intelligence, logical thinking, the Logos
of the ego, awoke in man. The human ego was fructified by the
power of cosmic intelligence, the World-Logos.

Thousands of years later, in the fire-element of thunder and
lightning, Moses, the great Initiate of the Semitic people, received
intuitively the revelation of this Being of cosmic intelligence . . ." I am the I am, who was, who is, and who will be."

The " I am," the self-existent, living in eternal spirit-presence,
entered microcosmically as lightning into the human head. It was
at the place where Moses is depicted with horns. In the two-fold
ra^ating organ of knowledge in the head, the " I am " is born.
Microcosmically, the thought-region of Ae head is determined from
Aries, the Ram. The Logos who in the Libran Age had enkindledthe ego-spark as logical thinking, the knowledge of oneself trough
thought, then inspired in the Aries Age the philosophy of the Greeks.
Logic was perfected in Aristotelianism; and in Christ-Jesus the
Logos was united substantially with mankind, so that the cosmic
intelligence became earthly-human.
^ ̂  How the spiritual guidance of mankind through superhuman

Jvine Beings changed 15,000 years ago has been related by RudolfSteiner in his lectures on Initiation Knowledge {Evolution of the
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World and of Humanity)y and must be understood in connection
with the change in consciousness referred to above.

About 8,000 B.C. the serviceable part of humanity forsook the
continent of Atlantis, which was being submerged in storm and water
catastrophes, and journeyed towards Central Asia. There, water
and air separated and the mist vanished completely. The seven-
Imed rainbow, which the shining sun conjured in the pure air afterthe clouds had cleared, became the symbol of the new epoch which
began with the sevenfold planetary inspiration of the seven holy
Rishis of Ancient India.

Sunshine lit by day the earthly-sphere and revealed the manifold
colours of nature; starlight gleamed by night through the spaces of
the sky. Cosmic astral light was inhaled by the mê tating Yogi,
whose soul was spread dreamingly throu^ universal space.
The fiery world-word revealed itself less in die ego-spark than through
the inspiring air-lî t which was inbreathed by the soul-organism of
the Yogi in a visionary thinking. This is a second stage in the
development of thought, which post-Atlantean humanity is to bringto the highest logical and spiritual perfection.

Again 5,000 years after the transition from Atlantean to post-
Atlantean humanity, a third world-turning point occurred. This
was the catastrophe for consciousness caused by the onset of the
five-thousand-year-long Kali-Yuga, or Dark Age, in 3101 B.C.,five thousand years before our present time. From the original
clairvoyant memory, which gradually developed after the Atlantean
Age into a localised memory, there now arose the merely conceptual-
earthly-temporal memory, the historical time-consciousness whichexists in the flowing stream of the life-body of the human time-
organism. The cosmically illumined, imaginative spatial vision of the
Ancient Indian and Ancient Persian epochs sank, as it were, in the
r̂k flood of the narrowly limited human time-consciousness.This form of memory is but a feeble reflection of the true " spirit-

memoiy " of Imagination.
Since this dark incursion, five thousand years have gone by.

The Kali-Yuga has run its course. We modem men are contem
poraries of yet another world-turning point. In this new age the
darkened power of memory is to be lundled again to Imagination;
the intelligence sunk in materialism is to be spiritualised, and the
human ego, becoming freed and Christianised, is to be consciously
reunited with the World-Ego of the Logos.

II. The Dark Age and the Light Age
'pHE beginning of the 20th Century was a most importantincision in the evolution of the consciousness of mankind. An
unprejudiced observer of history must admit that in man's state of
consciousness and mode of living, in the scientific and the religious
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character of the time, great changes have been at work since the
turn of the century. The man of the 20th century—oven if he may
have been born at the end of the 19th century—differs markedly
from the man who belonged to the 19th century for the greater part
o f h i s l i f e .

But the true nature of these changes is still to some extent
concealed, because, as though by a law of spiritual inertia, the
characteristics of life in the past century project into the present
like shadows thrown from behind. The more these shadows evapo
rate in the second third of our century, the more plainly the true
nature of the new age will become apparent. Men will experience it
as a Light Age, in distinct contrast to the age which has passed—
the Dark Age.

Ancient Indian wisdom, with its clairvoyant survey of inan*s
development from an original paradisical condition, distinguished
four great World-Ages or Yugas— t̂he Golden Age, the Silver Age,
the Bronze Age and the Iron or Dark Age (KaU-Yuga). In all
genuine spiritual research it is established that (expressed in
Christian chronology) the Kali-Yuga began in 3101 B.C. and ended
5,000 years later, in 1899 A.D. So that with the entry of the 20th
century the Dark Age ended and has been succeeded in turn by
a Fifth Age, which will be the Light Age.

Let us consider the Kali-Yuga more closely. It is a striking
fact that its beginning falls practically at the same time as the
boundary of " historical" life, actual history. The fourth millen
nium B.C. must on the whole be taken as belonging to myth rather
than to history, though this judgment is not meant to be taken
absolutely.

History, the comprehension of the historical progress of
mankind, is based on the experience of time. In the onward flow
of the stream of time, in which are embedded the' lifetimes of human
beings, we have the origin of history. The awareness of time in
our memory is a matter of course for us present-day men, yet the
state of human consciousness is subject to continual change and
evolution. In very ancient times—^as Rudolf Steiner once explained
—men did not yet possess a temporal memory, and so for theni
there could be no historical consciousness. The ancient Indian,
accordingly, had an entirely un-historical comprehension of the
world; he could not speak of a becoming, of an evolution in time,
but spoke of a cyclic continuity of Aeons.

Man's ability to experience time in his memory depends on the
relation existing between the physical body and the etheric body,
or body of formative forces. The latter is a supersensible " time-
organisation " or " time-body," as the physical is a " space body."
It is a member of a universal ether-world, whose cosmic origins lie
in the infinity of the universe, in the enduring ground of the Aeons.
The etheric time-being, through which man accomplishes his earthly
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life, originates in this region of " Duration," or eternal life; in
short, of the Aeons.

Whatever man brings about, while living his earthly life by
means of the etheric time-body, is inscribed in imaginative script
in the World-Ether; that is, in the " Book of Eternal Life," the
Akashic Chronicle of the universe. As long as man needs the help
of the physical body to bring to consciousness the time-memory in
his etheric body, he is not conscious of his etheric connection with
the universe, he merely experiences " Time " in himself.

After death, on the other hand, when the life-body has separated
from the physical, not only is the hitherto defective memory, with
its gaps, completed, but it also becomes transformed in such a
way that time now becomes (imaginative) space. The life-pictures
stream out into the infinity of the world-ether; they are registered in
the Akash ic Chron ic le and a re now in te rwoven in the " wor ld -
memory." In that super-temporal region of " duration " the deed-
entries of the past Ufe are then transformed into the script of the
future life's destiny. It is out of the Akashic Chronicle, the Book of
Eternal Life, in which we ourselves have entered our deeds, that our
karma is inspired.

History, however, is woven from the wisdom-filled, interlaced
threads of the destiny of innumerable individuals passing through
repeated lives on earth. Thus the historical life of mankind has its
ultimate origin in the sphere of Karma-formation in the region of
the Akashic Chronicle. All that we can grasp with our physical
understanding is the shadow-show thrown from this region into
time. That which there has its being from eternity to eternity is
projected into the earthly stream of the transitory, the perishable.

In the fifth millennium of the Kali-Yuga it was necessary for
man to make use of his physical body for thinking and remembering.
And so the imaginative Spirit-Light of the ether world was darkened
for him into shadowy concepts and memory pictures. But in the
darkness dawned gradually the ego's point of light, the self-existent
self-consciousness, man no longer flowed with the imaginations
of his ether-body into the universal ocean of the ether.

Before the onset of the Dark Age, mankind could have no" temporal memory " and hence no actual historical consciousness.

During the Kali-Yuga the historical experience of time developed.
After its conclusion the physical capacity of remembering must and
will be transformed little by little into a spirit-memory of an
imaginative kind, and the historical consciousness into a " meta-
historical" consciousness. That signifies in the last resort nothing
else than this: man will learn to remember earlier incarnations and
to live in visions of Karma. Akashic pictures of his future destiny
will reveal themselves to him, showing the compensation that will
be due for the deeds he has done. This faculty appears in its
supreme enhancement where history is read from the eternal letters
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of the Akashic Record, out of which the Karmic pattern of historical
personalities is woven. This has been accomplished by Rudolf
S t e i n e r .

Through an historical consciousness thus transformed, histo^
itself will go over into meta-history, for world-historical actions in
the present will become more and more consciously linked to the
world of spirit. The Dark Age may therefore be called the Aeon
of actual history. After the passing away of this world-age, in
whose darkness the Ego had to dawn, the light of the World-Ether
will shine anew for man.

A Generat ion Ahead
R . G . S e d d o n

TJ" OW is it possible for one who is convinced of human freedom
to speak of future events, which depend on free decisions taken

beforehand ? In detail it is of course impossible. But man is only
on the path towards freedom, and at the present stage of evolution
is constrained by innumerable impulses of which he is not conscious.
Rudolf Steiner acquired the ability to penetrate deeply into the souls
of an exceptionally wide variety of people, and to observe the
impulses living subconsciously within them. He was also able, both
through his study of the thinkers of previous centuries and through
his spiritual research, to observe die whole course of human
development in time. On this basis he could speak of future events
as the inevitable outcome of existing tendencies of mankind. He
seldom did so directly, but it may be of value to report some of his
indications, and to see how far they are confirmed by events of the
subsequent 40 years.

♦

We are all aware that the moral code which our grandparents
held to be self-evidently the will of God is no longer acceptable to
many modem people. Children today no longer receive the heritage
that sustained earlier generations. The " wild ones " are only an
extreme example of the fact that obedience is in process of being
replaced by self-determination. Anyone working in industry knows
the great cleft between the old-style foreman, who did as he was
told and expected his orders to be carried out without question, and
the modem supervisor who seeks to understand and is ready to
explain the whole situation. Much of Lord Montgomery's success
as a leader was due to his recognition of this change. Even the
young bride is less ready with her promise to " honour and obey."
Rudolf Steiner's picture of the young man who asked his father
what morality was, and the father who had to admit that he did
not know, but referred him to his grandfather, was taken as a joke
in 1922. To-day this is already a commonplace reality among wide
sections of the community.

Indeed, morality has no point if one really believes man to be
the conditioned animal living on an earth destined for decay that
science would have us believe ; nor has it any sense if it is the mere
verbal muddle that philosophers aver. The decay of respect for
moral law marks the end of a cosmic age. Whereas earlier civiliza
tions recapitulated the spiritual substance of previous epochs, this
is no longer the case. In Rudolf Steiner's words, " Those forces
of humanity's evolution which have so far guided men unconsciously,
so that he has been able to advance, are becoming exhausted, and
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will be entirely exhausted by the middle of the century, approximately
speaking. The new forces must be drawn from depths of souls . .
(14.12.19).

But the generality of men have not yet developed new forces.
And where an emptiness exists, evil impulses arise. " Whilst the
head busies itself with ideal preparations for a materialistic science,
the metabolic man works out the opposite picture of the world. . .
It brin^ the instincts to the highest stage of egoism. It develops
the instincts in such a way that man comes only to the furthering of
life, not to social impulses, social fellow-feeling and the like. . . .
And if evolution only carries these results further, we shall have
arrived by the end of the 20th century at the War of All against All—
in precisely that realm of earth-evolution in which so-called modern
civilization has developed " (6.8.21).

Elsewhere Rudolf Steiner speaks even more specifically of the
form this anti-social impulse will take. " Certain instincts connected
with the sexual life would arise in a pernicious form, instead of
wholesomely, in clear waking consciousness. These instincts would
not be mere aberrations, but would pass over into and configure the
social life, would above all prevent men . . . from unfolding
brotherhood in any form whatever on the earth, and would rather
induce them to rebel against it" (9.10.18).

We live in an age in which man is destined to develop his
self-consciousness. Our ordinary consciousness makes us conscious
of ourselves and inevitably makes us at the same time selfish. It is
therefore obvious that for the overcoming of egoism a new form
of consciousness must be developed, although many are afraid to do
s o .

*

In the latest prayer-book psalter of the Church of England, the
words " the pains of hell" are replaced by " the snares of the
grave." This small example may serve to show how widespread
is the impulse to supplant soul-experiences by physical descriptions.
In the business world in which the great majority of people are
enmeshed, it is a man's behaviour which is in question, rather than
his soul-quality. Anyone who speaks of soul is impossibly " square "
—he is ridicul̂  because people hate to be reminded of soul-spiritual
facts, which do not flatter them." We are standing at a most important moment of hunian
evolution, in which preparation is being made for the abolition
of the soul. . . . The first half of this century will hardly have
passed before, to those who have insight, terrible things will have
happened which will be a challenge to soul, similar to that challenge
to spirit which occurred in the 9th century " (27.3.17).

Although the analytical psychologists speak of real soul-eventsin their own terms, they have no concept of the soul as a real
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mediator between body and spirit. And even analytical psychology
is looked at askance by the experimental psychologists and by
orthodox medicine. " It will be viewed as a pathological symptom
in the not too distant future if a man develops so as to come to
the idea: there is a spirit or a soul. Out of a ' sound' conception
people will discover a vaccine through which they will influence
the organism in early youth, if possible immediately after birth, so
that this human body cannot come to the conception that there exists
a soul and a spirit" (7.10.17).

This is only a specific instance of a much more far-reaching
development in the field of medicine. " Man will come to know
through certain instincts what kinds of illness can be brought about
by particular substances and treatments. And it will then be
possible for him either to bring about or not to bring about illnesses,
entirely as suits Ws egotistical purposes" (9.10.18). It is a moot
point whether the fluoridation of public water supplies is not a
beginning: certainly it is proof that individual needs are no longer
respected.

*

It is customary to speak of the immense strides made by the
progress of civilization during the present century. This is true
only of the material comforts of life—and they have been broken
into by two world wars. With the growth of automation—^which
is only in its beginning—^process-operator and clerk become
redundant: it is profit that counts, not human beings. And the
greatest profit in the most advanced economy, namely America, lies
in contracts for work that has actual or potential military value. The
greatest weight of scientific effort is being directed to provide
equipment that could be used for the destruction of mankind." Let us not delude ourselves in regard to the significant, deeply
incisive fact which we have here before us: civilization must progress
technically, industrially and commercially. But a civilization which
progresses in this way cannot serve the welfare of mankind on the
physical plane, but can only contain destructive influences for the
Welfare of humanity. . . . That which now begins to manifest itself
as a commercial, industrial and technological civilization contains
the elements leâ ng to the decay of the 5th (present) epoch of earth
evolution " (6.10.17).

A feeling for this lives subconsciously in many souls, especially
among the younger generation. The popular emotion aroused by
the campaign for nuclear disarmament is a symptom of it. What
matters at present is less the actual threat of destruction than the
widespread doubt and fear of destruction, which undermine the
whole confidence in life. But can the destruction itself be avoided
without a radical change in the thinking which has led to the present
situation ?

In an unpublished lecture of March, 1914, Rudolf Steiner
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referred to events around the year 2,000 a.d. as frightful times, when
confusion and desolation will rule among the peoples of Europe, and
men will fear the end of the world.

*

Anti-social instincts; attacks upon the soul itself; destruction
and fear: that is the picture which emerges of the end of this century.
These are Ae outcome of evil forces, and the task of the coming
generation is to face and overcome them. Through the overcoming
of evil, the strength is gained for the next step in human evolution.
Ordinary resources have already proved inadequate to the task. Yet
Rudolf Steiner gives us cause not to lose heart; indeed to face the
future with courage and determination. In the first place he
described from the most varied points of view the path towards
knowledge of the higher worlds, throû  which every individual has
the opportunity to strengthen his spiritual sustaining forces, if he
will tread it with the necessary earnestness.

Secondly, he reports as a result of supersensible research that
many spiritual leaders of the past, such as the great teachers of the
mediaeval school of Chartres, will be incarnated again at the end of
the century. By a special dispensation of karma, they will be joined
by many of those who already absorbed much of the modem
spiritual science of Anthroposophy as his own students. Such men
and women will bring a strong impulse for spiritual life (16.9.24).
Indeed, he himself may well be among them.

He ̂ o describes quite concretely the fact that the angels are
at work in every human being, seeking to develop new capacities
for man, but that this work can come rightly to fruition only through
the insist and active co-operation of the individual man himself.
The new capacities which may then be evolved are referred to below.

Above all, Rudolf Steiner speaks in many lectures of the quite
new relationship which can be formed to the Being of Christ. " To
all that we must observe as characteristic of the 20th century, this
too belongs: the need for Christ; and the inner awakening, stirring
in the soul, the power to find the Christ within the Ego, or behind
the Ego, as in time gone by He was found in front of the sun.
He speaks for the eye of the spirit, when it is opened once more.
For then He is present every day. He speaks, and He reveals Him
self* (5.1.23).

*

Anthroposophy is a way, a method of working—^the content
of knowledge which results from this method is only secondary.
The very first step, expounded by Rudolf Steiner with remarkable
clarity when he was only 25, is to bring a mobility into thinking, so
that it can follow, for example, the growth of a plant throughout the
year. A living thinking which can grasp a living organism is
exjperienced immediately to be different in quality from ordinaryscientific thinking which studies a dead section under a microscope
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or designs a component of destructive value. This is immediately
apparent to anyone who takes the trouble to bring life into his
concepts, although it cannot be proved to the person who does not.Such living thinldng leads through observation of influences which
have no sense-perceptible counterpart to unquestionable recognition
of the spiritual nature of the world. It not only opens up new
possibilities for research in every sphere, but is a prerequisite for
insight into problems of the social organism, which is in constant
living flux. Practice of the perceptive power of thought offers the
possibility to overcome the existing tendency towards destruction
and death by giving the creative spiritual forces their rightful place.

The conduct of such research Rudolf Steiner entrusted to the
School of Spiritual Science founded by him, which has its centre at
the Goetheanum in Domach, but extends throughout the world
wherever such research is done in co-operation with it. The scope
for the development of this work is unlimited.

*

The first step in defence of the soul is to establish that what
appears as the most personal element of man's experience reachesin fact far beyond the limits of earthly life. The usual concept of
soul is indeed indefensible. Much of Rudolf Steiner's work was
devoted to forming it afresh in the light of a Imowledge of
reincarnation and karma. He gives such practical and concrete
examples that, even if the idea of the reincarnating soul is first
entertained as a quite abstract hypothesis, it is soon verified by life
itself." Just as an age was once ready to receive the Copernican theory
of the universe, so is our time ready for the ideas of reincarnation
and karma to be brought into the general consciousness of humanity.
When reincarnation and karma are rightly understood, everything
else follows of itself in the light of these truths " (5.3.12).

On the one hand, it is a personal question whether we identify
for ourselves those of our experiences which strike unexpectedly
into life and thus point us back to the life before birth; and whether
we can learn to handle the new capacity gradually arising among
men to perceive, when they act, a kind of foretaste of the karmic
compensation wWch their deed will evoke beyond the gate of death
(8.5.10). On the other hand, it is a purely practical matter whetherWe bring up our children as mature souls with individual qualities
who are trying to find their way into their inherited bodies and
environment; whether we approach one another out of the moment
or out of eternity; and whether we open the door, as Rudolf Steiner
has shown us, to communication with those souls who have passed
throu^ the gate of death. These are all tasks which can be set
about quite deliberately in the present century.

If we thus form anew our concept of the soul, not just
theoretically but in a practical way, we are not only assured of the
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reality of our soul, but our respect for the peculiar quality of each
other human being whom we meet is enhanced by recognition of his
unique soul being." The Anthroposophical Society is a union of people who
desire to further the hfe of the soul." (Principle 1).

*

However readily men ignore the moral code of previous
centuries, the development of a new morality out of the single
individual will not be easy. Even if it is once understood how this
can be done, it needs stren̂ h and courage not to be bound by such
moral conventions as remain, with their religious or social sanctions;
to grasp an original intuition directly through our effort of thinking;
to shape it with moral imagination and a feeling for the whole
situation of others around us; and to carry the idea into deed with
enthusiasm because we love it. That men should learn to act in such
a way in the immediate future may seem an impossible demand.
One may be sure that it will not be brought about by preaching, even
though Rudolf Steiner's philosophy be taken as text.

But higher Beings of the spiritual world are ready to help man
in his need. Beings of the Hierarchy of Angels. Out of respect,
however, for man's struggle for freedom, they can help only when
man himself turns to them in the right way. This way can obviously
not be a selfish one, but an intensification of our interest in other
people. Rudolf Steiner describes this quite clearly, as a step which
can and must be taken in our century. " This heightened interest
in our fellow men is not to develop subjectively, in man's usual
indolent fashion, but suddenly, as with a leap, through the spiritual
infusion of a certain secret: what the other man is. I mean by this
something concrete, not a theoretical abstraction: men will learn
something that will arouse their continuous interest in one another '*
(9.10.18).

Can one rest until one has discovered this secret ? Yet is it not
a secret that each indiv idual must d iscover for h imsel f ? Rudol f
Steiner himself did not disclose it immediately. Yet the immense
wealth of information he gave in the last years of his life on the
subject of karmic relationships is closely related to it, and evenwit^ three months he had ^ven a direct hint: " Every person
we meet who has some connection with us will have more to do with
our own Ego than anything within our skin has to do with it"
(29.12.18). The understanding of this lies in the practice of
medi tat ive recol lect ion.

On this basis he could speak also to the younger members of two
new moral capacities arising in this century. The first is a fire of
love for what is moral, a love more intense than mankind has ever
known, arising out of a perception of the deed which needs to be
done. And the second is that of confidence between men, and
especially in those who evoke real soul-experience within one

(8.10.22). Upon just this confidence between individuals he himself
placed the greatest reliance.

♦

The outlook for the next generation is severe: as severe as any
in the history of the world. A premonition of this is brought into
incarnation by many souls whose destiny it is to face it. It explains
much in the behaviour of young people, who often inherit from the
older generation an education largely bereft of spirituality, an
environment chilled by the attacks of the " hidden persuaders," and
a widespread fear of the unknown. Such a cultural relic must
inevitably be opposed, even if the way back to the spirit cannot
immediately be found.

The time has come to face these coming events, and to prepare
to meet them. The great individualities now entering incarnation
will herald a new awakening to the spirit. And the first echoes of
understanding will resound in response to the soul and spirit, insteadof merely to the outer appearance, of the human beings around each
one o f us .



His Forest
K a t h a r i n e T r e v e l y a n

V̂ AS it the stale smells that always hung around his lodgings thatmade him so long for just this—the pungent freshness of heather
which seemed to tickle his nose? He settled down beside a big
bush of bilberries, tipping his bowler back a little to let the hot
sweaty rim on his forehead cool. He put the bilberries singly into
his mouth and enjoyed the way they burst with a tiny pop. Where
in his years of town life had he ever met taste or feel like the ripe
explosion of a bilberry?

Over there, where the great ride met the horizon, must surely
be the farm where he was born. It was a good forty years since he
had ridden the four miles to school on his shaggy pony. Then there
had been only one tree to catch his eye—a. great pine leaning before
the prevailing westerly; no sign of it now among these lines of
quickly growing spruce.

He rose from the bilberry bush and started up the ride towards
the farm. His heart thumped uneasily after that long bicycle ride;
it kept tightening his chest into iron bands.

How annoying his town boots were slipping like this over the
great raw grass tufts. He remembered the look of his school boots
in the old days, heavily studded, ready for rock or treacherous grass.

He found with satisfaction the old stepping stones in the stream.
Could he safely jump the gap left by the one swept away in a spate
in past years ? He would feel silly if he fell in with his town clothes!
He sat down and rolled up his very town trousers, pulled off his
boots and black socks, and almost without thinking, put his socks
into his boots— t̂ied them together by the laces, and slung them round
his neck, as he used to in the old days, when he went trout tickling.
He stepped gingerly into the stream. How crumpled his feet looked,
after being incased in boots. The water was deliciously cool round
his ankles; he shuffled along unsteadily to a sandy pool where his
f(̂ t were not so hurt with the stones. The ripples subsided; a minnowfflcked past his toes and he looked down and caught his reflection
in the pool. How different he felt from the person looking up at
him, picked out darkly against the reflected blue sky, his thinning
hair rather wispy round his ears, after the bicycle ride.

" The fact is, I'm rather a sight!"—and he looked up at once
to be sure no one was about.

On the other side of the burn the spruce were taller than him—
thick-set and dark; they looked so inviting that he stepped out of
the water and, crawling under their skirt-like branches, was at
once in their dini cave where only a rare shaft of light could penetrate.
The knees of his trousers would never be quite the same; bits of
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resin clagged to them and the sticl̂  patches picked up earth as he
crawled; pine needles fell down his neck uncomfortably." That's far enough—I'll settle down and eat my sandwiches
here," and he leaned his back against a tree, with his boots beside
him. He could see only a couple of yards, so thick were the trees.
He heard a quickly rising wood-pigeon flap its hurried wings against
the branches, but looking up could see nothing but mottled green,
with now and then a torn handkerchief of sky. He had a happy
secure sense that no one knew where he was—not even Mrs. Frazer
at his lodgings . . . This surely was happiness . . . and he relaxed,
letting go the memory of the factory with its year-long whirr and
smell of oily rags. He listened to the water, and knew how long it
had been flowing on without pause, in the years of his absence.

One of the secret prides of his life was that if he ever got away
by himself he would fall at once into the arms of his contentment
which now lapped him in. The silence welcomed him; he was borne
u p b y t h e m o m e n t . . , , , , .

He tilted his bowler forward, so that his head could rest on the
tree-trunk, his hand moved lovingly over the pine needles ̂ he
watched the midges make some irregular pattern of come and go in
a shaft of light. An ant came along, dragging a piece of bark twice
the size of itself and backed gallantly up over his bare toes.

His heart gave a galloping leap which threw up a discomfortable
feeling of fear into his throat. Hardly had he time to recover before
it came again, but stronger.

"What's happening now?"
His throat gave a click, and blackness rose swiftly through his

head, pressing the light back till on the last pinpoint he felt himself
gently and quietly rising through the trees." What a surprising sensation 1 "

The thick branches did not impede his upward movement, and
in the sunlight above the treetops he could look over the whole
expanse of the young forest. He was more acutely aware than everbefore of the green shoots at the top of each tree— t̂his year s growth.
There were moments when, as he looked closely at one, he almost
thought he was part of its green erect strength—part of its upward
leap into the sunny air. The cones rising to meet the sunhght
how had he not recognised them before as his nearest mends—
so intricately made, so bold and full of life? As he gazed intently
at one, he found it changed before his eyes—the whole tree it could
become suddenly stretching out its branches in other days, to later
suns. He readjusted his vision a fraction and saw the cone again
i n i t s c o n c e n t r a t i o n . , ^ ^ . . . x u

Even as he could know the whole tree of future decades in the
cone of the moment, so he saw his own past life in its details of
crisis or dragging days of grind, criss-crossing into one another and
making a web of astonishing sense and reason. He saw again the
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wWte bobble on Matilda's tammy as she turned away saying, " No,
I just CAN'T; it would be death to me in an industrial town "—
and re-knew the pang of seeing the long years alone nauseating out
before him like a grey slug. Yet now he found it was just that
grey slug of years, swallowed and digested, that had built into him
some timeless powers of which he had been wholly unaware." What is this strange mystery; I seem to be able to see in a new
way—to see outside time?"

His thoughts shattered for a moment and spread out, as a
mjriad drops of fleeing quicksilver, over the whole forest—then as
quickly rushed together and became himself once more. He drew
himself slowly downward towards where he had been sitting in the
very dim cave of the close-set spruce.

The body of a little middle-aged man was propped against a
tree. The head was back; the bowler was tipped over the eyes; the
body had sagged a bit into itself. Black boots with socks in them were
nearby. The ant, struggling gallantly with a piece of bark, had
crossed the great plain of the sockless foot and was lowering itself
down the far side." I see ... so THAT'S what we've been calling death. No more
than that; that I am here, and my body, which I've half thought was
me all these years, is still sagging into itself under the tree." He
looked at it critically.

" Yes, it is just as much me—and no more—as were the nice
fine curly bits of hair I had cut off, when, ten years ago, I thought my
brown beard looked a little romantic for a factory worker. I
remember feeling a little sentimental about those curls when I saw
them all over the floor of the barber's shop. The strange pity of it is
that everyone could get at what I was only by looking at that body
while I was in it; while for me it was the other way round. I had to
get myself housed in that body, yet however hard I tried, I couldn't
get those slightly bandy legs, that bony ribbed-in chest, those sharp
greying features to take the impress of me—the me which can now
look at my body rather as a freed bird might look back at the cage
in which it has been shut all its remembered life."

As darkness came he found the whole district inwardly lit up
by the power of the growth within the fir trees—they were luminous
to the night air. He moved at will in a heaven of quiet interest,
watching the trees like individual flames of strength.

When deep night was on the forest, he followed down the
stream, watching how it dragged at the rushes. He kept pace with
a clot of foam which spun round in the peaty whirls or leisurely
crept its way into the backwater.

When the stream spread its peaty gush out into the silent waters

of a tarn, the foam-clot spun slow, ceased to have impetus, and
drifted to the waiting rushy shore.

He hung over the stillness of the water, watching how the ripples
made by two mallards distorted the reflection of reeds in a shallower
part of the tarn. The criss-cross of chasing waves subsided; he looked
into the darkness at the depth of the centre of the tarn, where
water weeds struggled in stillness to reach the surface. A trout
brushed past in its forest of soft darkness, maldng an internal
ripple. He found the wonder of being able to gaze into the furthest
fathom of still water, knowing he had no material body whose
reflection could impede his sight. He caught . . . and held ... an
infinitely distant star reflected on the quiet surface. His thoughts
concentrated themselves to this point of light a.nd he knew with a
sense of awe amounting to fear what other worlds, what other realms,
were his to explore. He was amazed to realise in a split second his
half-century of purblind unconsciousness within a shed body.With a great embracing sweep, he folded to himself the peace of
the sleeping night forest, the movement of the flowing waters, the
mystery of the full-grown tree within the momentary pine-cone, and,
strengthened in this concentration, dared to turn from his earth and
its safe known nearness ... to the great expanding darkness of the
n i g h t s k y . ^ , i . - i .

Searching among the myriad points of hght above him, he
found the star of the lake reflection.

And, in the instant of finding, knew himself movmg rapidly
towards its realms.



B O O K R E V I E W S

Looking at Nature
The Mystery of Physical Life. By E. L. Grant Watson. (Abelard-Schuman

London. 18/-)

TN his introduction, Mr. Grant Watson refers to the chapters of this
book̂  essays, saying that some of them were read w'th apprecia-bon and encouragement by the late C. G. Jung, whose views he holds

m very high esteem. It is as a collection of essays, rather than as a
ŝteinatic work, that the book puts forward an alternative to theDarwinian theory of evolution. In this form it provides stimulating

Grant Watson has ̂ o great interests: natural history,
which he approaches as a trained biologist, and psychology. As
Owen Barfield says in his preface, it is remarkable how the two
approaches to the problem of life are combined and interwoven with
one another. This is the distinguishing feature of the book.

Inspired in his smdent days at Cambridge by Adam Sedgwickto look at nature with open eyes and to regard all theories with
scepticism. Grant Watson has remained a sceptic all his life. Hehas joined a deep capacity for wonder at the great marvels and
intricate life-patterns of nature with a skilled and imaginative use
of the pen to create pictures of nature in which the dominant mood
IS one of questioning. Behind the detailed descriptions of the
phenomena—the metamorphosis in the life-cycle of an insect, for
mstance, or the amazing symbiosis in the life-history of a sea-slug
wî  a tjqpe of nettle-cell— îs the ever-questioning mind of thewriter. His pictures often speak cogently: " We can weigh a mouse,
and know the length of its ears and tail, but we cannot measure the
quality of mousehood."

In his latest book he has sought to give an answer to his own
questionings, his striving to look behind the outer appearances. Helooks for " an objective and all-enfolding reality, which, existing in
what may be thou t̂ of as a spiritual, disincamate universe of
thought, is finding incarnation in this world that we perceive with
our senses." In so doing he postulates:"... a gradual incarnation
of ̂ e Logos, the Logos being the Word spoken in the Beginning,
which contains all potentialities, but which only gradually becomes
incarnate, a true descent of the Spirit: an objective manifestationof a spiritual environment, as objective and * real' as tables and
chairs to our sense-perceptions." In sympathy with Adam
Sedgwick's view that the forms of plants and animals were

precipitated," he sees plants and animals and humankind as
presenting different expressions of an incarnation of the spiritual.

Grant Watson also wishes to show that the " unconscious "
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m man, wluch psychology seeks to explore, cannot be divorced
from " instinct" in Nature. Believing that it is time to include
qualitative judgements in a scientific approach to Nature and that
qualitative judgements must of necessity be subjective^ he suggests
that we cultivate " a feeling of immediacy " between ourselves and
what we behold in Nature and he looks for a corresponding
relatedness between the instinctive behaviour of animals and what
he feels within the regions of his own " awareness ". This he calls" active participation ". He argues that " modem man in search
of his soul should widen his awareness through making his subjective
feeling an object of his scrutiny. In so doing he will enter into
relation with the creatures of his observation, for in such
participation some flavour of the creative, incarnating thought will
speak to him."

The author draws widely upon religious, poetic and scientific
fought in support of his contentions, and the book contains many
interesting quotations, ancient and modem. Throughout the bookhe refers to Goethe, and quite often to Rudolf Steiner. Goethe, he
says, tried to look at Nature in her wholeness^ " cultivated conscious
participation in his approach to Nature (and), called his method* the creating of exact imaginative fantasyAt the same time.
Grant Watson says that Dr. Jung, working partly as an empiricist
and partly as an intuitive, followed Goethe's lead in attempting an
interpretation of Nature in relation to the human psyche. " He
demonstrates that with the enlargement of consciousness, there can
be brought to light what Goethe has called a hidden something
within the subject which corresponds to a hidden something in the
object. A flash of insight results . . ."

Grant Watson here goes on to say that if with such thoughts as
these we look at Nature, " we are clearly in a region no longer
contained within the strict limits of science." Scientific knowledge
in the accepted sense of the words, he says, appears as the
marshalling of facts within an ordered pattem of experimental
findings, the establishing of the average and the mean, while
understanding will be the discovery of the uniqueness of any
situation. Scientific knowledge he relegates to the materialist, who" will not see the same Paramecium as the intuitive." In his own

attempt as a field naturalist to study the instinctive behaviour of
animals, he has tried to achieve " understanding as opposed to mere
knowledge," and has become aware of what Dr. Jung calls " the
noumenal reality which embraces the whole situation," including
both the observer and the observed.

In his chapter entitled " Imaginative Fantasy," a key chapter to
the book. Grant Watson attempts in a most stimulating way to bring
together the ideas of Jung and those of Dr. Wolfgang Kdhler
{Gestalt psychology) with ideas derived from the field of mathematics
by Theodor Cook {The Curves of Life) and by George Adams {The
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Living Plant), with Goethe and Rudolf Steiner in the immediate
background. He wishes to show that ideas, even in the form of
mathematical formulas, which arise in the human mind and are
quite independent of sense-perception, may come near to expressing
an underlying truth contained in the objects of sense-perception.
What is seen will correspond to the " subjective ideas formed within
the mind of the observer." Quoting Blake: " A fool sees not the
same tree as the wise man sees." Referring to the change of outlook
now occurring in science, where the merely quantitative concepts,
which paralyse science today when it seeks to understand life, are
beginning to take second place, he says that this is contained in a
deep sense in the later works of Rudolf Steiner, " who affirms that
we can train our imaginative faculties to become instruments of
cognition no less conscious and exact than mathematical reasoning."

It is perhaps in the nature of the case that in attempting so much
in so short a space, the essentially scientific nature of the work of
George Adams—scientific in the sense of modern science—^has become
somewhat blurred, and also that in the description of the botanical
studies of Goethe and the mathematical ideas of Adams the two
have become fused in a way which is not quite justified. (It is
unfortimate that in printing part of an article by George Adams
in an appendix. Grant Watson has cut the article, and also its title,
in a way which the author himself would not have allowed.)

In this chapter, at pains to distinguish between scientific
knowledge as concerned with quantitative values, on the one hand,
and understanding as concerned with qualitative values, on the
other. Grant Watson quotes Jung as saying that a psychologist who
is at the same time a doctor and wants not only to classify his patient
scientifically but also to understand him as a human being, is
threatened with a conflict of duties between two " diametrically
opposed and mutually exclusive attitudes, of knowledge on the one
hand, and understanding on the other." In order to imderstand the
individual, Jung feels obliged " to turn a blind eye to scientific
knowledge."

Continuing from this to a description of the botanical studiesof Goethe and of George Adams, and referring again to Goethe*s
exact imaginative fantasy. Grant Watson says:

Morphology and physiology can give us quantitative evaluations,
but the characteristic of true thinking about living entities is that the
observer actually enters into the object in an intuitive way; he lives
it, he becomes it, he obtains an understanding of it (though this may
be but partial) from the inside, in so far as the correspondence within
himself is kindled into recognition. It is only through living in the
fullest way that man is capable of apprehending the creative urge
which has brought into being the mystery of physical life. We
c^ot come near to life, or to the mystery of existence, by merelythinking about things. . . . Life leads us into the region of what has
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been vaguely named spirit; by thinking about life, rather than about
things, we enter into die spiritual world.
This statement hardly accords with a true understanding of

Goethe's method. His morphological ideas, by which, according
to his theory of metamorphosis he widened the sphere of observation,
lead further into the sphere of Nature's secret of life—but he was
not concerned only with living things. The words concerning
thinking about things and thinking about life are also not confirmed
by Steiner, or by Adams. Even assuming that the designation,
scientific knowledge, refers to science very narrowly bounded by
analytical and quantitative concepts, a good deal of clarification is
here required. It is far removed from the spirit of George Adams
to turn a blind eye to modern scientific knowledge, however limited.

There follow some most interesting descriptions of habits of
adaption between sea-creatures, and of metamo^hosis in the
lepidoptera, illustrating the strange interrelationships in Nature,
which are hard to explain, and posing the question: may there not
be forces at work in the environment, working inward, to take effect
in the physical organism but not originating from it? A collection
of stories and episodes illustrate the capacity of human beings to
enter with exceptional sympathy into the life of creatures. These
are examples of what Grant Watson calls "active participation",
by which he seeks to establish the idea that there is, latent in the
human being, an instinctive understanding and awareness of animal
life, the possibility of a mutual "tuning-in" between man and
a n i m a l .

In a chapter entitled " Some Aspects of Clairvoyant Perception
Grant Watson suggests that clairvoyant vision in men was at one
time much more common than it is today, having been repressed,
especially in the West, by the growth of the scientific outlook. He
believes that wholly instinctive creatures possess, in a large measure,
extra-sensory perceptions which relate them to a universal
consciousness pervading all things. Describing the relationship of
primitive organisms to their environment and to one another—
blastomeres within the totality of the developing embryo—Grant
Watson attributes to them " a totality of feeling, or clairvoyant
perception, activating the creature that is growing towards the
totality of an inherent idea." He suggests that the relatedness of
environmental influence and internal factors in the developing
embryo be regarded " not merely as chemical and physical reactions
but as an actual, perceptual reciprocity within the universe of ideas,
a reciprocity between the mystery of life and an emergent
consciousness, activated not only from the centre of growth withinthe organism, but also under the inevitable peripheral, cosmic
influence." This, Grant Watson says, may seem, and is, vague
enough, but we must needs be vague when we are studying the
emergent mystery of life itself. Quoting Bergson, " Intellect lets the
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essential aspect of life escape, as if it were not intended to think such
an object," he continues: " If this is so, then there must be some
other function capable of apprehension, and I would suggest
feeling and intuition must come to our aid. The biologist must, feel
himself into the material of his study. . . ."

*

The aim of this book is a most worthy one and in union with
the true spirit of the time. In his striving to experience Nature in her
wholeness and also the intimate union between Man and Nature, and
to establish a theory of knowledge which recognises the spiritual
aspect of Nature, Grant Watson has set his face in the direction that
science must take, and is indeed already taking. He asks that we
should penetrate " beyond the vanishing periphery of sense-
perception, wWe we touch the noumenous, from which instinctive
actions proceed." It is necessary, however, to be clearer than he is
about how this is to be done in modern time. On the one hand he
says that we must look with conscious, imaginative perception; on
the other he says, with Bergson, that the intellect is not a fit instrument
for dealing with the processes of life; that we can feel within ourselves
the new which is ever upspringing, but we cannot think it, or express
it in terms of pure understanding. He looks to " intuitive
interpretations " in the advancement of human consciousness.

Rudolf Steiner, also, pointed to the boundapr of sense-
perception as being the gateway that leads to the realities of life; he,
too, refuted the conception of the limitation of knowledge. For
Rudolf Steiner, however, it is the natural scientific way of thinking
which is essential to the spiritual progress of mankind. He knew
that humanity had of necessity evolved to the scientific way of
thinking; that the advance had had to be made to the grasping of
a world of ideas not kindled by the spirit, but awakened by matter.
The form of expression in the domain of the natural sciences
consists in content-filled ideas; and even though the content is
materialistically conceived, the process of acquiring these ideas is a
spiritual one. It was Rudolf Steiner*s task to elevate this very
natural scientific way of thinkings which is a spiritual activity^ into
the domain where spiritual experience begins. He saw that Goethe
strove for ideas which are manifest in Nature's process of
development. Goethe's ideas are not abstract thoughts, they are
(in Rudolf Steiner's phrase) " pictures living in the manner of
thoughts in the mind"; Goethe saw them in his mind's eye. In
the union of active, sense-free thinking with clear sense-perception
the Idea is bom. It is the flash of recognition and understanding." Imaginative speculation " is a term which does not apply here, and
the ̂ fferentiation between objective and subjective, quantitative and
qualitative, becomes far less simple.

In Rudolf Steiner's words: " In sense-perception, man faces the
world as illusion. But when from within man himself sense-free
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ticking follows after sense-perception, illusion is then permeatedwith reality; it ceases to be illusion. The human spirit, experiencing
Itself within, then meets the Spirit of the World, now no longer
concealed from man behind the sense-world, but living and moving
within the sense-world.''*

Goethe's Archetypal Plant is an Idea—a sense-free thought,
which becomes manifest in the phenomenon (in the realm of

things "), be it only partially. The " Gegenraum " or " Counter-
space " of Rudolf Steiner is also such an Idea, which was given a
mathematical form by George Adams,* and then, many years later,
perceived by him in the phenomenon of a growing plant. Such are
the content-filled ideas which, in the form of expression of natural
science, point to a spiritual reality underlying the reality of the senses.

It is no longer through the Yoga of the breathing—as
Grant Watson himself says—that we attain to a form of consciousness
which will penetrate belfind the veil of the senses, the veil of Maya.
Rudolf Steiner points to a " Yoga " of the senses, of the light. (Itis a theme dear to George Adams.) Man must rise above the sphere
of his ordinary thinking, if he would descend into the unconscious.
To quote Rudolf Steiner again: " WTioever recognises as an
attribute of thinking its capacity of perception extending beyond
apprehension throû  the senses must necessarily also attribute to
thinking objects existing beyond the limits of mere sense-perceptible
reality. But these objects of thinking are Ideas. As thinking takes
possession of the Idea, it merges with the primordial foundation of
the world; that which works without enters into the spirit of man;
he becomes one with objective reality at its highest potency.
Becoming aware of the Idea within reality is the true communion of
m a n . "

The reader will find it helpful, in connection with this most
essential theme, to read the chapters in Rudolf Steiner's autobiography
(fhe Course of my Life) where the protracted struggle is described in
which he became involved when he had to present Goethe's
natural-scientific ideas, while editing the scientific papers in the years
following 1888. It will be interesting to include here the following
passage from this biography:—

In my writings published up to that time I had conceived Goethe's
mode of cognition as consisting in the fact that he was permeated
by the conception that, in the ordinary state of consciousness, man
is at first a stranger to the true nature of the world by which he is
surroimded. Out of this remoteness arises the impulse first to develop,
before cognizing the world, powers of knowledge whî  are not
present in ordinary consciousness.

♦ Von dem Stherischen Raume (1933), republished in 1964 by the Verlag
Freies Geistesleben, Stuttgart; now republished in English, entitl^" Physical and Ethereal Spaces," by the Rudolf Steiner Press, London.
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From this point of view, it was highly significant for me to come
upon such a statement as the following among Goethe's papers: " In
order to get our bearings to some extent in these different kinds
(Goethe is referriĵ  to the different kinds of knowledge in man and
his different relations to the outer world) we may classify these as
utilizing, knowing, perceiving, and all-encompassing.

1. Utilizing, profit-seeking, demanding persons are the first who,
so to speak, outline the field of science and seize upon the practical.
Consciousness gives them certitude through experirace, and their
requirements give them a certain breadth.

2. Knowledg^aving persons require a serene look, free from
personal objectives, a restless curiosity, a clear intellect, and they
stand always in relation with the former. They likewise elaborate
what already exists, only in a scientific sense.

3. The perceptive are even in their attitude productive; and
cognizing, as it ascends, calls for perception without being conscious
of this, and passes over into perception; and, no matter how much
the knowers may cross themselves as a shield against imagination,
yet they must none the less—even before they are aware of this—
cdl in the aid of productive imagination.

4. The all-encompassing, whom one might call in a proud sense
the creative, are in their attitude in the highest sense productive;
beginning as they do with the idea, they already express thereby the
unity of the whole, and it is in the business of nature, as it were,
thereupon to conform wi& this idea."

It becomes clear from such comments that Goethe considered man
in ̂ s ordinary consciousness as standing outside the being of the
external world. He must pass over into another form of consciousness
if he desires to unite in cognition with this being. . . . Goethe
began with what is acquired on the lower stages of knowledge, by" utilizing " persons and by those " craving knowledge." Upon this
he causes to shine in his mind whatever can shine in the " perceptive "
and the " all-encompassing " through productive powers of the mind,
upon the content of the lower stages of knowledge. When he stood
thus with the lower knowledge in the mind in the light of the higher
perception and comprehension, he felt that he was in iimon with the
nature of things. To experience knowingly in the spirit is, to be sure,
not yet achieved in this way; but the road to this is pointed out from
one side—from that side which results from inan's relation to the
outer world. It was clear to my mind that satisfaction could come
only with a grasp upon the other side, which arises from man's
re la t i on w i th h imse l f .

Rudolf Steiner himself wished not only to show that in thinking
man stands within nature and that knowing rneans experiencing
himself inside the being of things, but also that it is by this very path
that man reaches to the spiritual in himself. In both directions it is
the spiritual world which is reached, not in dream or trance, but in
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clear thinking, a thinking imbued with the warmth of feeling and
the power of the will. Self-knowledge then becomes world-
knowledge and an understanding of the world becomes understanding
of the self. For the ancient Mysteries the saying was: " Man, know
thyself! " At the approach to the modem Mysteries we hear the
words: " Man, know the world! "

In the following chapters of his autobiography Rudolf Steiner
explains the nature of Goethe's " fan^y", in which, he says,

the mind rises just as far above the ordinary state of consciousness
as it sinks below this in dream-life." The reader is led towards
what for Rudolf Steiner was the essential task of his incarnation.
This was to establish a pathway for modem man. towards the spiritual
in himself and in the universe, by methods in harmony with the
exact scientific way of thinking which humanity has developed of
necessity and in the true sense of its further evolution. This is
expressed in Rudolf Steiner's Philosophy of Spiritual Activity,
Written in those years. By such a method, which in fact raises man s
ordinary thinking to the level of exact clairvoyant perception, it waspossible for Rudolf Steiner, at the very end of his life, to write the
letters to humanity which are published in English as The Michael
Mystery (Anthroposophical Publishing Co., London). From these
letters, too, the reader will find much enlightenment concerning thematter at present under review. The following paragraphs express
the heart of the matter in Rudolf Steiner's words:

In the world of Nature, a true Science will behold in PersejAone
or that Being to whom men's eyes still turned in the early middle ages
when they spoke of " Nature "—the natural revelation of that pnmal
and etemal divine spiritual power, out of which the natural world
arose, and continuously arises as the groundwork of Man's earthly
existence.

In the world of Man, a true Science will behold in CWst Ae
human revelation of that primal and etemal Logos, who in the r̂ l̂m
of the Divine Spiritual Being, with whom Man is in his ongm imiteo,
works for the evolution of die Spirit-Being of Man.

♦

When all has been said, it is the love of modern man fof
ideals and his honest striving in the attainment of his aims that
counts; the essential thing, as Rudolf Steiner says in this same letter,IS " to turn the human heart in Love towards these gr̂ t cosmic
connections. . . ." Grant Watson seeks the Kingdom through his
love for the creatures and he ends his book with words from the
Oxyrhnchus Papyrus:

Ye ask who are these that draw us to the kingdom, if the Kingdom
is in heaven? . . . the fowls of the air, and the beasts that are under
the earth or upon the earth, and the fishes of the sea, these are they
that draw you; . . . And the Kingdom of Heaven is within you,
and he who knows himself shall find it. Seek therefore to know
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yourselves and you will know that ye are the sons of the Father, and
that ye are in the City of God, and that ye are the City.
There are many ways to the Spirit, many ways to the City of

God, and also many ways towards the transmuting of the doctrines
o f D a r w i n i s m .

O l i v e W h i c h e r .

Mr, E. L. Grant Watson wri tes:

The Editors have kindly invited me to comment on Miss
Whicher's comprehensive review of my book, which she has read
most thoroughly. There are two passages that call for comment.
For the first, I must excuse and justify myself as regards the Appendix
on Negative Space.

When George Adams was last staying with me, he offered to
write a concise statement of his ideas as an appendix, on condition
that I first found a publisher. A few weeks after that visit he died,
to the great loss of those who still remain alive. For my Appendix
I was now compelled to look to his published writings. Among
these was the report of a lecture on the relation of the idea of
negative space to high-potency homoeopathic drugs. I obtained
from Mrs. Adams permission to quote from this.

In this lecture, George Adams stated the most pertinent mathe
matical ideas that lead to the assumption of other spaces than
Euclidean space, giving at the same time reference to other mathe
maticians who have been following-up these ideas for several decades.
Since on this occasion I wished to restrict his observations to my
immediate theme, I missed out long portions of the lecture that
dealt with high potencies. I added no words to those written by
Mr. Adams, but had to make what appeared to me to be a satis
factory " follow on " in his own words occurring later in the lecture.

The other point I must allude to is a quotation taken from
Rudolf Steiner with which my limited Weltanschauung ill accords.
Put briefly, the following will define the difference. Steiner
approaches the region of super-consciousness through a direct
method of thought, whereas I walk tentatively on the outskirts of
sense-perception. Steiner was a clairvoyant; I am an empiricist,
who gradually, through what I have called imaginative fantasy,
have become aware of creative thought behind the natural objects.
This is perceived by Dr. Jung as a noumenal reality, and by definition
is related to mind.

My own understanding of Nature, as far as it goes, comes
through sense-perception, and is subsequently recorded in flashesof insight. How these happen I have no idea. They do not happen
with me, as Steiner has put it, " before the cognizing of the world."
Any insight I may have comes through my perceptions. I gain from

the transitory things which are not mine but can become my own,
a n d d o n o t p a s s a w a y . . . . 1 . . j - a - x

Miss Whicher is surely right to pomt out this difference. 1admit my limitations. I am so made that I cannot adyanw beyond
my experience. I find myself more in sympathy with Dr.who discovers in the psyche of men the mirror of the umyerse, than
with Dr. Steiner's direct clairvoyant knowledge, denved from the
act of thinking. To put the case in psychological teims: Dr. Sterner
was an intuitive thinker; so, in a less degree, was A
I am an intuitive extrovert—and so was Goethe. Nothing can
persuade me that Goethe could think as Steiner does ̂ ôut sense-
perception, and so differentiate the spiritual world. The
figures that arise out of an unconscious collective background in
Walpurgisnacht are a mere alchemistic turba to Sterner s Hierarchies.But here, on such uncertain ground, I must pause.

Three Ages of Men and Man
Shakespeare»s Prophetic Mind. By A. C. Harwood. (Rudolf Steiner Press, 10/6.)
the First Folio of 1623, published seven ywrs after Shakĝ ŝ

death by his friends and feUow-actors for 20 years, John Heimngeand Henry Condell, contains 36 plays. To these pay be added" Pericles ", which had first appeared m Quarto in 1̂ 9 as by
Shakespeare. Of these 37 plays, 14 may be classified as Comedî .10 as Histories and 13 as Tragedies. Though many ps J
handful of the plays as old friends, few can claim familiarity mththe whole canon. It is, therefore, an exhilarating and emtong
experience to follow Harwood as he moves with authority butwithout dogmatism through the plays. The one begins to tmow
light on the other, the one period of creation on the other, a cĥ acterin this play on a character in that. T̂ ejre beps
appreciation of the themes which exercised Shâpeare s ™ad sthe years unfolded. This is so much mwe Sonnete
Bacon wrote Shakespeare or who the Dark Lady ofwas. Shakespeare's Prophetic Mind is an essay not "̂ er̂
detection but in creative understaning, of Shakespeare and
^̂T̂fSrof Harwood's book is that a poet ̂

character—prophetic in the sphere consciousness, not of act̂events—and that this vision into the future depends ®of the past and experience of the present. Shakespwr ̂ orldone of his sonnets writes of " the prophetic soul of the w de world
dreaming on things to come Harwood shows him as inberiUngfrom the past the belief in correspondences, in the innate sympaitos
between things, " in the same creativein the universe, in the earth and in man, the belief that the part ot



f ^ ^ 'i'® "achine), but is in some degree
f ° ' ®r ? '''®'""" himself is a smaUumyerse, a mcrocosm of the macrocosm. We are the firstdoes not live in the daily experience of that belief.Our trees and nunerals no longer embody planetary virtues thezodiac no longer forms and sustains our bodies, nor do the elements

frôth"̂  dispositions. We have divorced the understanding of man° universe, because we have divorced
Shakespearestandsatoneofthe

S e n ™ ^ ® i m p e n e t r a b l e g u l foetwwn the mediaeval and the modern age ". The seauencp nf&e pkys shows somet̂g greater than the progress of an author's
mind, a great change in human consciousness is revealed alfectinc
not only what but how man thought and felt. '

While refl̂ ng on these and kindred ideas expressed in
S f " ° ? ^ 4 „ i m p e n e t r a b l egulf between mediaeval and modem thought, I haonened to
rêve unexpê  confirmation of their validit̂n a chanŜrettaeWith a Barbadian of African descent. I asked him about social

Barbados and in British Guiana, where he had spentsome time. In reply he spoke movingly of the havoc caused bv̂themodem idea that aU men are equal, of his own pride in beiL a
freebom subject of the Queen, of the surface of the earth with its
peater and smaller animals, the depths of the seas with bigger aid

K S' the heavens with the sun and the planets I3̂  hack at once in the world of correspondences and primaciesthe ktter being the mediaeval befief, survivingmto Shakespeare s time, that m each kingdom of nature and each
hcfdf ti, ®subordination or degree in which one member?h^tw® planets, thT sun; in humanTo^the kmg, among animals, the hon; among birds, the eagle.
t i m e ^ f c o l o n i s e d i n t h e0i James I (in whose company Shakespeare was actnr anti

Sit '2 question too closely, I was able to ascertain^ a J J ''®®'' propounding so poetically had bean^ There^could iSTXiSuo m?
rmot̂ îd mpS.3 England preserved in a

<Estmgnishes, though not arbitrarily, three periods in

jssticriiS' ass

and Othello; and the later plays, including the oddity of " Pericles "
and drawing to a close with " Qnnbeline ", " The Winter's Tale "
and " The Tempest".

In studying through the years the character of King Lear, the
present writer has come to differentiate three phases in his
development. The early Lear is patriarch, king, father, master,
patron, bound instinctively to his gods and to his children, more
toan a person, the embodiment of the family spirit, participating in
its immortality. The Lear of the storm, rejected by his daughters
and alienated from his gods, is brought by suffering to recognise his
own individuality stripped of regal trappings in the semblance of the
naked Bedlam beggar (" Thou art the thing itself; unaccommodated
man is no more than such a poor, bare, forked animal as thou art.
Off, off, you leadings: come, unbutton here"—^Tearing off his
clothes) and so to become aware of his own mortality (" They told
me I was every thing: 'tis a lie, I am not ague-proof"). The Lear
of the reawakening, resurrection almost ("You do me wrong to
take me out o' th' grave "), to the sound of music in the presence
of Cordelia, points to the future, the limits of his earthly lot
transcended by his imagination. He and Cordelia together will wear
out (the future tense, not the past as on page 15 of the book under
review) " pacts and sects of great ones. That ebb and flow by the
moon ". Expressed in terms of social evolution, we might say
that Lear's development has been from Community, Arou^
Individualism, to the consummation of the two, the Individual in
Community.

What fascinates the present reviewer in Harwood's book is that
a similar development becomes discernible through Shakespeare's
plays as a whole, though there is a difference in the author's
standpoint (the development of the hiunan consciousness rather than
society) and therefore of the terminology participator Consciousnessinstead of Community, Spectator Consciousness instead of
Individualism and Imaginative Consciousness instead of Incflvidual
in Community). The argument of The Prophetic Mind is rich and
subtle and not to be readily summarised; nevertheless the underljdng
threefold development can be detected. Pages 12-33 throw light
especially on the first phase, pages 33-45 on the second and pages
45-63 on the third.

The early plays show the development from man the P îcipator
to man the Spectator. Like the early Lear, man the Participator is
linked to the heavens and to his family. This is the theme of" Romeo and Juliet", the " star-cross'd lovers " and their families
locked in blood feud, as the Prologue makes clear. Romeo and
Juliet transcend the blood-tie but are subject to the stars; it is as if
they accept their destiny in order to reconcile their families and so
to break the ancient cycle of blood for blood.



The English Histories show a similar development from
Participator to Spectator Consciousness from another angle. " The
modem Spectator Consciousness is independent and isolated"
writes Harwood, and we are reminded of Lear's experiencing of
"the thing itself". He continues: "The Spectator is in fact an
island from which he looks out through his senses on an alien world.
England, which mediated the Spectator Consciousness into human
experience, is itself an island, and one of the first steps in the development of that consciousness is that the English begin to feel it as an
island". Shakespeare's Histories heightened the Elizabethan's
awareness of his insularity (we need another Shakespeare to re
interpret our position in the world, now it is clear that a small island
is no longer a viable unit!).

Many of us have a favourite play to which we feel a special
affinity. Until my early twenties, mine was " Othello since then
it has been " Lear ". But there is one play from which none of us
can escape. It is " Hamlet". In it, modem man recognises himself
Hamlet is the prototype of the Spectator. The shock of his mother's
behaviour has severed his links with the life of the instincts. Had
he been ruled by his instincts, Hamlet would soon have made short
shrift of his uncle on the ancient principle of blood for blood. But
he now has to seek intellectual reasons for his action and can find
no adequate basis: " Thus the native hue of resolution is sicklied
o'er with the pale cast of thoughtWhen the Players are playing
the play within the play, three degrees of Spectatorship are involved-
the audience looks at Hamlet, Hamlet looks at the King, and the
King looks at the play. As Lear, conscious of his individualitybewmes aware too of Im mortality, so this play is full of images of
dying and death, culminating in the crowning picture of Hamlet
standing in the grave with a skull in his hand.

Hamlet is always contemporary, but a contemporary Hamlet
is the playvmght Samuel Beckett, now enjoying a vogue His
words are without undertones, overtones or resonances; each clicks
into place like a cog in a machine; his stmctures are those of an
engineer rather than a poet. His plays, " Waiting for Godot" and" Play," abstract life to a whoring, boring mental routine imprinted
on a gramophone record which is played until the track wears out
The audience feels like the air-passengers who heard in mid-flight
the recorded announcement: " You will be surprised to leam that
there is no crew on this 'plane. The take-off was fully automatic.
So too will be the landing. There is no cause for alarm. Nothing can
possibly go wrong, wrong, wrong . .. ".

Harwood introduces the last phase of Shakespeare's creative
activity- with a difficult but revealing analysis of Coleridge's
abroach to Inmginative Consciousness and with an account ofPencles , which is rather a sequence of pictures than a plav.We then tum to the last three plays. Lear had passed through the

experiencing of individualism and mortality to that of reawakening,
resurrection. Each of Shakespeare's last three plays explores this
theme of resurrection. In " Cymbeline ", the drug which takes
away the senses of Imogen leads not, as with Juliet, to death, but
to the resurrection of life and the restoration to husband and father.
In " The Winter's Tale ", Hermione and her child Perdita, both
supposedly murdered, are both restored to life. In " The Tempest'',
Prospero and Miranda have been taken out to sea and left to certain
death; the magic island is a sort of life beyond death where the
perpetrators of evil come to recognise the nature of their deed and
to make retr ibution.

The similarities between Harwood's findings in the sequence of
plays and my own in " King Lear " are perhaps not altogether
surprising, as both of us are indebted to Rudolf Steiner for our
method of approach. More significant is that Max Plowman in an
essay on " Some Values in Hamlet" is led to much the same con
clusions. It will suffice to quote his prefatory note which defines
the terms of his approach:

In this essay the terms Instinctive, Self-conscious, and Conscious
correspond with the divisions of life into Childhoot̂  Adolescence
and Maturity. The Instinctive is pure, primary consciousness. The
Self-conscious is the impure but inevitable dichotomy of comciousness
that occurs at adolescence, and in which most of us remain fixed for
life. Consciousness is acldevement of Maturity, the synthesis of the
Instinctive and the Self-conscious, achieved by the Imagination which
has the power of objective realisation, or knowledge of truth. The
three phases were named Innocence, Experience and Imagination by
W i l l i a m B l a k e .

The parallels speak for themselves!
This brief excursion has done scanty justice to the complexity

and subtlety of Harwood's theme. To the present reviewer it has
been a joy to have Harwood's book on one hand and Shakespeare's
plays on the other, to read again many half-forgotten passages with
a new perception. Standing in the present, we all want to know
whence we came and why and whither we are going. In pursuing
these trains of thought in the company of Shakespeare we feel that
we are not being distracted by a resounding tinkle but are over
hearing, in Wordsworth's words, " the still, sad music of humanity,
nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power to chasten and
subdue ". It is such a feeling which brought the nations of the world
together to pay homage to Shakespeare in the year that has seen
the 400th anniversary of his birth.

Kenneth R. Walsh,



Building High
Tte Spire. By William Goldhig. (Faber. 18/-).

TN ̂ ch of his novels, Mr. Golding has taken his readers into
worlds which seem remote from their ordinary experience, and

(liferent from one another. The island of Lord of the Flies,
toe Atlantic rock of Pincher Martin, the ancient forests of The
Inheritors, were environments by intention remote, and they weredescnbed m ways which made them exceedingly concrete but also

strMge, râ er as we might find the folk-tales of some unknowntnbe. Free Fall was set m twentieth-century Europe; but a crucial
part of It takes place in solitary confinement in a prison camp And
the rest is the reckoning of one mind with itself.

pie Spire again describes a world distant in time It is a
m^eval cathedral town in the south of En^nd; nearly everv-thmg feppens in or round the cathedral itself. And ever̂ hing is
seen through the experience of one man: Dean Jocelin, whose intention it is to bufld for the cathedral a worthy spire. HelT̂ an Sf
burmng enthusiasm, warm affections, and natural courage- and hehas at last to see the devastation broû t by his character and actions
to his cathedral, to his colleagues, and to those who serve him.

Slowly and painfuUy, the book builds up a structure of appalling
majesty. A man who has believed himself utterly devoted to theservice of God and human beings is met by utter defeat on everv
level of his existence. He has been guided by what he could only
regard as a true spiritual experience; it shone for him with a warm
blessmg which seemed to go out to aU human beings. And yet it led
mto infinite loneliness.

In ̂  of his novels Mr. Golding is trying to express universal
t̂iesthrongharemote,particular setting. Perhaps his books might

SpW f ^rats of toss; Free Fall expUdtly decl̂iteeff as con̂ med with the loss of freedom. Though " Pincher
Mâ  and Dean Jocelin are so completely different in charactermey ̂ e perhaps comparable in knowing so little what it is that they

^ ^ c o u n s e l l o r , w h o
tnes to tell them what it is.

.^^.^tensified, living thinking which leads
he ♦ by Rudolf Steiner as Imagination; but® participated in that revelation of the Divine forwhich room can be made only by the complete sacrifice of all that

iS Imaginations as they are at firsthas happened on an immense scale within

The Spire may well contain much of which this short account
gives no indication at all; it is certainly a valiant exploration into
realms of which we know at present comparatively little, and which
we shall need to understand better in the future.

A d a m B i t t l e s t o n .

A Christmas Play
A Man, A Maiden and a Tree. By Isabel Wyatt. (The Michael Press, Hawkwood

College, Stroud, Glos. 9(6).
"D ASED on the medieval English Mystery Cycles, and incorporating
•^some of the most beautiful of the traditional carols, this Christmas
Mystery Play—^which includes careful details of costumes, lighting
and stage-properties—amoves harmoniously from the Creation
to the Christmas story, from the fall of Lucifer and the loss of Eden,
to the Annunciation, the Shepherds, the stable at Bethlehem, and
the journey of the T^ee Kings.

The beauty of the medieval atmosphere, imagery and language
are effectively sustained throughout, while the integration within a
single performance of themes which are usually separated is both
skilful and illuminating. The book is enhanced by two colour plates.
The Shepherds and The Kings, from paintings by Eleanor C. Merry.

D . E .
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BOhler, 4s. 6d. Music and Healing, Training, Ltone/ «Edited by Lionel Stebbing. 6s. The Cell, Human Soul. F- P^j
the Human Orga iusm and Chncer, Emmichoven, P iv inn SaucersDr. A. Leroi, 2s. 6d. Colour and Healing, Tales, Ursula Grahl, 3s. Flyî  Sau<»̂
Gladys Mayer. 6s. Colour and the G. Unger, is.6A. p,,JoirHuman Soul, Gladys Mayer, 2s. 6d. Cross, George Adams, 3s. 6d. Ru o
How to Help Your Growing Child, Steiner's Message to Mankind, Arnoia

L > r . / i . L . e r o i , z s . o a . i _ o i o u r a n a n e a i i o g , l a i e s , i / r a w M w . „
Gladys Mayer. 6s. Colour and the Q. Unger, is.6A. p,,JoirHuman Soul, Gladys Mayer, 2s. 6d. Cross, George Adams, 3s. 6d. Ru o
How to Help Your Growing Child, sieiner's Message to Mankind, Arnoia
Ursula Grahl, 3s. Understanding Your Fr^pman 4s. 6d. How to Overc^e
Child, Lionel Stebbing, 8s. 6d. For the Nervousness, Michael Rogers, Jh®Parents of a Mongol Child, Isabel ^®yy. . psychology and Destmy,Geuter, 3s. Truth and Error in Astrology, Bntî ; Their PsycnoiogyDr. Herman Poppelbaum, 2s. How to Dr. IF. J. Stein, 7S. on.
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S E L E C T E D P A P E R B A C K S
By Post from New Knowledge Books

Hymns to the Night. Novalb. 8s. €d.
S a c r e d S o n g s . N o v a l i s , 7 s . 6 d .
Parzival. Wol/ram von Esckenbach. 15s.
From Ritual to Romance. Jessie L.

W e s t o n . 9 s . 6 d .
Ywain. Chriiten de Troyes. 8s. 6<L
T h e E p i c o f G i l g a m e s h . 3 s . 6 d .
Mystical pieology and the CelestialHierarchies. Dionyslus the Aret̂agite.
Sacred Books o f t he Wor ld . A . C .

B o u q u e t ^ 3 s . 6 d .Sacred Writings. Gunter Lanszkowski.
3s. 6d.

The Republic of Plato. Trans. Davies &
V a u m a n . 6 s .

The Divine Pymander of Hermes
T r i s m e g i s t u s . 5 s .The Golden Verses of the Pythagoreans.

^ . 4 s . 6 d .The Consolation of Philosophy.
B o e t k i u s . 4 s . 6 d .

Myths of the World. Padralc Colum.
1 3 s . 6 d .Larousse Enorclopaedia of Mythology.

I l l us t ra ted . 500 pages . 258 .The Golden Bough. Sir James Frazer.
>23. 6d.

Hindu Scriptures (includes the Bhagavad
G i t a ) . 8 s . 6 d .

The Pocket World Bible. Ed. BaJlou.
12s. 6d.

A Short History of Religions. E. E.
K e l i e t t . 7 s . 6 d .

Life of the Buddha. L. Adams Beck.
7 s . 6 d .

Jacob Boehme, His Life and Works.
S . H o t h o u s e . 1 5 s .

Confessions of St. Augustine. 5s.
The ImiUtion of Christ, d Kempis. 7s. 6d.
Goethe's Conversations with Eckermann.

6 s . 6 d .
Tycho Brahe. /. L. E. Dreyer. 18s.

A Pictorial Biography.
R . F r i e d e n d t h a l . 2 8 s .

The Story of My Life. Helen Kel ler.
8s. 6d.St. Francis of Assisi. E. Coudge. 3s. 6d.

M i c h e l a n g e l o . R . S c h o t t . 1 8 s .Pictorial History of Philosophy. D. D.
R i m e s . 0 * ) 2 8 8 .

Brighter than a Thousand Suns.
R o b e r t J u n c k . 5 s .The Pyramids of Egypt. L. E. S.

E d w a r d s . 6 s .
^haic Egypt. W. B. Emery. 6s.Stonehcnge. R. J. G. Atkinson. 5s.

PMowphy of Spiritual Activity.Rudoif Stelner. In this basic book
Ku^If Sterner answers the followingand other vital questions: Can I be

of a^thmg in this world?
What IS my life really worth? Am I
free, or is freedom only an illusion?How can I distinguish between a
moral and an immoral deed? Are
there limits to what I can know? A
milntone in the development of
inodem creative thinking, this work
gives posiuve dimension and signi-
ncance to daily living, and opens the
way to a new experience of Freedom,
worthy ofthe dignity of man. Entirelynew translation by RITA STEBBING.
Introduction by HUGO S. BERG-
MANN. Ph.D. Extensive referencesand notes by PAUL M. ALLEN.
W i t h S t e i n e r ' s T R U T H A N D
KNOWLEDGE, complete in onevolume. Fully indexed. 278. 6d.

Self Knowledge. Rita Stebbing. An
Introduction to Rudolf Steiner's basic
book " The Philosophy of Spiritual
AcUvity." dealing with: Independent
Th^ng as a Spiritual Activity-Self Development in Relation to
Freedom—Pain and Suffering—Self
Knowledge and Practical Life; etc. 4s.

OTHER SOUGHT-AFTER BOOKS (Cloth-bound)
of Ireland's Son. Padraic

C o l u m . 3 0 s
Grinra's F^ Tales (Complete). 15s!
The Great Initiates, ^ouard Schuri*

D̂ omiy of Egyptian Civiĥ tion!G . P o s e n e r. I l l u s t r a t e d . 4 8 s .
Dm ^ok ofthe Dead. Trans. Sir Wallis

B u ^ e . D l u s t r a t e d . 4 0 s .The Holy Grail. A. E. Walte. 49s. 6d.
Fragments of a Faith Forgotten.

G ; R . s . M e a d . 5 0 s .
P^ Sophia, /n/ro. G. R. S. Mead. 30s.T h e A p o c r y p h a . 1 8 s .

Cosmic Memory. Rudolf Stelner. 428.Life and Work of Rudolf Stelner.
G u e n l h e r W a c h s m u t h . 4 0 s .

George Macdonald. Greville Macdonald.
Dflrer: His Life and Work. Af. B̂ ion.

I l l u s t r a t e d 3 5 s .
Chamber's Biographical Dictionary

(15.000 Biographies). Illustrated. 70s.Remcarnauon: An East-West Anthology
H e a d & C r a n s t o n . 4 5 s

lliough You Die. S. Drake. 12s. 6d!Herbs in Nutrition. M. Center. 20s
T h e K a l e v a l a ( 2 v o l s . ) . 1 7 g '
The Chymical Wedding of Christian Ros^

enkreutz. An outline of the Initiation-
story and introductory Commentary.M. Bennell and Isabel Wyatt. 8s. 6d.

^nsmum. i l l us t ra ted . 42s . New 1964-5 Us t f ree .
All In stock. No postage charges on books in this advertisement. Order from
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THE NEW SCHOOL
KINGS LANGLEY, HERTS. K.L. 2505

(40 minutes from London)
Co-educational day and boarding school of 290 children,
giving a full Nursery, Primary and Secondary education in
accordance with the methods of Rudolf Steiner.
For further information apply to THE SECRETARY

What Rudolf Steiner Says

concerning

I N I T I A T I O N A N D
M E D I T A T I O N

by
A R N O L D F R E E M A N

Rudolf Steiner's " Anthraposophy"
offers mankind an alternative world-
ou t look to p resen t -day mate r ia l i sm.
His life-work points to new beginnings
for education, art, medicine, agricul
ture, etc. But what he basically did
was to establish for mankind to-day a
"School of Initiation" . . . This little
book endeavours to state what Rudolf
Steiner has to say about studentship in

t h i s s c h o o l .

Price: 12/6 (by post: 13/2)
From the Centre at 79, Nether
Edge Road, Sheffield, 7; or from
t h e R u d o l f S t e i n e r B o o k s h o p ,
35, Park Road, London, N.W.I.

S t a r & F u r r o w
Journal of the Bio-dynamic

Agricultural Association
Published Twice Yearly
Current issue includes:

b r e a d

YOUR GARDEĴTWE BASIS OF
SOUND NUTRITION
(Conference Report) Alan Brockman

b e w a r e t h e N U T R m O N O F
AFFLUENCE Reprinted
New Scientist) Professor John Yudktn

C O M P O S T A N D

(transiatedby Nancy Hummel)
The Mystery of

byE.L.Grant̂ Wajson.̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^

George Corrin

Obtainable from
THE B.D.A.A. SECRETARIAT

BROOME FARM.
STOURBRTOGE, WORCS.

„ . - i x ; P o s t F r e ePrice 2/6

MICHAEL HALL, FOREST ROW
Coeducational School on the principles of Rudolf Sterner

Day and Boarding
Recognised by the Ministry of Education

Prospectus from:
The Bursar. Michael HaU, Forest Row, Sussex
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Printing Service
Have produced this issue

of " The Golden Blade "

Printers by
letterpress and small
litho processes.

Design and layout
can be undertaken.

B l o c k m a k e r s

Courier Printing and
Pobllshing Co. Ltd.
Tonbridge Wells, Kent.
Telephone 30272

W Y N S T O N E S
S C H O O L

WHADDON, GLOUCESTER

A S te i ne r Schoo l i n t he Wes t
of England, giving a complete
course of educat ion from 7-18,
with pre-school Kindergarten.

Boys and Girls
Day and Boarding

Recognised by
the Ministry of Education

For informationt apply to—
The Secretary,

Wynstones School, Whaddon,
G l o u c e s t e r

{Telephone: Gloucester 22475)



Owen Barjield
W O R L D S A P A R T
(A Dialogue of the 1960^s)

" The guests at this symposium are a professor
of theology, a professor of physics, a biologist,
a psychiatrist, a linguistic philosopher, a
retired schoolmaster, and a young scientist
engaged in rocket research. The host. Burgeon,
is ' a solicitor with philological interests'. They
gather for a weekend in order to see how far
they can understand one another, although in
this age of specialisation their professional
disciplines are ' worlds apart'. That is the
ostensible purpose of the meeting, but the
author of Worlds Apart naturally has a purpose
of his own. He wants to bring out some of the
implications of the modern scientific outlook
and to expose it to critical inquiry . . . Owen
Barfield deals very fairly with his speakers; the
conflicting points of view are all efiectively
expressed. His book ... throughout its intricate
arguments maintains a colloquial tone. It
takes the reader into the midst of far-reaching
i s s u e s a n d c a n b e r e l i e d o n t o s t r e t c h h i s

intellectual muscles in unfamiliar ways."—
T H E Y O R K S H I R E P O S T . 2 8 / -

F A B E R & F A B E R
Courier Co. Ltd. Tunbridse Wcll«. Kent.


